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ABSTRACT

By appealing to a Quark-Nova (QN; the explosive transition of a neutron star to a quark star) in

the wake of a core-collapse Supernova explosion of a massive star, we develop a unified model for

long duration Gamma-ray Bursts (LGRBs) and Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). The time delay (years

to decades) between the SN and the QN and, the fragmented nature (i.e. millions of chunks) of the

relativistic QN ejecta are key to yielding a robust LGRB engine. In our model, a LGRB light-curve

exhibits the interaction of the fragmented QN ejecta with a turbulent (i.e. filamentary and magnetically

saturated) SN ejecta which is shaped by its interaction with an underlying pulsar wind nebula (PWN).

The afterglow is due to the interaction of the QN chunks, exiting the SN ejecta, with the surrounding

medium. Our model can fit BAT/XRT prompt and afterglow light-curves, simultaneously with their

spectra, thus yielding the observed properties of LGRBs (e.g. the Band function and the X-ray

flares). We find that the peak luminosity-peak photon energy relationship (i.e. the Yonetoku law),

and the isotropic energy-peak photon energy relationship (i.e. the Amati law) are not fundamental but

phenomenological. FRBs in our model result from coherent synchrotron emission (CSE) when the QN

chunks interact with non-turbulent weakly magnetized PWN-SN ejecta, where conditions are prone to

the Weibel instability. Magnetic field amplification induced by the Weibel instability in the shocked

chunk frame sets the bunching length for electrons and pairs to radiate coherently. The resulting

emission frequency, luminosity, duration and dispersion measure (DM) in our model are consistent

with FRB data. We find a natural unification of high-energy burst phenomena from FRBs to LGRBs

including X-ray Flashes (XRFs) and X-ray rich GRBs (XRR-GRBs) as well as Super-Luminous SNe

(SLSNe). We find a possible connection between Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays and FRBs and

propose that a QN following a binary neutron star merger can yield a short GRB (SGRB) with fits to

BAT/XRT light-curves.

Keywords: stars: neutron, stars: quark, pulsars: general, supernovae: general, gamma-ray burst:

general, fast radio burst: general

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)

Ever since their discovery (Klebesadel et al. 1973) and

the confirmation of their cosmological origin (Meegan

et al. 1992; van Paradijs et al. 1997), GRBs have chal-

lenged physicists and astrophysicists who have yet to un-

derstand fully the driving mechanism and the nature of
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the underlying engine. The intense, intermittent prompt

emission in hard X-rays and gamma-rays lasts from mil-

liseconds to hundreds of seconds with short-duration

GRBs (SGRBS) peaking at ∼ 0.3 s and long-duration

GRBs (LGRBs) peaking at ∼ 30 seconds (Mazets et

al. 1981; Norris et al. 1984; Kouveliotou et al. 1993;

Horváth 1998; see Mukherjee et al. 1998 for a possible

intermediate group). Their emission in the afterglow

phase (i.e. X-ray, optical and radio) can last from hours

to weeks (Costa et al. 1997; van Paradijs et al. 1997;

Mészáros & Rees 1997). The measured redshift distri-

butions of the two groups show a median of ∼ 2.4 for
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LGRBs (e.g. Bagoly et al. 2006) and ∼ 0.4 for SGRBs

(e.g. O′Shaughnessy et al. 2008; in Berger et al. (2007)

it is suggested that between 1/3 to 2/3 of SGRBs are

at a redshift ∼ 1). The spectra of SGRBs and LGRBs

are non-thermal and well described by the phenomeno-

logical Band-function (Band et al. 1993; Preece et al.

2000) which has yet to be explained fully (see however

e.g. Pe’er, Mészáros & Rees 2006; Beloborodov 2010).

In some GRBs a thermal component in addition to the

Band-function (Band et al. 2004) seems necessary to re-

produce the observed spectrum (Ghirlanda et al. 2003;

Ryde 2005; Basak & Rao 2015).

There is a rich literature on the topic of GRBs covering

the history, the observations and the physics of these in-

triguing bursts. We refer the interested reader to past,

and recent, reviews and references therein for details

(e.g. Fishman & Meegan 1995; Piran 1999, 2000; van

Paradijs et al. 2000; Mészáros 2002; Lu et al. 2004; Pi-

ran 2005; Mészáros 2006; Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2006; Zhang

2007; Nakar 2007; Gehrels et al. 2009; Costa & Frontera

2011; Berger 2014; Pe’er 2015; D’Avanzo 2015; Iyyani

2018; Zhang 2018). While our model applies to LGRBs,

in this introduction, we briefly discuss general properties

of SGRBS and LGRBs.

1.1.1. Standard models

In the standard and widely accepted picture, a catas-

trophic event yields a relativistic fireball which consists

of ejecta with a wide range of Lorentz factors whose

energy is harnessed by internal shocks (Cavallo & Rees

1978; Goodman 1986; Paczyński 1986; Kobayashi et al.

1997; Piran 1999; see also Zhang & Yan 2011). LGRBs

are believed to originate from collapsars (i.e. collaps-

ing massive Wolf-Rayet type stars; Woosley 1993; Mac-

Fadyen & Woosley 1999) while SGRB are from the

merging of two compact objects in binary systems (two

neutron stars or a neutron star and a stellar-mass black

hole; Blinnikov et al. 1984; Paczyński 1986; Eichler et

al. 1989; Narayan, Paczynski & Piran 1992)1. These two

phenomena produce highly collimated ultra-relativistic

jets and appeal to colliding shells with different Lorentz

factors to harness the jet’s kinetic and internal energy

yielding the highly intermittent prompt emission (Rees

& Mészáros 1994; Kobayashi et al. 1997). The after-

glow emission is from the interaction of the jet with

the surrounding ambient medium farther away from the

engine involving jet deceleration (e.g. Wijers et al.

1 The detection of a kilonova in GRB 130603B (Tanvir et al.
2013) and the recent gravitational wave event GW170817 (Abbott
et al. 2017a) and its associated SGRB (Abbott et al. 2017b) gave
support for the binary-merger origin of at least some SGRBs.

1997; Mészáros & Rees 1997). The observation of jet

breaks is often used as evidence for collimation (Rhoads

1997, 1999; Frail, et al. 2001) and while it seems gener-

ally capable of accounting for some features of LGRBs

and SGRBs, it nevertheless requires fine-tuning in some

cases (e.g. Grupe et al. 2009; Covino et al. 2010). Re-

cent studies show that the achromatic break expected

to be associated with the jets is absent in some GRBs

(Willingale et al. 2007). This can only be explained

with models involving impulsive jets or multiple jets (see

e.g. Granot 2005; van Eerten et al. 2011). Alterna-

tive scenarios such as the cannonball model of Dar &

de Rújula (2004, and references therein) and the “Elec-

troMagnetic Black Hole (EMBH)” model of Ruffini et

al. (2016, and references therein) may account for some

features of some seemingly non-standard GRBs.

1.1.2. The galaxy, the metallicity and the supernova
association

LGRBs are often associated with star forming environ-

ments (e.g. Bloom et al. 2002; Fruchter et al. 2006 and

references therein). Specifically, LGRBs are associated

with low-mass, gas-rich and low-metallicity star-forming

galaxies (like the Large Magellanic Cloud; Bloom et al.

2002; Fruchter et al. 2006) that are fainter and more

irregular than core-collapse SNe host galaxies.

The SN-LGRB association (Woosley 1993; Galama et

al. 1998; Bloom et al. 1999; Hjorth et al. 2003; Stanek et

al. 2003) together with the association of LGRBs with

star forming environments link LGRBs to the deaths

of massive stars (suggestive of the collapsar model; e.g.

MacFadyen & Woosley 1999). Specifically, all SNe, spa-

tially and temporally, associated with LGRBs are classi-

fied as broad-line (BL) Type Ic (Type Ic-BL; see Hjorth

& Bloom 2012). However, some LGRBs show no un-

derlying Type Ic core-collapse SNe (Fynbo et al. 2006;

Niino et al. 2012) as expected in the collapsar model.

These are found in metal-rich environments with little

to no star formation (e.g. Tanga et al. 2018). It is sug-

gested that a non-negligible fraction of LGRB hosts have

a metallicity around the solar value (e.g. Prochaska et

al. 2009; Savaglio et al. 2012; Elliott et al. 2013; Schady

et al. 2015). The collapsar model requires the progeni-

tor to be metal-poor in order to maintain the massively

rotating cores required to launch a LGRB (e.g. Woosley

& Heger 2006).

SGRBs tend to reside in environment with rela-

tively reduced star formation (e.g. Gehrels et al. 2005;

Barthelmy et al. 2005; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Zhang et

al. 2009; Levesque et al. 2010 and references therein).

However, as demonstrated in Berger (2014) SGRBs lack-

ing SN associations are predominantly associated with

star-forming galaxies. While SGRBs have not been as-
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sociated with any SNe so far, they have been associated

with a variety of galaxies ranging from LGRB-like galax-

ies to elliptical ones (e.g. Gehrels et al. 2005; D’Avanzo

et al. 2009) and in some cases SGRBs are found to be in

isolation (e.g. Berger 2010) as expected if they originate

from binary mergers.

1.1.3. The extended emission (EE) and the late-time X-ray
plateaus

Some GRBs show re-brightening (the extended emis-

sion; EE) which occurs tens of seconds after the prompt

emission and can last for hundreds of seconds (e.g. Nor-

ris & Bonnell 2006; Norris, Gehrels & Scargle 2010).

These bursts seem to show properties characteristic of

both SGRBs and LGRBs and may require a complex en-

gine activity (e.g. Thompson et al. 2004; Rosswog 2007;

Metzger et al. 2008, 2010a; Barkov & Pozanenko 2011;

Bucciantini et al. 2012).

A canonical GRB afterglow light-curve emerged from

the Swift XRT observations (Nousek et al. 2006). Span-

ning a very wide time-interval of 10−1-105 s, the ob-

served light-curves show phases of a rapid decline in the

early X-ray afterglow (i.e. a steep decay component;

e.g. Tagliaferri et al. 2005) followed by a plateau (also

referred to as the shallow decay component which lasts

104-105 seconds; e.g. Zhang et al. 2006) and then a

normal decay component. The plateaus are common to

both SGRBs (Rowlinson et al. 2013) and LGRBs with

spectral properties similar to those of the prompt emis-

sion (Chincarini et al. 2010).

Some of these canonical light-curves show occasional

flaring during the late X-ray afterglow emission (e.g.

O’Brien et al. 2006), in particular for LGRBs and

in some SGRBs (e.g. Barthelmy et al. 2005; Campana

et al. 2006; La Parola et al. 2006). These, sometimes

repetitive, X-ray flares superimposed on the X-ray light-

curve have been observed in about half of the afterglows

with a fluence which is on average a few percents of the

GRB prompt emission (e.g. Burrows et al. 2005). In

some cases, giant flares have been observed with fluence

equaling that of the prompt emission (e.g. Falcone et

al. 2007). These flares are not expected in the standard

model and are suggestive of energy injection into the jet

hundreds of seconds following the prompt emission or a

very late re-start of the engine (e.g. King et al. 2005;

Zhang et al. 2006). Recent analyses concluded that the

flares may be linked to the prompt emission and are not

an afterglow effect (Falcone et al. 2007; Dainotti et al.

2008; Chincarini et al. 2010). I.e. they seem to involve a

mechanism that is similar to the one behind the prompt

emission but acting at lower energies and at later times

(e.g. Peng et al. 2014).

To keep the central engine active for much longer than

the duration of the prompt emission (hours to days of

extended activity) may constrain the collapsar model

of LGRBs where accretion disc viscous timescale are

much shorter (see however Rosswog 2007). Magnetars

and their spin-down power (Duncan & Thompson 1992;

Thompson & Duncan 1993) may explain the > 104 s

engine activity in the X-ray afterglow (e.g. Gompertz,

O’Brien & Wynn 2014; Lü et al. 2015) but not necessar-

ily the flares. In the context of SGRBs, it is pointed out

that NS-NS mergers may not lead to magnetars and one

has to deal with the limited energy input from the rota-

tional energy (see however Gompertz, O’Brien & Wynn

2014). Others appeal to curvature effect (e.g. Kumar &

Panaitescu 2000), magnetic dissipation processes (e.g.

Giannios 2006) or light scattering in the jet to induce

rebrightenning (e.g. Panaitescu 2008). At this stage, it

is not unreasonable to state that the origin of the ex-

tended activity as well as the flares are debatable in the

standard models (see Dar 2006 for alternative explana-

tions).

1.1.4. GRB prompt phase two-component relationships

Several two-component relationships have been pro-

posed (Fenimore & Ramirez-Ruiz 2000; Norris et al.

2000; Schaefer et al. 2001; Amati et al. 2002; Yonetoku

et al. 2004; Ghirlanda et al. 2004; Liang & Zhang 2005;

Firmani et al. 2006; Li 2007; Butler et al. 2007; Tsut-

sui et al. 2008; see also Schafer 2007 for a review). In

particular, Amati et al. (2002) found a correlation be-

tween the cosmological rest-frame spectrum peak pho-

ton energy, Epeak, and the isotropic-equivalent radiated

energy, Eiso (the Amati relation). Yonetoku et al. (2004,

2010) found a tight correlation between Epeak and the

1-second peak luminosity (Liso,peak) in GRBs (the Yo-

netoku relation). These relationships are debated in the

literature with pro- and con- camps (e.g. Nakar & Piran

2005; Butler et al. 2007; Collazzi et al. 2012; Heussaff

et al. 2013; Dainotti & Amati 2018). Other correlations

not considered here are reviewed in details in Dainotti

(2018).

1.1.5. Quark stars (QSs) and GRBs

The strange matter hypothesis states that matter

made of up, down and strange quarks (i.e. (uds) matter)

could be the most stable state of matter (Itoh 1970; Bod-

mer 1971; Terazawa 1979; Witten 1984; see also Weber

2005 and reference therein). If true, then strange-quark

seeding in the deconfined core (where the quarks are not

confined inside neutrons) of some NSs would imply that

the whole system could lower its energy by converting to

the more stable (uds) matter. There is an extensive lit-

erature devoted to the existence and properties of quark
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stars and the conversion of a NS to a quark star (e.g.

Olinto 1987; Lugones et al. 1994; Dai et al. 1995; Cheng

& Dai 1996; Horvath & Benvenuto 1988; Ouyed, R. et

al. 2002; Keränen et al. 2005; Niebergal et al. 2010; Her-

zog & Röpke 2011; Pagliara et al. 2013; Furusawa et

al. 2016a,b; Drago & Pagliara 2015a,b; Ouyed, A. et al.

2018a,b). The strange-quark seeding needed to trigger

the conversion has also been investigated with different

seeding mechanisms and timescales suggested in the lit-

erature (e.g. Olesen & Madsen 1994; Iida & Sato 1998;

Drago, Lavagno, & Pagliara 2004; Bombaci, Parenti &

Vidana 2004; Mintz et al. 2010; Perez-Garcia et al. 2010;

Logoteta et al. 2012). These studies together find dif-

ferent paths to the formation of a quark star from a

strange-quark seeded core of a NS.

Early investigations of QSs as GRB engines use gen-

eral arguments to argue that the energy release dur-

ing the conversion of a NS to a QS (of order 1053 ergs)

combined with properties of the resulting QS (e.g. its

spin-down power, the exotic phases of quark matter)

may yield a GRB engine (Usov 1992; Dai & Lu 1998;

Wang et al. 2000; Ouyed, R. et al. 2002; Ouyed, R. &

Sannino 2002; Berezhiani et al. 2003; Drago, Lavagno,

& Pagliara 2004; Ouyed, R. et al. 2005; Paczyński &

Haensel 2005; Xu & Liang 2009; Dai et al. 2011; Perez-

Garcia et al. 2013; Drago et al. 2016). Other models

involve the conversion of a NS to a strange star by ac-

cretion in a low-mass X-ray binary (Cheng & Dai 1996;

Ouyed, R. et al. 2011a,b; Ouyed, R. & Staff 2013). In the

post-QN phase highly variable hyper-accretion onto the

QS, which appeals to the exotic phase of quark matter,

ejects intermittent relativistic shells, reminiscent of the

energetics and variability seen in GRBs (Ouyed, R. et

al. 2005). However, most of these models fail to account

for the many unique features of GRBs mentionned in

this introduction (e.g. the spectrum, variability, etc...).

1.2. Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs)

The discovery of intense, millisecond, highly dispersed

radio bursts in the GHz range (Lorimer et al. 2007)

opened a new era in radio astronomy and a window into

one of the most enigmatic phenomena in modern astron-

omy, Fast Radio Burst (FRBs). Dozens of FRBs are

known (see http://frbcat.org/) with two repeating ones

(Spitler et al. 2016; Scholz et al. 2016; CHIME/FRB

Collaboration 2019). Their dispersion measures (DM;

of hundreds of pc cm−3) put them at extra-Galactic

to cosmological distances which makes them extremely

bright (> 1041 erg s−1). While a typical GRB prompt

emission is made of many sub-second pulses yielding an

intermittent emission, FRBs consists of a single pulse

of milliseconds duration, except for the multiple pulses

in repeating FRBs. The story of FRBs so far seems

to resemble that of GRBs (e.g. Kulkarni et al. 2014;

Kulkarni 2018). A full account of the discoveries, ob-

servations and properties of these FRBs can be found

in Lorimer et al. (2007); Thornton et al. (2013); Spitler

et al. (2014); Petroff et al. (2016); Ravi et al. (2016);

Gajjar et al. (2018); Michilli et al. (2018) with a recent

analysis given in Lorimer et al. (2018).

Because of the large beam width at Parkes and Are-

ciob, FRBs are weakly localized which makes it difficult

to isolate their host galaxies or associate them with any

astrophysical objects. With no discernible source and

with no counterparts at other frequencies FRBs are hard

to model. One can infer that FRBs are associated with

high brightness temperatures requiring a coherent emis-

sion mechanism (Katz 2014). A discussion of current

theoretical models can be found in Platts et al. (2018).

Many of these models involve single or double compact

stars undergoing catastrophic processes such as merg-

ing, comet impact or bursting. Repeating FRBs may be

used as an argument to disfavor catastrophic scenarios

preferring instead models involving magnetar-like burst-

ing activity. Because FRBs are relatively new compared

to GRBs, so far there have been only a handful attempts

at explaining them using QSs (e.g. Shand et al. 2016).

1.3. The Quark-Nova model for GRBs

Our working hypothesis is that a QN can occurs when-

ever the underlying NS’s core density reaches the quark-

decofinement limit ρNS,cr. where quarks roam freely and

are no longer confined to hadrons. For static config-

urations, and for a given Equation-of-State of neutron

matter, we define a critical NS mass MNS,cr. when the

density in the NS core is ρNS,cr.. If a NS is born with

a mass above this critical value but is rapidly rotating

then ρNS,cr. is only reached after spin-down and/or by

accreting more mass (see discussion §2.1 in Ouyed, R. &

Staff 2013 for example). An increase in mass can occur

following a SN if fallback is important or in a binary

system where the NS can gain mass from a companion

(Ouyed, R. et al. 2011a,b; Ouyed, R. & Staff 2013) or

during a Common Envelope phase (e.g. Ouyed, R. et

al. 2015a,b, 2016 and references therein). In this paper,

we consider deconfinement, immediately followed by the

QN, triggered by spin-down.

If the QN occurs early in the wake of a SN, mean-

ing that the NS explodes weeks to months following its

birth in the SN, the kinetic energy of the QN ejecta

(the outermost layers of the NS crust ejected during the
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explosion)2 is efficiently converted to radiation (Leahy

& Ouyed 2008; Ouyed, R. et al. 2009a). Crucially, the

extended envelope means that PdV losses are negligi-

ble when it is shocked by the QN ejecta, yielding a

Super-Luminous SN (SLSN; Ouyed, R. et al. 2009a).

Effectively, the QN re-energizes and re-brightens the ex-

tended SN ejecta giving light-curves very similar to those

of SLSNe (Ouyed, R. et al. 2012, 2013b; Kostka et al.

2014a; Ouyed, R. et al. 2016). A number of SLSNe and

double-humped SNe have been modelled in this frame-

work (see http://www.quarknova.ca/LCGallery.html for

a picture gallery of the fits). The QN model predicts

that the interaction of the neutron-rich QN ejecta with

the SN ejecta would lead to unique nuclear spallation

products, in particular an excess of 44Ti at the expense

of 56Ni (Ouyed, R. et al. 2011c; Ouyed, A. et al. 2014,

2015a), which may have been observed in Cas A SN (e.g.

Laming 2014; Ouyed, R. et al. 2015a).

Including a QN event in the collapsar model (e.g. Staff

et al. 2007, 2008a,b; Ouyed, R. et al. 2009b) or in bi-

naries (Ouyed, R. et al. 2011a,b, 2015c) provides an in-

termediary stage (between the NS and the Black Hole

(BH) phases; the BH forms from the collapse of the QS)

that extends the engine’s activity and provides an ex-

tra source of energy. In Staff et al. (2008a,b) it was

found that a three stage model within the context of

a core-collapse supernova involving a NS, converting to

a QS followed by a BH phase from the collapsing QS

allowed some interpretation of the observations of early

and late X-ray afterglows of GRBs. Basically, this model

harnesses the QN energy (Leahy & Ouyed 2009) in ad-

dition to the QS spin-down power (Staff et al. 2007).

However, these models did not capture important fea-

tures of GRBs such as the variable light-curve and the

spectrum.

1.3.1. Our current model for LGRBs and FRBs

For time-delays between the SN and the QN exceeding

a few years, the SN ejecta is too large and diffuse to

experience any substantial re-brightening (i.e. no SLSNe

can result). However, the density in the inner layers of

the SN ejecta is still high enough to induce shock heating

of the QN chunks yielding either a LGRB or an FRB as

we show in this paper.

Specifically, we demonstrate that a QN event which

occurs years to decades following the core-collapse SN

explosion of a massive star (hereafter we assume to be a

Type Ic SN) can explain the photometric and spectro-

scopic activity of LGRBs. In addition, we find a regime

2 As shown in Ouyed, R. & Leahy (2009), the QN ejecta frag-
ments into millions of chunks (see also §2.3 here).

where the interaction between the QN ejecta and the

PWN-SN ejecta (i.e. the shell born from the interaction

between the SN and the PWN) allows for the develop-

ment of the Weibel instability which induces coherent

synchrotron emission (CSE) with power, duration and

DM consistent with FRBs.

The storyboard in our model, elaborated in this paper,

can be very briefly summarized as follows:

1. A normal Type Ic (no broad lines) SN occurs fol-

lowing the collapse of a Wolf-Rayet star stripped

of its Hydrogen and Helium envelopes. The result-

ing SN compact remnant is a massive NS (either

born with mass exceeding MNS,cr. or can exceed it

via mass accretion) but born rapidly rotating so

to keep the core density below the quark decon-

finement limit ρNS,cr.;

2. Concurrently a Pulsar Wind Nebula (PWN) is

powered by the spinning down pulsar born from

the SN. The interaction of the PWN with the SN

ejecta generates a PWN-SN shell (we refer to as

the “wall” in this paper);

3. NS spin-down drives the NS core density above

ρNS,cr. and triggers the QN.

4. The explosion releases ∼ 1053 ergs in kinetic en-

ergy imparted to the NS’s outermost crust lay-

ers which expands and fragments into millions of

pieces (i.e. ∼ 106 chunks of ∼ 1022-1023 gm each).

This QN ejecta moves out radially from the ex-

plosion site with a Lorentz factor ΓQN of a few

thousand;

5. The chunks crash into the PWN-SN shell (i.e. the

wall) to create a GRB3 (presented in details in §4
and §5) or an FRB (presented in details in §6).

(a) The LGRB is synchrotron emission induced

by the interaction of a dominant QN chunk

(i.e. the one closest to the observer’s line-of-

sight) with the turbulent PWN-SN shell. The

afterglow is from the chunk’s interaction with

the surrounding medium past the SN ejecta

(§4.2 and §5.1);

3 The QN chunks may be reminiscent of previous LGRB mod-
els involving a shower of “Bullets” (Heinz&Begelman 1999) and a
trail of “cannonballs” (Dar & de Rújula 2004) but ours is funda-
mentally different. For example: (i) The QN is an instantaneous
event and occurs years to decades after the SN explosion; (ii) The
QN explosion is isotropic yielding millions of chunks in a thin ex-
panding spherical front; (iii) The GRB duration in our model is
due to the radial distribution of matter in the PWN-SN shell, the
QN chunks interact with.
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(b) A flare is from secondary chunks (surround-

ing the primary chunk) going through the

same filaments as the primary chunk effec-

tively echoing the prompt emission (i.e. with

emission occurring later in time and at lower

frequencies; §4.2.6 and §5.3.6);

(c) The prompt emission from a chunk interact-

ing with a filament in the turbulent PWN-SN

shell yields a fast cooling synchrotron spec-

trum. A chunk passing through multiple fila-

ments in the PWN-SN shell gives a convolu-

tion of many fast cooling synchrotron spectra

resulting in a Band-like spectrum (see §5.2);

(d) The interaction of the primary and secondary

chunks with the PWN-SN shell together yield

the light-curve (including the prompt, flares

and afterglow) and spectrum of an LGRB

(see §5.3);

(e) The Yonetoku and Amati relationships are

found to be phenomenological and not funda-

mental properties of LGRBs (see §4.3.2 and

§5.3.8);

6. If the QN occurs in a non-turbulent or weakly tur-

bulent PWN-SN shell with a weak magnetic field,

the Weibel instability develops in the shocked

chunk’s frame when colliding with the PWN-SN

shell. The instability allows for particle bunching

and the switch from incoherent to coherent syn-

chrotron emission. FRBs result in this case with

properties consistent with data (see §6);

7. We propose a unification of LGRBs and FRBs,

based on the degree of magnetization of the PWN-

SN ejecta (see §8.2).

The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we give a brief

overview of the physics and astrophysics of the QN. We

describe the characteristics of the QN ejecta which is

ultra-relativistic and heavy-ion-rich which fragments as

it expands away from the explosion site. In §3 we ana-

lyze the interaction of the SN ejecta with the underlying

PWN. This section describes the PWN-SN shell (i.e. the

wall) with which the QN chunks, ejected years to tens

of years after the SN, interact. We first consider, in §4,

an analytical model based on a non-turbulent PWN-SN

shell, and as a proof-of-principle, we show how the inter-

actions of the QN chunks with such a wall and later with

its surroundings can yield key properties of LGRBs. Im-

provement of the analytical model is given in §5 where a

turbulent and filamentary PWN-SN ejecta is considered.

This captures many more properties of LGRBs includ-

ing the complex light-curves and the Band spectrum,

while demonstrating that the Yonetoku and Amati laws

are phenomenological in nature. Here we test our model

against 48 observed LGRBs and show its success at fit-

ting simultaneously their light-curves (including the af-

terglow and flares) and spectra. We end the GRB part

of the paper by listing specific predictions of our model.

FRBs (including repeating FRBs) are discussed in §6
where we demonstrate that a QN occurring in a non-

turbulent and weakly magnetized PWN-SN (i.e. when

the SN ejecta is not blown out by the NS spin-down

power), allows the development of the Weibel instabil-

ity in the shocked QN chunks. Coherent synchrotron

emission (CSE) is triggered, at the expense of the non-

coherent emission, yielding luminosity, frequencies, du-

ration and DM consistent with observed FRBs. Pre-

dictions for FRBs in our model are listed at the end

of this part of the paper. Other astrophysical implica-

tions (e.g. Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays; magnetar

formation and SLSNe) of our model are explored in §7.

In particular, in §7.4 we investigate how a QN in the

wake of a binary NS merger can yield a SGRB. In §8
we present a general discussion of our model and list

its limitations. We also suggest a scheme which uni-

fies LGRBs and FRBs including XRFS, XRR-GRBs and

SLSNe simply by varying the degree of magnetization of

the PWN-SN shell when it is hit by the QN chunks. We

conclude in §9.

2. THE QUARK NOVA: KEY INGREDIENTS

In the QN model, quark deconfinement (i.e. when

quarks are no longer confined to hadrons) in the core

of a massive NS can be initiated by an increase of the

core density above the deconfinement value ρNS,c.. This

can occur via spin-down as assumed in our paper here

(e.g. Staff et al. 2006) and/or mass accretion (Ouyed,

R. et al. 2011a,b, 2015c) triggering a hadronic-to-quark-

matter conversion front. Recent analytical (e.g. Vogt

et al. 2004; Keränen et al. 2005) and numerical (Nieber-

gal et al. 2010; Ouyed, R. et al. 2013a; Ouyed, A. et al.

2015b, 2018a,b; see also references listed in §1.1.5) anal-

yses of the microphysics and macrophysics of the transi-

tion, suggest that the transition could be of an explosive

type which might occur via a Deflagration-Detonation-

Transition (DDT) and/or quark-core collapse QN where

the “halted” quark core is prone to collapse in a mecha-

nism similar to a core-collapse SN (see Niebergal 2011;

Ouyed, A. 2018). While our working hypothesis (i.e.

the QN explosion) remains to be confirmed in multi-

dimension simulations which is currently the main focus

of the QN group4, our findings in this paper (and our

4 See www.quarknova.ca

www.quarknova.ca
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work on SLSNe in the context of QNe in the wake of

SNe; e.g. Ouyed, R. et al. 2016 and references therein)

lend it some support.

2.1. Quark deconfinement

As shown in Staff et al. (2006), a QN is most likely to

occur when a NS is born with a mass just above MNS,cr..

If non-rotating, the QN will occur promptly. If the NS

is rapidly rotating (i.e. a birth period PNS of the or-

der of a few milliseconds) the core density at birth is

below ρNS,cr.. As the NS spin-downs, the core density

eventually increases above ρNS,cr., triggering quark de-

confinement in the core thus initiating the hadronic-to-

quark-matter transition. We assume the expanding con-

version front induces an explosive conversion (by means

of a DDT or quark-core-collapse) to a QS (Niebergal et

al. 2010; Ouyed, A. et al. 2018a,b).

Hereafter we take MNS,c. = 2M� in order to take into

account the∼ 2M� NS observed by Demorest al. (2010).

The precise value of NNS,c. does not affect the results

of the current study. A 2M� NS does not rule out the

existence of quark stars, since quark matter can be stiff

enough to allow massive QSs (e.g. Alford et al. 2007; see

also §2.1 in Ouyed, R. & Staff (2013) for a discussion).

2.2. Energetics

A QN can release (MNS,cr./mn)Econv. ∼ 3.8 ×
1053 ergs× (MNS,cr./2M�) from the direct conversion of

its hadrons to quarks with an average of Econv. ∼ 100

MeV of energy released per hadron (e.g. Weber 2005);

mn is the neutron mass. Accounting for gravitational

energy and additional energy release during phase tran-

sitions within the quark phase, the total energy may

easily exceed 5 × 1053 ergs (e.g. Jaikumar et al. 2004;

Vogt et al. 2004; Yasutake et al. 2005). Taking into

account that a sizeable percentage of energy, about

1/3 of the total conversion energy, is transferred to

the kinetic energy of the QN ejecta; EQN ∼ 1053 erg

is adopted as the fiducial value for the kinetic en-

ergy of the QN ejecta. The fiducial Lorentz factor

is taken as ΓQN = 103.5 which translates to a QN

ejecta mass MQN = 10−4.75M�, effectively, the out-

ermost crust region of the NS (e.g. Keränen et al.

2005; Ouyed, R. & Leahy 2009; Marranghello et al.

2010). Hereafter we write5 EQN,53 = EQN/1053 erg and

ΓQN,3.5 = ΓQN/103.5).

2.3. Fragmentation of the Quark Nova ejecta: the QN

chunks

5 We adopt a nomenclature for the dimensionless quantities as
fx = f/10x with quantities in cgs units.

The expanding relativistic QN ejecta cools rapidly

enough to solidify or liquify and break up into of order

one million fragments (Ouyed, R. & Leahy 2009).

2.3.1. Chunk’s mass and statistics

The mass of a typical QN chunk for typical QN pa-

rameters is 1019 gm < mc < 1023 gm depending on

whether the QN ejecta breaks up in the solid or liquid

phase. In reality, the fragmentation (i.e. the mass of

a typical chunk and the resulting number of fragments;

whose parameters are hereafter assigned the subscript

“c”) is more complicated than the estimates presented

in Ouyed, R. & Leahy (2009). For simplicity, we set the

number of chunks fixed to Nc = 106 which implies a typ-

ical chunk mass mc = MQN/Nc ' 1022.5 gm; we assume

that they all have the same mass. The distribution of

QN chunks is equally spaced in solid angle and centered

on the explosion site (see Figure 1 and Appendix B.1).

2.3.2. Chunk’s maximum size

The very early stages of the evolution of the QN ejecta

are dominated by adiabatic losses inducing an almost in-

stantaneous loss of the ejecta’s internal energy; mainly

due to the rapid expansion in the degenerate relativistic

regime of the ejecta (Ouyed, R. & Leahy 2009). How-

ever, re-heating from β-decay6 and from sweeping of

ambient material (see Appendix B.3) keeps the chunk’s

temperature high enough that it will continue to expand

until it reaches the transparency radius (when the chunk

becomes optically thin). The chunk’s size at trans-

parency, in the co-moving frame where quantities are

primed, is given by

κ′cρ
′
c,TR

′
c,T = 1 . (1)

Here κ′c is the chunk’s opacity and the subscript “T”

stands for “Transparent”. Writing the density as ρ′c,T =

mc/(A
′
c,TR

′
c,T) yields a critical cross-section area

Ac,T = A′c,T ∼ 2.4× 1021 cm2 ×mc,22.5κc,−1 , (2)

or a radius of R′c,T ∼ 2.8 × 1010 cm2 × m
1/2
c,22.5κ

1/2
c,−1.

When the chunk hits this critical size it stops expanding.

The un-primed cross-section area is in the NS frame of

reference (i.e. the GRB cosmological rest frame; see

Appendix A for the different reference frames involved

6 Being neutron-rich, the QN ejecta was shown to be a favorable
environment for r-process nucleosynthesis (Jaikumar et al. 2007;
Kostka et al. 2014b,c; Kostka 2014; see also Appendix B.2 here).
Heating from β-decay by the r-process yield may temporarily delay
the cooling and fragmentation process but the outcome remains
the same.
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here). We take a typical chunk’s opacity to be κc = 0.1

cm2 g−1 (see Appendix B.2); κ′c = κc since opacity is

frame independent.

The corresponding baryon number density, mc/mH

(4π/3)R′c,T
3 ,

in the chunk’s frame is

n′c,T ∼ 2.2× 1014 cm−3 ×m−1/2
c,22.5 × κ

−3/2
c,−1 . (3)

2.3.3. The chunk’s sweeping luminosity

As it sweeps up protons and electrons from the ambi-

ent medium of baryon number density namb., the chunk

gains energy which it emits as radiation. The evolu-

tion of the chunk’s sweeping luminosity L′c,sw.(t
′) and

its Lorentz factor Γc(t′) are given by Eqs. (B5) and

(B6) in Appendix B.3. When the chunk is coasting at

its maximum, constant size, given by Ac,T ∝ mc, then

the chunk’s mass cancels out of Eq. (B6). This im-

plies that the time evolution of the chunk’s Lorentz fac-

tor Γc(t′) is determined by the ambient density alone

ρamb. = µHmHnamb.; we take a mean molecular weight

of µH = 1.25 with mH the hydrogen mass. Equations

(B5) and (B6) can be integrated to yield the evolution of

the chunk’s Lorentz factor and the resulting, promptly

radiated, sweeping luminosity:

Γc(t′) =
ΓQN(

1 + t′

t′Γ

)1/2
(4)

L′c,sw.(t
′) = 1.1× 1036 erg s−1× (5)

×mc,22.5κc,−1namb.,0Γc,3.5(t′)2 ,

with Γc(0) = ΓQN. The chunk’s Lorentz factor decreases

after a characteristic hydrodynamical timescale (taking

βc = vc/c = 1 where c is the speed of light):

t′Γ '
9.9× 106 s

namb.,0Γ2
QN,3.5κc,−1

, (6)

which is effectively set by the ambient density for a given

QN explosion; i.e. for a given ΓQN. The equations above

assumes a constant ambient density. In the case of vary-

ing ambient density, Eq.(5) still holds but Eq.(4) must

be replaced by re-integrating Eq.(B6) accordingly.

3. A QN IN THE WAKE OF A SN

We now consider a QN occurring after a SN explosion

in which a rapidly rotating NS was born with a mass

above the critical mass MNS,cr.. For such NSs, the in-

crease in core density is most dramatic at tSpD, the spin-

down characteristic timescale (see Staff et al. 2006). In

other words, it is natural to assume that the time-delay

tQN between the SN proper and the exploding neutron

star is the spin-down timescale; i.e. tQN ' tSpD when

MNS ≥MNS,c.. Hereafter, we keep fixed the radius and

mass of the NS and set them to RNS = 10 km and

MNS = MNS,cr. = 2M�, respectively. The NS moment

of inertia we take to be INS = 1045 g cm2.

The decline of the pulsar spin-down power, assuming

a magnetic dipole, depends on time as (Deutsch 1955;

Manchester & Taylor 1977),

LSpD(t) = LSpD,0

(
1 +

t

tSpD

)−2

, (7)

with

LSpD,0 ' 3.9× 1041 erg s−1 × P−4
NS,−2.4B

2
NS,12.5 , (8)

tSpD ' 103.7 years× P 2
NS,−2.4B

−2
NS,12.5 , (9)

and a rotational energy, ESpD = (1/2)INS(2π/PNS)2, of

ESpD ' 1.2× 1051 erg × P−2
NS,−2.4 . (10)

The subscript “SpD” stands for spin-down. The NS’s

birth period and magnetic field are given in units of

4 milliseconds (PNS,−2.4 = PNS/4 ms) and 1012.5 G

(BNS,12.5 = BNS/1012.5 G), respectively (hereafter our

fiducial values).

3.1. Summary of model’s parameters

The parameters described below are in chronological

order starting with the SN, followed by the Pulsar Wind

Nebula (PWN) phase describing the interaction between

the SN ejecta and the PW and, the QN proper which

occurs at time tQN = tSpD following the SN.

• SN parameters: There are 5 parameters. The

first 3 are the SN ejecta’s kinetic energy ESN, the

SN ejecta’s mass MSN and n which is the power-

law index of the SN’s steep density part overlaying

the density plateau. We set the SN fiducial values

as ESN = 1051 erg, MSN = 1034 grams (i.e. 5M�)

and n = 9.

The SN ambient medium the SN explodes into is

defined by its baryon number density namb. and

magnetic field Bamb.. We list them as part of the

SN parameter set with fiducial values of 1 cm−3

and 10−5 G.

• NS parameters: With the radius and mass of the

NS set to 10 km and 2M�, respectively, there are

only 2 free parameters which are the NS’s birth pe-

riod PNS and birth magnetic field BNS. The birth

period varies only by a factor of a few from one SN

to another since only massive NSs with spin period
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PNS of a few milliseconds can experience substan-

tial increase in their core’s density and explode as

QNe (Staff et al. 2006). For BNS, we take a log-

normal distribution with mean 12.5 and variance

σlog B = 0.5 (e.g. Faucher-Giguère & Kaspi 2006

and references therein).

The range in tSpD is controlled by the NS birth

magnetic field BNS which varies by orders of mag-

nitude from one source to another unlike PNS

which varies by a factor of a few at most.

• QN parameters: There are 4 parameters. The

first 2 parameters are the ejecta’s kinetic energy

EQN = 1053 ergs (kept fixed; effectively set by the

NS mass MNS,c.), and its Lorentz factor ΓQN =

103.5 also kept fixed. The ejecta’s mass is then

given by MQN = EQN/ΓQNc
2 ∼ 10−4.75M� (rep-

resentative of the NS’s outermost crust). The

third parameter we take to be the total num-

ber of chunks Nc = 106 which yields a typical

QN chunk’s mass mc = 1022.5 gm. Other pa-

rameters/properties of the QN ejecta such as the

chunk’s critical cross-section area Ac,T and the

corresponding rest-frame baryon number density

n′c,T (given by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively) are

all known once the mass of the chunk is known.

Table 1 lists the fiducial values for our parameters.

The SN and NS parameters combined yield the proper-

ties of the PWN-SN turbulent shell (resulting from the

interaction between the PWN and the SN ejecta) which

we refer to as the “wall”.

3.2. The SN ejecta

We describe the SN ejecta and how it is shaped by its

interaction with the underlying PWN and with the over-

laying ambient medium (with constant baryon number

density namb. and magnetic field Bamb.) prior to the QN

event.

The analytical SN and PWN models we adopt here are

the self-similar solutions given in Chevalier (1977, 1982,

1984); Blondin et al. (1998, 2001); see also Reynolds &

Chevalier 1984; van der Swaluw et al. 2001, 2003, 2004;

Chevalier 2005. For a constant namb., the size of the

SN ejecta is given by RSN = αn(Avnt /ρamb.)
1/nt(n−3)/n

with A = ((5n− 25)/(2πn))×ESNv
−5
t and vt = ((10n−

50)/(3n−9)×ESN/MSN)1/2 is the velocity at the inter-

section between the density plateau of the SN ejecta.

The SN ejecta’s power law steep density gradient is

set by the parameter n. For n = 9, α9 = 1.048,

A = 1.5 × 107 g cm−3 s3 × ESN,51
−3/2M

5/2
SN,34 and

vt = 4.7× 103 km s−1 × ESN,51
1/2M

−1/2
SN,34. I.e.

RSN(t) ' 3.0×1018 cm×
(
ESN,51

1/3M
−2/9
SN,34n

−1/9
amb.,0

)
×t2/39.5 .

(11)

Since tQN = tSpD ∼ 100 years for our fiducial values, the

time-dependency of the SN properties are given in units

of 100 years; i.e. t9.5 = t/(109.5 s) = t/(100 years).

The SN ejecta’s density profile is

ρSN(r, t) =

ρPlat.(t), for r < RPlat.

ρPlat.(t)×
(
RPlat.

r

)−n
, for r > RPlat.

(12)

with RPlat.(t) = vtt defines the edge of the density

plateau in the inner SN ejecta and ρPlat.(t) = At−3 is

the time-evolving plateau’s density.

For our fiducial SN parameters, we get

RPlat.(t) ' 1.5× 1018 cm×
(
ESN,51

1/2M
−1/2
SN,34

)
× t9.5 ,

(13)

with the plateau’s baryon number density, nPlat.(t) =

ρPlat.(t)/mH, being

nPlat.(t) ' 2.9×102 cm−3×
(
ESN,51

−3/2M
5/2
SN,34

)
× t−3

9.5 .

(14)

3.3. The PWN-SN shell: the “wall”

The collision between the PWN and the inner SN

ejecta (the plateau) leads to the formation of an PWN-

SN dense shell (i.e. the “wall” with its parameters

denoted with subscript “w”). The wall is at a radius

Rw = 1.5
(

n
n−5

)1/5 (
n−5
n−3

)1/2 (ESN
3L2

SpD

M5
SN

)1/10

t6/5 or,

Rw(t) ∼ 1.5× 1018 cm × (15)

×

(
ESN,51

3

M5
SN,34

)1/10(
P−2

NS,−2.4

tSpD,100

)1/5

× t6/59.5 ,

which assumes a constant pulsar luminosity LSpD =

ESpD/tSpD. The corresponding wall’s speed, Vw =

dRw/dt = Rw/t ∝ t1/5, is

Vw(t) ∼ 5.7× 103 km s−1× (16)

×

(
ESN,51

3

M5
SN,34

)1/10(
P−2

NS,−2.4

tSpD,100

)1/5

× t1/59.5 .
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For t = tQN = tSpD, we have Vw ∝ P−2/5
NS . I.e. the wall’s

speed varies very little in time and is roughly constant

from one source to another in our model.

The wall’s baryon number density is nw = fγad.
×

(ρSN/mH) with ρSN/mH is the SN ejecta’s baryon num-

ber density and fγad.
= (γad. + 1)/(γad.− 1) is the shock

compression factor set by the adiabatic index γad.. This

gives, for γad. = 5/3,

nw(t) ∼ 1.2× 103 cm−3 ×
(
ESN,51

−3/2M
5/2
SN,34

)
× t−3

9.5 .

(17)

The maximum wall’s thickness can roughly be es-

timated from mass conservation to be ∆Rw/Rw =

1/(3fγad.
) so that ∆Rw/Rw = 1/12. In principle, the

wall can be thinner if cooling is taken into account.

3.3.1. The wall’s magnetic field

The development of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) insta-

bility within the PWN-SN interface (e.g. Chevalier &

Klein 1978) means that the wall’s magnetic field is prone

to turbulent amplification (e.g. Jun et al. 1995; Jun

1998; Bucciantini et al. 2004; Duffell & Kasen 2017;

see also Stone & Gardiner 2007; Porth et al. 2014).

These studies find that the amplified magnetic field can

be estimated using equipartition arguments which al-

lows us to assume for simplicity that B2
w/8π = εw ×

nwkBTw,sh. where the shocked wall temperature is given

by kBTw,sh. = 3/16 × µemHV
2
w and εw being the ratio

of magnetic to thermal energy at the PWN-SN shock.

We take the mean molecular weight per electron to be

µe = 2 representative of the type-Ic SN ejecta. This

yields

Bw(t) ' 0.8 mG × ε1/2w,−5nw,3(t)1/2Vw,8.7(t) , (18)

where we set εw = 10−5 as our fiducial value since it

gives milli-Gauss values in line with simulations and

measurements of the magnetic field strength in SNRs

(e.g. Reynolds et al. 2012 and references therein). This

parameter enters when calculating the spectrum (i.e.

the synchrotron emission) and is thus listed in Table

1. Since Vw (given in units of 108.7 cm s−1= 5000 km

s−1) varies little from one source to another (see Eq.

(16)), the wall’s magnetic field depends essentially on

the wall’s density and the strength of the turbulent am-

plification parameter εw. However, since εw is expected

to be constant once turbulence saturation is reached in

the PWN-SN ejecta this leaves nw as the controlling pa-

rameter.

3.4. Characteristic timescales

There are two critical timescales that define the inter-

action between the PW and the SN ejecta (e.g. Blondin

et al. 2001; Chevalier 2005), prior to the QN explosion:

• The SN density plateau: The wall would reach

the edge of the SN ejecta plateau at time (obtained

by equating Eqs. (15) and (13))

tPlat. ∼
(
ESN

ESpD

)
tSpD , (19)

in the constant spin-down luminosity case. The

condition tQN = tSpD > tPlat. is satisfied whenever

ESN ≤ ESpD and is equivalent to

PNS ≤ PNS,cr. ∼
4 ms

ESN,51
1/2
· (20)

For PNS < PNS,cr. (i.e. when tPlat. < tSpD), the

QN occurs after the wall has reached the edge of

the density plateau. I.e., the SN ejecta is already

blown-out by the PWN (see Figure 6 in Blondin &

Chevalier (2017)) and can no longer be described

by a self-similar solution7. This case is more rele-

vant in our model since it gives best fits to light-

curves and spectra of observed LGRBs as we show

in §5.3. Thus for our fiducial values, the blow-out

regime corresponds to NSs born with a period in

the range 1.5 ms < PNS ≤ PNS,cr. with the lower

limit set by the r-mode instability on rapidly ro-

tating accreting NS (Andersson et al. 1999, 2000);

• The SN reverse shock: When the SN reverse

shock (RS) propagates inward to the edge of the

SN plateau it triggers its inward motion and even-

tually “crushes” the PWN. The relevant timescale

for n = 9 is

tSN,RS ' 459 years× ESN,51
−1/2M

5/6
SN,34n

−1/3
amb.,0 .

(21)

For the constant pulsar luminosity case, the ratio

between the pressure in the PWN and behind the

RS can be estimated (e.g. Eq. (9) in Blondin et

al. 2001; see also van der Swaluw et al. 2001) to be

PPWN/PRS ∼ 1.5 for our fiducial values. Thus, no

crushing is more likely. Nevertheless, we impose

tSpD < tSN,RS (which guarantees tPlat. < tSN,RS

because tPlat. < tSpD). This means we do not need

to consider the effect of the SN reverse shock on

7 The blow-out regime is simulated in Blondin & Chevalier
(2017) by extending spin-down power beyond tPlat..
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Table 1. Fiducial parameters in our model (see §3.1).

SN NS QN Spectrum (see §4.2.5)

ESN MSN n namb. Bamb. PNS Ba
NS EQN ΓQN Nc εbw p npairs

1051 erg 1034 gm (= 5M�) 9 1 cm−3 10−5 G 10−2.4 s (= 4 ms) 1012.5 G 1053 erg 103.5 106 10−5 2.4 10

a We adopt a log-normal distribution for the magnetic field with mean 1012.5 G and variance σlog B = 0.5 (see §3.1).
b The wall’s magnetization factor as defined in Eq. (18).

the PWN. We cannot rule out the scenario where

the QN occurs while the wall has been crushed

to smaller radii. However, the evolution of the

crushed PWN changes so that the current model

is not applicable. This is a complication beyond

the scope of this paper and may be worth exploring

elsewhere.

Other timescales relevant to our model:

• The SN optical depth τSN: The conditions

τSN < 1 (i.e. an optically thin SN; see Appendix

C), translates to

tQN > tSLSN ∼ 1.8 years× ESN,51
−1/2MSN,34 .

(22)

For τSN > 1, the QN kinetic energy is “absorbed”

in the SN envelope re-brightening the SN and

yielding a SLSN (see §5.4.1);

In summary, the range in time delay between the SN

and the QN applicable to GRBs is tSLSN < tQN =

tSpD < tSN,RS which for our fiducial values gives

1.8 yr < tQN < 460 yr . (23)

The corresponding range in wall’s density (which con-

trols the GRB luminosity in our model) can be derived

by incorporating the range in tQN given in Eq. (23) into

Eq. (17) to get

12.6 cm−3 < nw < 2.1× 108 cm−3 . (24)

The corresponding wall’s size (which controls GRB

timescales in our model) is derived by incorporating the

range in tQN in Eq. (23) into Eq. (15) to get

1.2× 1016 cm < Rw < 9.3× 1018 cm . (25)

The first 3 panels in Figure 2 show the nw, Rw and

Bw distributions, for our fiducial values of parameters,

applicable to GRBs. The time delay, tQN = tSpD, is

set by drawing BNS from a log-normal distribution with

mean of 12.5 and a variance σlog BNS = 0.5 (see Table 1).

4. APPLICATION TO LONG DURATION GRBS I:

A NON-TURBULENT PWN-SN EJECTA

In this proof-of-principle section, we present the sim-

ple but analytically tractable case of: (i) the QN chunks

colliding with a non-turbulent self-similar PWN-SN

shell (i.e. the wall as described above) located at Rw

(with thickness ∆Rw = Rw/12), density nw and mag-

netic field Bw; (ii) tQN = tSpD which gives, for the

fiducial values of our parameters, tQN ∼ 100 years,

nw ∼ 103 cm−3, Rw ∼ 1018 cm and Bw ∼ mG.

Once the NS explodes, the QN ejecta is ultra-

relativistic. It catches up with the wall in less than

a year during which time we assume the wall proper-

ties did not evolve. There are 3 distinct regions the

QN ejecta interacts with: (i) the pre-wall phase (the

inside of the PWN) before they collide with the wall;

(ii) the wall phase (giving us the prompt emission and

the GRB proper); (iii) the post-wall phase when the

chunks interact with the ambient medium (giving us

the afterglow).

This simple case will be used later as a reference when

applying our model to the fully turbulent PWN-SN shell

in the blow-out regime (i.e. for ESN < ESpD; see Eq.

(19)) which is relevant to most LGRBs (see §5.3).

4.1. The pre-wall phase: QN chunks inside the PWN

Inside the PW bubble (see Appendix B.4) the den-

sity is low enough that a chunk’s sweeping luminosity

(Eq. (B5)) is dwarfed by heating from the β-decay of r-

process elements in the chunk; i.e. L′c,sw.(t
′) << L′c,β(t′)

with the β-decay power given by Eq. (B4). The time

evolution of the chunk’s temperature T ′c(t′) and cross-

section area A′c(t′) during the optically thick regime

(i.e. before transparency) is found from Eqs. (B10)

and (B11), respectively, in Appendix B.4.

The distance travelled by a chunk in the NS frame

before it becomes optically thin is RT given by Eq.

(B13) which, within a factor of a few, is close to Rw.

The chunk’s temperature in the pre-wall phase at trans-

parency (i.e. the corresponding blackbody at t′T found

from Ac,TσSBT
′
c,T

4
= Lc,β(t′)) is

kBT
′
c,T ' 0.23 eV ×m−0.194

c,22.5 κ
−3.3/6.7
c,−1 . (26)
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Thus, in the non-turbulent PWN-SN shell (i.e. the

single wall) scenario, we have the simple picture of the

chunks being cool and optically thin when they start

colliding with the wall.

4.2. The wall phase: QN chunks inside the wall

Important properties:

• Doppler effects: Appendix A lists the references

frames in our model: the chunk’s frame (primed

quantities), the NS frame (unprimed quantities)

and the observer’s frame (quantities with super-

script “obs.”). Since Γc(t′)2 >> 1 and θc <<

1 applies we can write the Doppler factor as

Dc(Γc(t′), θc) ' 2Γc(t′)/(1 + Γc(t′)2θ2
c );

• The primary chunk at θP (closest to the line-

of-sight) causes the prompt and afterglow

emission: Figure 1 shows the spacing between the

QN chunks as presented in Appendix B.1. The

distribution of QN chunks is equally spaced in

solid angle and centered on the explosion site. Be-

cause the angular spacing between chunks is sev-

eral times larger than 1/Γc ∼ 3.2 × 10−4/Γc,3.5,

there will almost always be a single chunk domi-

nating the observed prompt emission. This chunk

we refer to as the “primary” chunk and is depicted

with subscript “P”. The primary’s viewing angle

is 0 < θP < 2 × 10−3/N
1/2
c,6 with an average value

θ̄P ∼ (4/3)/N
1/2
c ' 1.3× 10−3/N

1/2
c,6 ;

• The secondary chunk at θS causes the flares:

Each primary chunk is surrounded by about 6 pe-

ripheral chunks (the secondaries) as described in

Figure 1 with θS = θsep. − θP = 4/N
1/2
c − θP;

θsep. = 4/N
1/2
c is the separation between adja-

cent chunks. Hereafter we use the simplification

that these secondary chunks are combined into a

single chunk whose viewing angle is in the range

2× 10−3/N
1/2
c,6 < θS < 4× 10−3/N

1/2
c,6 with an av-

erage value θ̄S = (28/9)/N
1/2
c ' 3.1× 10−3/N

1/2
c,6 .

The secondary chunk defines the flaring activity

in our model and acts as a repeat, or echo, of the

prompt GRB induced by the primary chunk;

• The chunk’s forward shock (FS) and reverse

shock (RS): The QN chunk collision with the wall

yields a FS and a RS. The RS is relativistic when

n′c/nw << Γ2
QN, (e.g. Landau & Lifschitz 1959;

Blandford & McKee 1976; Mésźaros & Rees 1992;

Sari & Piran 1995). This case implies that most of

the chunk’s kinetic energy is converted to internal

energy, slowing down the chunk in a fraction of

a second (the time it takes the RS to cross the

chunk). Using Eq. (3) for n′c, this occurs when

nw > nw,RS = 2.2×107 cm−3×
(
m
−1/2
c,22.5κ

−3/2
c,−1 Γ−2

c,3.5

)
.

(27)

Using Eq. (17) this happens when

tQN < tQN,RS = 3.8 yrs×
(
E
−1/2
SN,51M

5/6
SN,34

)
×
(28)

×
(
m

1/6
c,22.5κ

1/2
c,−1Γ

2/3
c,3.5

)
.

The above is for nw = fγad.
nPlat. = 4nPlat.. For

higher compression factor fγad.
, tQN,RS is higher

by a multiplicative factor (fγad.
/4)1/3.

For tQN,RS < tQN < tSN,RS, the chunk’s RS is

Newtonian. In this case, the dynamics and the

emission is dominated by the FS which moves with

a Lorentz factor ΓFS(t′);

• The wall’s (i.e. PWN-SN shell) geometry:

We assume that the wall is perfectly aligned along

a spherical shell centered on the QN explosion.

In addition we assume that the wall is continuous

spatially, and has a uniform density nw;

• The relevant timescales: There are two contri-

butions: (i) a radial time delay which arises as the

primary chunk crosses the wall and; (ii) an angular

time delay between the primary chunk hitting at

θP and the secondary chunk hitting the wall at a

higher viewing angle θS. The angular time delay8

between them is

∆tS−P =
Rwθ

2
S

2c
− Rwθ

2
P

2c
. (29)

The component which dominates the GRB du-

ration enters later when we consider a turbulent

PWN-SN ejecta is the radial time delay which

takes into account the radial distribution and ex-

tent of multiple filaments from the “shredded” wall

(see §5.3);

• The thin and thick wall scenarios: Let us de-

fine t′w = ∆Rw/ΓFSc as a measure of the wall’s

crossing time in the chunk’s frame with ∆Rw =

Rw/12 the wall’s thickness in the NS frame. The

8 We recall that unprimed quantities are given in the NS (i.e.
GRB cosmological rest) frame (see Appendix A).
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distribution of the thickness parameter t′w/t
′
Γ =

tw/tΓ is shown in the lower right panel in Fig-

ure 2 for fiducial values of our parameters. If

t′w < t′Γ then the chunks will wall experience no

deceleration (thin wall case) while in the thick wall

case (t′w > t′Γ ) there is significant deceleration on

timescales of a few times t′Γ.

In the remainder of this section, we use the thin wall

case (i.e. t′w < 3t′Γ) where the chunk’s Lorentz factor re-

mains roughly constant when crossing the wall so we can

write ΓFS(t′) ' ΓQN = 103.5. The thick wall case (with

t′w > 3t′Γ) is presented in Appendix D and is compared

to the thin wall case at the end of this section.

It is useful to differentiate between the 3 sets of pa-

rameters: (i) the wall (i.e. PWN-SN shell) parameters;

(ii) the chunk/QN parameters; (iii) the observer’s pa-

rameters mainly defined by the viewing angle θc. For

the solutions presented in what follows we only vary the

viewing angles θP and θS and the time delay between

the QN and SN, tQN = tSpD. In the thin wall case,

the Doppler factor depends only on the viewing angle

so that that D(Γc(t′), θc) ' D(ΓQN, θc) = 2ΓQN/f(θc)

with

f(θc) = 1 + (ΓQNθc)2 . (30)

For 0 < θc = θP < 2 × 10−3/N
1/2
c,6 this implies 0 ≤

f(θP) ≤ 41 and f(θ̄P) ' 17.9 for the primary chunk. For

the secondary chunk we have 2×10−3/N
1/2
c,6 < θc = θS <

4 × 10−3/N
1/2
c,6 with a corresponding 41 ≤ f(θS) ≤ 161

and f(θ̄S) ' 97.1.

Hereafter, we will refer to the prompt emission (in-

duced by the primary chunk) by the subscript “GRB”,

the flaring (induced by the secondary chunk) by the sub-

script “Flare” and the afterglow (induced by the primary

chunk) by the subscript “AG”, respectively.

4.2.1. The luminosity

When tQN,RS < tQN < tSN,RS, the RS into the chunk

is purely Newtonian. The emission is dominated by the

chunk’s FS moving at a Lorentz factor ΓFS ' ΓQN. The

observed luminosity from a single chunk seen at an angle

θc = θP from the line-of-sight hitting the wall of den-

sity nw is LGRB = D(ΓQN, θP)4L′c,sw. where the chunk’s

sweeping luminosity L′c,sw.(t
′) is given by Eq. (5); emit-

ted as synchrotron radiation (see §4.2.5). This gives

LGRB '
(

1.7× 1054 erg s−1

f(θp)4

)
× (31)

× (mc,22.5κc,−1Γ6
QN,3.5)× (nw,3) .

With 0 < θP < 2/N
1/2
c and for the range in nw given

in Eq. (24) we get

7.5× 1045 erg s−1 < LGRB < 3.7× 1058 erg s−1 , (32)

with an average value of 8.8× 1048 erg s−1.

4.2.2. The duration

The observed duration of emission from a single chunk

going through the wall of thickness ∆Rw is ∆tGRB =

∆Rw/(D(ΓQN, θP)ΓQNc) = f(θP)×∆Rw/(2Γ2
QNc). For

∆Rw/Rw = 1/12, we get

∆tGRB ∼
(

1

6
s× f(θP)

)
× (Rw,18)

(Γ2
QN,3.5)

. (33)

For 0 < θP < 2/N
1/2
c and for the range of Rw given in

Eq. (25) we arrive at

4.8 ms < ∆tGRB < 63.6 s , (34)

with an average value of 3 seconds.

4.2.3. The isotropic energy

The isotropic energy (EGRB = LGRB∆tGRB) is

EGRB '
(

2.8× 1053 erg

f(θp)3

)
× (35)

×
(
mc,22.5κc,−1Γ4

QN,3.5

)
× (nw,3Rw,18) .

With nw,3Rw,18 ' 2.9×t−9/5
9.5 (i.e. 0.19 < nw,3Rw,18 <

183), the range in isotropic energy is

2.1× 1048 ergs < EGRB < 2.9× 1056 ergs , (36)

with an average value of ∼ 5× 1049 ergs.

4.2.4. The afterglow

Exiting the wall and the SN with a Lorentz factor of ∼
ΓQN, the primary chunk interacts with the surrounding

ambient medium (subscript “amb.”) and radiates at a

rate of

LAG '
(

1.7× 1051 erg s−1

f(θP)4

)
× (37)

× (mc,22.5κc,−1Γ6
QN,3.5)× (namb.,0) ,

with a corresponding range, due to θP, of

6× 1044 erg s−1 < LAG < 1.7× 1051 erg s−1 , (38)

and an average value of ∼ 1.7× 1046 erg s−1.
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The luminosity ratio between the prompt and after-

glow emission is given by the density ratio nw/namb. ∼
103 in the single wall scenario. However, in order to

simultaneously fit the prompt, afterglow and flare emis-

sion of observed LGRB light-curves, the density jump

alone is not sufficient and a decrease in ΓFS prior to ex-

iting the GRB phase is necessary (see §5.3), which is

suggestive of a thick wall. A thick wall is also needed to

recover the Band-like spectrum (see §5.2).

The duration of the afterglow is tAG = t′Γ,amb./D(ΓQN, θP)

where t′Γ,amb. is the dynamical timescale (see Eq. (6))

in the ambient medium:

tAG = 1.5× 103 s× f(θP)

namb.,0Γ3
QN,3.5κc,−1

, (39)

with a range of 1.3× 103 s ≤ tobs.
AG ≤ 6.4× 104 s and an

average value of ∼ 2.7× 104 s.

4.2.5. The spectrum

There are 3 more parameters that define the spectrum.

The electron energy distribution with the power-law in-

dex p, the number of pairs npairs generated in the chunk’s

FS per proton swept-up and, εw the ratio of magnetic

to thermal energy defining the wall’s magnetization (see

Eq. (18)). Important effects include:

• Acceleration in the FS: A typical electron (or

positron) accelerated by the FS acquires the av-

erage Lorentz factor of the electrons distribution

γe,av. = (ζpΓFSmp/me)/2npairs (e.g. Piran 1999;

recall that ζp = 1 in our case as explained in Ap-

pendix B.3. We define npairs as the number of

pairs created per proton by dissipative processes

in the FS (e.g. Thompson & Madau 2000; Be-

loborodov 2002 and references therein) with 10

pairs created per proton swept-up as our fiducial

value. The minimum Lorentz factor of the distri-

bution is γe,m = γe,av.×(p−2)/(p−1) where p > 2

is the power-law index describing the distribution

of Lorentz factors of the electrons. We get

γe,m ' 8.3× 104 × g(p)/g(2.4)

npairs,1
× ΓQN,3.5 , (40)

with g(p) = (p − 2)/(p − 1). The no-pairs case is

recovered by setting npairs = 1/2 in all equations

involving npairs;

• Synchrotron emission: We consider syn-

chrotron emission from the chunk’s FS. There

are two relevant timescales in the chunk’s co-

moving frame. The first is the synchrotron

cooling time (t′Syn. ' 7.7 × 108 s/B′w
2
γe; e.g.

Rybicki & Lightman 1986; Lang 1999). Here

B′w = Bw,sh. = ΓFSBw is the shock compressed

wall’s magnetic field (in the shocked chunk’s

frame), which yields

t′Syn. '
7.7× 107 s

Γ2
QN,3.5B

2
w,−3γe

, (41)

with Bw given by Eq. (18).

The above can be compared to the chunk’s hydro-

dynamic time t′Γ ' 9.9×103 s/(nw,3Γ2
QN,3.5κc,−1);

see Eq.(6). The ratio is

t′Syn.

t′Γ
∼ 1.2× 104

γe
× κc,−1

εw,−5V 2
w,8.7

, (42)

where nw cancels out of the equation above since

B2
w ∝ nw. A critical electron Lorentz factor is

found by setting t′Syn. = t′Γ to get

γe,c ' 1.2× 104 × κc,−1

εw,−5V 2
w,8.7

, (43)

which is the Lorentz factor of an electron that

cools on a hydrodynamic timescale. The injected

high-energy electrons will be cooled to this value

in the fast-cooling regime;

• The peak photon energy: For an electron of

Lorentz factor γe, the observed synchrotron pho-

ton energy is Eγ = D(ΓQN, θc)E′γ (with E′γ =

(~e/mec)Bw,sh.γ
2
e,; e.g. Lang 1999):

Eγ '
2.3× 10−4 eV

f(θP)
× Γ2

QN,3.5Bw,−3γ
2
e . (44)

The fast cooling regime occurs when γe,m > γe,c which

is equivalent to

npairs < 69
ΓQN,3.5εw,−5V

2
w,8.7 (g(p)/g(2.4))

κc,−1
. (45)

To derive the spectrum from a single chunk we first

estimate the cooling photon energy (setting γe = γe,c in

Eq. (44)) to be

Eγ,c '
(

25.9 keV

f(θP)

)
×
(
Γ2

QN,3.5κ
2
c,−1

)
×

(
n

1/2
w,3

ε
3/2
w,−5V

3
w,8.7

)
,

(46)

where we replaced Bw, given by Eq. (18), in Eq. (44).

Similarly, The observed characteristic photon energy

(setting γe = γe,m in Eq. (44)) is
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Eγ,p '
(

1.2 MeV

f(θP)

)
×
(
Γ4

QN,3.5

)
×
(
g(p)/g(2.4)

npairs,1

)2

×

(47)

×
(
n

1/2
w,3ε

1/2
w,−5Vw,8.7

)
.

For 0 < θP < 2/N
1/2
c and for the range in nw given in

Eq. (24) we get

3.4 keV < Eγ,p < 42.7 MeV , (48)

with an average value of 218 keV.

In the single thin wall case, the spectrum is a fast

cooling synchrotron spectrum (since Eγ,p > Eγ,c) which

is different from the Band function (Band et al. 2004).

However, as we show in §5.2, slowing down of the chunk

in the case of a single thick wall (i.e. a time-varying

Lorentz factor ΓFS = ΓFS(t′)) and/or when consider-

ing a primary chunk interacting with multiple filaments

yields a Band function.

4.2.6. The flare

A flare in our model is from the chunk (at θc = θS)

colliding with the wall. In this case, flares can be seen

as a repetition of the prompt emission with a smaller

Doppler factor (i.e. stretched in time but reduced in

intensity). The luminosity ratio between a flare and a

burst is thus

LFlare

LGRB
=
f(θP)4

f(θS)4
=

(
1 + (ΓQNθP)2

1 + (ΓQNθS)2

)4

. (49)

With θS = 4/N
1/2
c − θP this yields a range of 1.5 ×

10−9 ≤ Lobs.
Flare/L

obs.
GRB ≤ 1 which is a very wide range.

On average for θ̄P = (4/3)/N
1/2
c and θ̄S = (28/9)/N

1/2
c

we get Lf/Lb ' 10−3.

We assumed all chunks have the same mass and

Lorentz factor and pass through a wall with uniform

density nw. As we show in our fits to data (see §5.3),

this assumption has to be relaxed to explain flares in

some LGRBs.

The ratio between the Flare and the LGRB duration

is

∆tFlare

∆tGRB
=
f(θS)

f(θP)
=

(
1 + (ΓQNθS)2

1 + (ΓQNθP)2

)
. (50)

With 41 < f(θS) < 161, this gives a range in Flare

duration of 1 < ∆tFlare/∆tGRB < 161.

The ratio of photon peak energy between the Flare

and the GRB is

Eγ,p,Flare

Eγ,p,GRB
=
f(θP)

f(θS)
=

(
1 + (ΓQNθP)2

1 + (ΓQNθS)2

)
, (51)

with a range of 6.2 × 10−3 ≤ Ep,Flare/Ep,GRB ≤ 1 and

an average of f(θ̄P)/f(θ̄S) ' 17.9/97.1 ∼ 0.2.

The angular time delay between the secondary and the

primary, effectively the time of occurrence of the flare in

the light-curve, is

tFlare = ∆tS−P =
Rwθ

2
S

2c
− Rwθ

2
P

2c
, (52)

which varies from 0 when θS = θP to a maximum of

(Rw/2c) × (16/Nc) when (θP, θS) = (0, 4/N
1/2
c ). This

gives a range

0 s < tFlare < 2.5× 103 s . (53)

A Flare is “a mirror image” of the prompt emission

stretched in time, with a softer spectrum, and occurring

at later time.

4.3. Comparison to data

Here we compare our analytical single wall model to

LGRB data from Ghirlanda et al. (2009) which consists

of the rest frame peak luminosity Liso,peak, isotropic en-

ergy Eiso and photon peak energy Epeak. In the sin-

gle wall model we have Liso,peak = LGRB given by Eq.

(31), Eiso = EGRB given by Eq. (35) and the pho-

ton peak energy Epeak = Eγ,p given by Eq. (47). All

of the model’s physical quantities are in the NS frame

meaning the GRB cosmological rest frame. The dura-

tion ∆tGRB in our model is given by Eq. (33) while the

observed t90 data (where T90 is the time to detect 90%

of the observed fluence) is from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.

gov/archive/grb table. Here we include the thick wall

case described in Appendix D; in the thick wall case, we

set the GRB duration to be 3tΓ. We find that both thin

and thick wall cases are required to match data.

4.3.1. The NS magnetic field distribution

To compare our analytical single wall case to GRB

data, we run models keeping most of our parameters

fixed as given in Table 1. We only vary the viewing

angle θP and the time delay between the QN and SN,

tQN = tSpD (recall also that tSpD ∼ tPlat. for ESN =

ESpD; i.e. for PNS = 4 ms). The range in time delay

given by Eq. (23) translates to

1.5× 1012 G× P−1
NS,−2.4E

−1/4
SN,51M

5/12
SN,34n

−1/6
amb.,0 < BNS

(54)

< 2.4× 1013 G× PNS,−2.4E
1/4
SN,51M

−1/2
SN,34 .

For a BNS randomly drawn from a log-normal distri-

bution of the pulsars’ birth magnetic field with mean

µlogB = 12.5 and standard deviation σlogB = 0.5, the

https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table
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magnetic field distribution relevant to GRBs is a sub-

set of the observed one since it is subject to the limits

given by Eq. (54) above. The resulting distribution is

narrower with σlog BNS = 0.2 and a mean of 12.5.

We run 500 simulations (the dots in Figures 3 and 4)

of our analytical model each representing a single chunk

passing through a single thin or thick wall (see Appendix

D for key differences between the thin and thick wall

cases). The randomized variables are:

• θP =acos(UniformDistribution[cos(10−3), 1])

• BNS = LogNormalDistribution(12.5 log(10), .2

log(10))

• z: Randomly choose a LGRB from a list of over

300 (retrieved from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/

archive/grb table/) and use its z.

For each run, BNS gives us Rw ∝ B−2
NS , nw ∝ B6

NS

and ∆Rw = Rw/12. The other parameters were kept

constant to their fiducial values (see Table 1). Our runs

are compared to LGRB data (the pluses in Figures 3

and 4). The top left panel in Figure 3 shows Epeak (=

Eγ,p) versus redshift which is consistent with data. The

upper right panel shows Epeak versus the GRB duration.

The duration is not expected to match the data since

the single wall model includes only a single pulse. The

slope in the Eγ,p-∆tGRB models is due to the fact that

Eγ,p ∝ n
1/2
w ∝ B3

NS and ∆tGRB ∝ Rw ∝ B−2
NS which

yields Eγ,p ∝ ∆tGRB
−3/2.

We now discuss the Yonetoku and Amati laws result-

ing from our analytical single wall model. The Yonetoku

law is shown in the right panels in Figure 4 while the

Amati law is in the left panels. Best overall fits were

obtained by adjusting the number of pairs from 10 to

npairs = 20.

The top panels show the case of a constant BNS and

varying viewing angle θP. The slope in our model agrees

better with Amati law than with Yonetoku’s. In the

middle panels where the viewing angle is kept constant

while varying BNS, there is a better agreement with Yo-

netoku’s but a clear deviation from Amati’s for the high

tw/tΓ > 10 sources; we refer to this as the “hook”. Both

laws appear to be restored when varying both BNS and

the viewing angle as shown in the bottom panels.

In general for the very thick wall case (i.e. tw/tΓ >

10), the Amati relationship is not preserved unless the

chunk’s viewing angle θP is varied from source to source.

However even when varying θP between sources there are

still some leftover effect of the “hook” in the bottom left

panel for the thickest filaments.

4.3.2. The phenomenological Yonetoku and Amati laws

These two-components relationships are in fact phe-

nomenological and are an artifact of limited parameter

space (i.e. a limited scatter effect) describing a GRB in

our model. For example, Liso,peak (= LGRB) for a single

chunk is given by Eq. (31) and depends on θP,mc,ΓQN,

and nw ∝ t3QN ∝ B−6
NS . Most parameters vary only by a

small amount, so we set them to their fiducial values, as

we did above, in the following analysis. The two param-

eters that have significant variation are θP and BNS.

Expressing Liso (= LGRB), Epeak (= Eγ,p) and Eiso

(= EGRB) in terms of their dependence on θP and BNS,

we obtain for the thin wall case (t′w/t
′
Γ <∼ 3):

Epeak = C1× n
1/2
w

f(θP)
= C1′ × B3

NS

f(θP)
(55)

Liso,peak = C2× nw

f(θP)4
= C2′ × B6

NS

f(θP)4

Eiso = C3× nwRw

f(θP)3
= C3′ × B4

NS

f(θP)3
,

with C1(C1′), C2(C2′) and C3(C3′) constants. The

expressions in the middle are for the general case of

tQN 6= tSpD while the expressions to the right are for

tQN = tSpD. Here we focus on the tQN = tSpD case to

demonstrate the phenomenological nature of the Yone-

toku and Amati laws but this can be easily extended to

the general case of tQN 6= tSpD.

We see that we cannot write Liso,peak = f(Epeak) (i.e.

as a function of Epeak alone) or Eiso = f(Epeak) because

they are two independent variables. I.e. Liso,peak is not

a function of Epeak, nor is Eiso. Thus both Yonetoku

and Amati plots will yield a scatter of points about the

relation, for which the scatter is determined by the range
of BNS and f(θP).

Let us consider two options:

• If we take BNS = constant, then Liso,peak varies

as E4
peak and Eiso varies as E3

peak. These slopes

are recovered in the 500 analytical models shown

in the top panels in Figure 4. In the constant BNS

case, the thickness parameter is constant (here

t′w/t
′
Γ = tw/tΓ ∼ 3) since the wall’s properties

(nw, Rw and ∆Rw = Rw/12) are all constant.

• If we take θP = constant, then Liso,peak varies as

E2
peak and Eiso varies as E

4/3
peak. These slopes are

also recovered in the middle panels in Figure 4.

Note that the thick wall models (with t′w > 3t′Γ)

deviate slightly from these correlations and are vi-

olated for extreme cases when t′w > 10t′Γ.

https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
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• The bottom panels in Figure 4 show the 500 mod-

els when both θP and BNS are varied. In our an-

alytical model, log(BNS) has a scatter of ∼ 0.2,

and f(θP) varies between 1 and ∼ 41. Using

σlogBNS
∼ 0.5 gives a much larger vertical and

horizontal scatter (i.e. about ∼ 5 times bigger) in

the bottom panels.

In summary, neither the Yonetoku and Amati rela-

tions are fundamental, but are phenomenological (as

also demonstrated with sumulations in §5.3.8). Accord-

ing to our model, they are both the result of GRB depen-

dence (i.e. Liso,peak, Epeak and Eiso) on multiple physical

parameters, which each have a limited range of scatter.

Observationally, selection effects (e.g. cut-offs due to

detector sensitivity as discussed for example in Collazzi

et al. 2012) can result in limited scatter thus yielding in

principle phenomenological correlations as described in

our model.

To understand the related slopes as reported in the

literature we argue the following:

• The slope in the Yonetoku law: Taking differ-

ent values of θP gives a succession of parallel lines

each with a slope of 4/3. Taking different values of

BNS gives a succession of parallel lines each with

a slope of 3. These series of lines in the Liso,peak-

Epeak plane create a scatter which when fit yields

a phenomenological slope in the range

4

3
≤ SlopeYonetoku ≤ 3 . (56)

The lower limit corresponds to a scatter dominated

by a big range in θP while the upper limit corre-

spond to a wider range in BNS.

• The slope in the Amati law: Taking different

values of θP gives a succession of parallel lines each

with a slope of 2. Taking different values of BNS

gives a succession of parallel lines each with a slope

of 4. These series of lines in the Eiso-Epeak create

a scatter which when fit yields a phenomenological

slope of

2 ≤ SlopeAmati ≤ 4 . (57)

The lower limit corresponding to a scatter domi-

nated by a big range in θP while the upper limit

correspond to a wider range in BNS.

We revisit the phenomenological Yonetoku and Amati

laws in §5.3.8.

5. APPLICATION TO LONG DURATION GRBS II:

A TURBULENT FILAMENTARY PWN-SN

EJECTA

The single filament model (i.e. considering only the

analytical self-similar wall), while it helps to understand

our engine and is successful at capturing key and general

features of our model, cannot reproduce the wider vari-

ation in duration observed in GRBs, the Band function

for the thin wall case and, does not allow for variable

luminosity. Here we consider the case of the QN chunks

interacting with a turbulent, filamentary, PWN-SN shell

in the blow-out regime defined by PNS < 4 ms/ESN,51
1/2

(i.e. when ESN < ESpD; see Eq. (19)).

The top panel in Table 2 is a summary of the dif-

ferent stages in the blow-out regime. This regime was

simulated in Blondin & Chevalier (2017) and consists

of a pre-blow-out stage (Figures 3 in that paper) and

a blow-out stage (Figure 6 in that paper). These Fig-

ures demonstrate how the self-similar solution is modi-

fied in 2-Dimensional simulations. Figure 3 in Blondin &

Chevalier (2017) shows that in the pre-blow-out stage,

roughly 50% of the wall is turbulent and filamentary

from the broken off Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) fingers filling

the PW bubble interior. The remaining ∼ 50% of the

wall is in a quasi-spherical self-similar layer between the

filaments and the unperturbed density plateau.

In the blow-out stage, the wall and the SN ejecta

are torn apart as shown in 2-Dimensional (Figure 6

in Blondin & Chevalier (2017)) and 3-Dimensional

simulations (Figures 7 and 9 in Blondin & Chevalier

(2017)). The Rayleigh-Taylor fingers split into numer-

ous smaller “filaments” with density varying from much

less than the wall’s to that of the wall with most fil-

aments having a density of the order of the plateau’s

density. The highly filamentary PWN-SN is extended
(>> Rw(tPlat,)) forming large low density corridors.

This stage is of particular interest to us since it gave

best fits to LGRB data in our model, as we show in

section §5.3.

5.1. The prompt emission

To ensure that the QN occurs when the PWN-SN is

in the blown-out stage we set P = 2 ms instead of P =

4 ms as adopted earlier in the analytical model. Eq.

(19) implies that tPlat. ∼ tSpD/4 or equivalently that

tQN = tSpD ∼ 4tPlat. with tSpD ' 25.9 years for the

mean magnetic field value of BNS = 1012.5 G. Figure 7

in Blondin & Chevalier (2017) shows the PWN-SN shell

at 7tPlat. which helps us picture the geometry of the

blown out turbulent PWN-SN ejecta.

To simulate the filamentary shell in the blow-out

regime, we: (i) scale the blow-out PWN-SN ejecta with
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respect to Rw(tPlat.) which is the radius of the edge of

the SN density plateau when it is reached by the wall; i.e.

the start of blow-out when Rw(tPlat.) = RPlat.(tPlat.).

For PNS = 2 ms, we have tPlat. = tSpD/4 ' 6.5 years

which gives RPlat.(tPlat.) ∼ 1016 cm (see Eq. (13)); (ii)

consider filaments distributed radially with filament ra-

dius RF in the range RF,in ≤ RF ≤ RF,out. In general,

10−3Rw(tPlat.) < RF,in < 4Rw(tPlat.) and Rw(tPlat.) <

RF,out < 103Rw(tPlat.); (iii) set the filaments’ maxi-

mum density to nw(tPlat.) given by Eq. (17); (iv) in-

clude time dependence of ΓFS(t′) since the assumption of

ΓFS(t′) ' ΓQN used in the previous section is no longer

valid.

Before we present detailed fits of our model to the

light-curves and spectra of observed LGRBs (§5.3), we

briefly described how the prompt emission is modified

in the multiple filaments case when compared to the

analytical results obtained in the single filament case

presented in the previous section. We also demonstrate

that a Band-like spectrum is an outcome of the turbulent

PWN-SN scenario.

5.1.1. Variability

The spraying of the blown-out PWN-SN ejecta by the

millions of QN chunks and their tiny size (compared

to the filaments’ radial extent) together with the ra-

dial distribution of the filaments yields highly variable

LGRBs in our model. Chunks colliding with the very ir-

regular structure of the turbulent PWN-SN ejecta yields

very different bursts (i.e. light-curve shapes) for differ-

ent lines-of-sights. Key points of the picture we present

here include:

• The number of filaments the chunks interact with

can vary from a few to hundreds;

• For the primary chunk (with θc = θP), the com-

plexity of the turbulent filaments it passes through

defines the intrinsic variability and the number of

spikes/pulses in the resulting light-curve;

• The brightest spike correspond to when the chunk

first hits a high density filament, which can occur

anywhere between RF,in and RF,out;

• Once the primary hits a thick filament (i.e.

when the thickness parameter of filament “F”

is t′F/t
′
Γ >> 1; here t′F = ∆RF/ΓFSc), it slows

down drastically, effectively putting an end to the

prompt emission;

• The observed variability is a convolution between

the observer’s time resolution (i.e. binning which

we take to be 64 ms in this work) and the filamen-

tary structure of the PWN-SN ejecta. Whenever

the radial time delay corresponding to the sepa-

ration between two filaments (∆Robs.
F,sep. in the ob-

server’s frame) is less than 64 ms, the resulting

spikes will not be resolved. In general, the con-

dition ∆tobs.
F,sep. = ∆RF,sep./D(ΓFS, θP)ΓFSc > 64

ms translates to a minimum observable filament

separation in the NS frame of

∆RF,sep. > 3.8× 1016 cm×
Γ2

c,3.5

f(θP)
. (58)

I.e. to a first order, the observed distinct spikes

in GRBs implies a minimum separation between

filaments given by Eq. (58).

5.1.2. The duration

The observed duration of emission is due to the ra-

dial extent of filaments so that ∆tGRB ∼ (RF,out −
RF,in)/D(ΓFS, θP)ΓFSc where RF,in and RF,out are the

radii of the innermost and outermost filaments. For the

case of RF,out >> RF,in we can write

∆tGRB ∼
(

1

6
s× f(θP)

)
× RF,out,18

Γ2
FS,3.5

. (59)

For 0 < θP < 2/N
1/2
c and for the range of Rw(tPlat.)

given in Eq. (25) we arrive at

1

600
s < ∆tGRB < 1.1× 103 s . (60)

Longer durations than given by Eq. (60) can be ob-

tained when we take into account the slowing down of

the chunks from one filament to another (see §5.3) .

5.2. The Band function

A primary chunk hitting a single wall yields syn-

chrotron emission in the fast cooling regime in our

model; see Eq. (42). The corresponding spectrum, given

by Eq. (E11) in Appendix E, has a photon peak en-

ergy at Eγ,p. To explain how a Band function results

in our model we consider the scenarios of a single pri-

mary chunk: (i) hitting a single non-turbulent thick fil-

ament (i.e. a repeat of the single wall model); (ii) going

through many thin filaments each at different density nF

in a turbulent PWN-SN ejecta.

The spectrum from the primary chunk hitting a single

thick wall is shown in the top panel of Figure 5 (thick

red line) which agrees very well with the observed stan-

dard Band function (thick black line). Also shown in

this panel are spectra sampled within the thick filament

starting from the moment the chunk enters the wall until

it exits the wall. This demonstrates that the individual

spectra add up to the Band one as a result of different

Lorentz factors as the chunk slows down.
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The bottom panel in Figure 5 shows the spectrum

resulting from the same chunk going through many (here

120) thin filaments. In this example, the chunk’s FS

Lorentz factor ΓFS varies little from filament to filament

although the cumulative effect results in decreasing from

ΓQN = 103.5 to about 2800 at the exit of the last thin

filament. A band spectrum is also recovered here.

The Band function is always recovered in our model

particularly when varying other parameters (i.e. besides

ΓFS and nF) from one filament to another. The convolv-

ing effect of these parameters results in an averaging of

the low-energy index in the fast cooling regime yielding

the typical low-energy slope in a Band-like spectrum.

Effectively, the convolution “smears out” and smooths

out the lower limit Eγ,c (see Eq. (46)) and yield a con-

volved low-energy slope/index by averaging over the 1/3

and -1/2 slopes of the fast cooling regime (the case in

our model; see Eq. (42)). An approximation to the

convolved spectrum is given by

F (Eγ) ∝

∼ E
1/3−1/2

2
γ = E

− 1
12

γ , if Eγ < Eγ,p

∼ E−p/2γ = E−1.2
γ , if Eγ > Eγ,p

(61)

We thus have E−1
γ F (Eγ) ∼ E

−13/12
γ for the low-energy

index and E−1
γ F (Eγ) ∼ E−2.2

γ (for our fiducial value

of p = 2.4) for the high-energy index. The resulting

spectrum is consistent with the Band’s function with an

observed low-energy index of α ∼ −1 and an observed

high-energy index of β ∼ −2.2.

5.3. Light-Curve and Spectral Fitting

We have fit our model to the light-curves and spectra

of 48 observed and well measured LGRBs. In fitting the

light-curve, we recall that emission is caused by the in-

teraction of the chunks with the filaments. Therefore,

to first order, the position/width of each filament af-

fects the variability in time whereas the density of the

filaments affects the variability in flux. The light-curve

(the prompt and afterglow emissions) will be dominated

by the chunk moving closest to our line of sight at an

angle θP. The flare is due to the secondary chunk at an

angle θS.

5.3.1. Data

Table 3 lists the 48 selected LGRBs. These sources

were chosen because they all have an abundance of data

points and their spectral parameters are available.

The light-curve data for these sources were obtained

from the The Swift Burst Analyser (Evans et al. 2010)

and consists of a combination of BAT and XRT data

over the energy range of 0.3-10 keV (the XRT band).

The BAT data has been extrapolated to this XRT band

(Evans et al. 2010).

The spectra of many LGRBs can be described by a

Band function. We compare our model spectrum to the

best fit Band parameters for the sources above, obtained

from Yonetoku et al. (2010).

5.3.2. Chunks and Filaments

Our simulations consist of identical chunks distributed

isotropically on the sky. The initial Lorentz factor and

mass of each chunk are fixed to our fiducial values of

103.5 and 1022.5 gm, respectively (see Table 1).

Each chunk travels through a succession of ‘filaments’.

A filament represents a region of space with a certain

density nF, thickness ∆RF and magnetic field BF. The

algorithm for finding the location, thickness and density

of each filament is explained in §5.3.3 below. The mag-

netic field is determined using Eq. (18) once a filament’s

properties are derived.

We only consider chunks within a small angle of the

observer (see above) and therefore assume the filaments

these chunks encounter are identical. Beyond the fila-

ments is an extended region that represents the ambient

medium, with namb. and Bamb.. This last region is what

governs the afterglow of the GRB and is represented in

our simulation as a “wide filament” with density namb.

and magnetic field Bamb..

In order to fit the LGRB light-curve, we determine

where each filament is located. It is possible to dis-

tribute filaments randomly to produce a “generic” light-

curve, but this method is not feasible when fitting indi-

vidual LGRBs (the probability of placing the filaments

at the right location is essentially 0). We therefore as-

sume that each observed point represents the interaction

of the primary chunk (θc = θP) with a filament. The

point with the highest flux corresponds to the filament

with a maximum density of nw (Eq. (17)). The density

of the filaments corresponding to the remaining points

are scaled accordingly, which means no filament has a

density greater than nw.

5.3.3. Simulation

The simulation generates the light-curve and spec-

trum, simultaneously for a given set parameters, using

the following algorithm:

1. Determine the location, width and density of each

filament using the primary chunk (see Appendix

E.1).

2. Determine each filament’s density using the peak

luminosity (see Appendix E.2).
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Table 2. LGRBs and FRBs in our model (numerical values are for fiducial parameter values (see Table 1))

GRBs: The blow-out regime (i.e. ESN ≤ ESpD)a

Stageb Time delay BNS Burst type Contribution to GRB rate (rLGRB)c

Post-blow-out
tSLSN < tQN < tQN,RS 1013 G < BNS < 2.4× 1013 G LGRB + (bright Type Ic-BL SN)d < 5%

(Highly-turbulent Wall)

Post-blow-out
tQN,RS < tQN < tSN,RS 1.5× 1012 G < BNS < 1013 G LGRB + (tQN old Type Ic SN)e > 95%

(Highly-turbulent Wall)

FRBs: The non-blow-out regime (i.e. ESN > ESpD)f

Stageg Time delayh BNS Burst type rFRB/rGRB

Non-turbulent Wall
tSLSN < tQN < tSN,RS 1.5× 1012 G < BNS < 2.4× 1013 G FRB + UHECRs See §6.7

(Onset of Weibel instability)

a This case has tSpD ≥ tPlat. since tPlat ∼ (ESN/ESpD) × tSpD ∼ (ESN,51P
2
NS,−2.4) × tSpD; see Eq. (19). For example, PNS = 2

ms gives tQN = tSpD ∼ 25.9 yrs and tPlat. = (1/4)tSpD ∼ 6.5 yrs.
b The Pre-blow-out stage of the blow-out regime (i.e. t ≤ tPlat.) is not considered here since tQN = tSpD > tPlat. in our model.
c We use a lognormal distribution of BNS with mean 1012.5 G and variance σlog BNS = 0.3 based on our best fits to LGRB data
(see §5.3).
d Re-brightened by the QN chunks experiencing a reverse shock (RS; see §5.4.1).
e The parent type-Ic SN seen at time tQN = tSpD.
f The PWN eventually stalls and the wall becomes “frozen” to the SN ejecta. I.e. tPlat. is meaningless in the non-blow-out
regime.
g The PWN is low-power resulting in a non-turbulent or weakly turbulent PWN-SN shell with weak magnetic field (i.e.
εw < εw,WI, the critical value for the onset of the Weibel instability; see §6).
h In both blow-out and non-blow-out regimes, and for tQN ≤ tSLSN ' 1.8 yrs, the wall (i.e. PWN-SN shell) is optically thick
yielding a SLSN (see Figure 14).

3. Create the light-curve using the procedure out-

lined in Appendix E.3.

4. Create the spectrum using the procedure outlined

in Appendix E.4.

5.3.4. Fitting

We fit our model to observations by repeatedly gener-

ating simulations (5.3.3) with different parameters. The

parameters we vary to fit the prompt emission are:

1. θP: The smallest angle to our line of sight of any

chunk in the simulation. This “primary” chunk
will have the greatest contribution to the light-

curve / spectrum. Decreasing θP has the effect

of increasing the luminosity of the light-curve and

spectrum and shifting the peak of the spectrum to

higher energies.

2. BNS: The magnetic field of the precursor neu-

tron star (which also sets the time delay since

tQN = tSpD). This parameter helps determine the

density of the filaments and therefore has a strong

influence on the overall luminosity. The luminos-

ity of the afterglow is directly effected by BNS be-

cause a higher value implies greater filament den-

sity, which means the chunk is moving slower when

it enters the ambient medium.

3. npairs: The number of electron/positrons created

per proton from pair-production. Increasing this

parameter shifts the peak of the spectrum to lower

energies, while increasing the luminosity of both

the light-curve and spectrum.

4. εw: The ratio of magnetic to thermal energy in the

turbulent PWN-SN shell. Decreasing εw serves to

shift the peak of the spectrum to higher energies,

and steepen the low energy slope of the spectrum.

5. p: The power-law index describing the distribu-

tion of electron energies. It is used in the synchro-

ton equations (see Eqs. (E10) and (E11)). This

value is fixed by the observed spectrum (in order

to match the slope of the high energy tail).

6. namb.: The number density of particles in the final

region of our simulation (the ambient medium).

This parameter contributes to the slope and lumi-

nosity of the afterglow. Increasing namb. has the

effect of steepening the slope of the afterglow de-

cline, and increasing its overall luminosity.

7. ScaleP: A scaling factor (either by chunk mass or

number of chunks, or both) of the primary chunk’s

luminosity necessary to fit a few LGRBs when

θP = 0. The scaling is an upward shift of the

entire light-curve.

Due to the number of parameters (7 that are ad-

justable), and the time required to generate one sim-

ulation, an automatic fitting of the data is not feasible.
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We therefore manually vary each parameter and rerun

the simulation. We determine the “best-fit” simulation

by eye.

5.3.5. Results

The results of fitting our model to the 48 sources de-

scribed in section 5.3.1 are given in Figure 6 with the

“best-fit” parameters listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The “best-fit” parametersa from the QN model for 48 LGRB sources.

# Source θP[rad] lognamb.[cm−3] npairs log εw p logBNS[G] Fb
0 Fb

1 ScalecP θS[rad]d ScaleeS

1 050126 1.00E-3 2.00 13.00 -5.70 2.50 12.55 0.44 6.16 1.00 3.00E-3 0.20

2 050315 0.00 0.50 7.00 -5.80 2.08 12.30 3.03E-2 14.72 1.00 5.50E-4 0.50

3 050318 4.20E-4 1.60 26.00 -5.80 2.20 12.50 0.2 9.16 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

4 050319 3.00E-4 1.20 25.00 -5.80 2.70 12.40 0.2 8.08 1.00 1.50E-3 1.00

5 050401 1.00E-4 1.00 26.00 -6.00 3.10 12.36 0.04 18.64 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

6 050505 3.20E-4 1.00 10.00 -6.10 2.50 12.25 1.28E-2 8.12 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

7 050814 0.00 1.50 10.00 -6.30 2.50 12.28 1.28 39.40 1.00 4.00E-4 1.00E-2

8 050820A 2.50E-4 0.00 8.00 -5.80 2.50 12.35 2.40E-2 58.36 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

9 050904 2.00E-4 2.40 4.00 -6.60 2.50 12.30 2.24 85.64 5.00 1.50E-3 1.00

10 050908 4.80E-4 3.00 21.00 -5.80 2.50 12.35 0.08 2.80 1.00 3.00E-3 10.00

11 051109A 1.00E-5 0.50 24.00 -5.80 2.50 12.30 0.16 62.80 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

12 060115 3.50E-4 1.50 16.00 -6.20 2.50 12.45 0.16 31.52 1.00 1.30E-3 0.10

13 060124 3.50E-4 0.20 8.00 -5.80 2.50 12.25 0.12 23.16 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

14 060210 0.00 1.40 8.00 -5.80 2.50 12.32 2.66E-2 51.76 10.00 -1.00 -1.00

15 060223A 5.00E-4 3.00 25.00 -5.70 2.50 12.53 2.86E-2 8.16 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

16 060510B 2.00E-4 1.50 16.00 -5.12 2.50 12.38 3.16 36.76 1.00 7.50E-4 0.80

17 060522 4.00E-4 2.20 11.00 -6.20 2.50 12.78 3.12 80.24 1.00 1.40E-3 0.40

18 060526 1.80E-4 1.60 25.00 -6.10 2.50 12.28 0.04 33.88 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

19 060604 9.00E-4 1.50 15.00 -5.80 2.50 12.38 0.20 6.40 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

20 060707 5.00E-4 1.00 12.00 -6.20 2.50 12.43 0.08 4.20 1.00 3.20E-3 15.00

21 060714 3.00E-4 1.50 44.00 -6.40 2.50 12.34 0.40 40.20 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

22 060814 4.80E-4 2.00 16.00 -5.30 2.50 12.68 7.08E-3 40.08 1.00 3.20E-3 10.00

23 060908 3.50E-4 2.00 24.00 -5.90 2.50 12.45 1.40E-2 20.28 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

24 060927 4.00E-4 2.00 19.00 -6.00 2.50 12.51 1.49E-2 8.28 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

25 061007 0.00 2.00 18.00 -6.30 3.20 12.59 0.04 132.04 1.00 1.00E-3 2.00

26 070508 1.80E-4 2.50 20.00 -6.00 2.50 12.60 1.23E-2 40.20 1.00 1.70E-3 10.00

27 070521 2.00E-4 2.20 5.00 -6.50 2.50 12.30 0.04 111.20 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

28 070714B 2.00E-4 3.00 5.00 -6.40 2.50 12.40 3.08E-2 72.24 1.00 1.00E-3 0.05

29 071003 0.00 2.50 3.00 -6.60 2.50 12.30 1.77E-2 269.88 10.00 2.00E-3 2.00E3

30 071010B 7.00E-4 1.00 35.00 -5.00 2.50 12.68 2.63E-2 8.88 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

31 080319Bf ,g 0.00 -0.40 10.00 -6.40 5.80 12.62 0.16 298.32 10.00 3.30E-3 10.00

32 080411 0.00 0.00 22.00 -4.72 2.50 12.50 9.20E-3 200.32 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

33 080603B 4.00E-4 2.50 33.00 -5.80 2.50 12.50 0.12 6.16 1.00 1.20E-3 5.00

34 080605 0.00 2.20 6.00 -6.40 2.50 12.26 2.10E-2 258.48 8.00 -1.00 -1.00

35 080607 0.00 2.50 8.00 -6.20 2.50 12.40 2.92E-3 40.20 10.00 -1.00 -1.00

36 080721 0.00 2.20 4.00 -6.80 2.85 12.35 1.56E-2 380.48 50.00 -1.00 -1.00

37 080810 0.00 1.70 8.00 -6.30 2.50 12.40 0.08 29.00 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

38 080916A 6.50E-4 1.80 10.00 -6.30 2.50 12.50 2.56E-2 20.12 1.00 3.00E-3 0.30

39 081121 0.00 1.80 8.00 -6.60 3.01 12.28 0.16 127.88 10.00 -1.00 -1.00

40 090102 0.00 2.50 4.00 -6.60 2.50 12.32 0.04 195.84 20.00 -1.00 -1.00

41 090423 0.00 2.50 6.00 -6.60 2.50 12.28 0.08 134.84 10.00 -1.00 -1.00

42 090424 3.00E-4 0.00 30.00 -6.20 3.80 12.45 5.08E-3 60.20 1.00 1.80E-3 10.00
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43 090618g 0.00 1.50 17.00 -5.80 2.99 12.50 3.64E-2 265.28 1.00 5.20E-4 1.00

44 090715B 0.00 2.00 12.00 -6.40 2.50 12.35 0.04 137.28 10.00 -1.00 -1.00

45 090812 3.50E-4 2.00 11.00 -6.40 3.00 12.58 1.06E-2 20.32 1.00 2.30E-3 10.00

46 090926B 3.00E-4 1.80 7.00 -6.60 2.50 12.26 2.29E-2 260.20 1.00 -1.00 -1.00

47 091029 4.00E-4 2.00 15.00 -5.40 2.50 12.51 1.62E-2 20.24 1.00 2.50E-3 30.00

48 091208B 5.50E-4 1.60 26.00 -5.10 2.65 12.44 0.04 40.16 1.00 -1.00 -1.00
a The chunk’s opacity was adjusted to 0.05 cm2 gm−1 for best fits. Other parameters are set to their fiducial values (see Table 1).
b See Appendix E.1 for filament location and thickness generation:

F0 = location of the first filament (i.e. RF,in/Rw(tPlat.)). F1 = location of the last filament (i.e. RF,out/Rw(tPlat.)).

Blow-out occurs at tPlat. (see Eq. (19)) when the wall reaches the edge of the density plateau; i.e. Rw(tPlat.) = RPlat.(tPlat.).
c ScaleP = scale of the primary chunk’s luminosity.
d θS = angle of the secondary fragment (-1 means no secondary needed to fit LGRB; i.e. no flare in the light-curve).
e ScaleS = scale of the secondary chunk’s luminosity.
f This source required an extreme value for the electron power-law index, p = 5.8.
g LGRBs with associated broad-line Type Ic SN; see https://www.dark-cosmology.dk/GRBSN/GRB-SN Table.html.

5.3.6. Flares

Many LGRBs exhibit X-ray flares which are an in-

crease in brightness by up to a factor of 1000 times from

the baseline. In our model, X-ray flares are produced

by secondary chunks. The light-curve of a chunk with

a θS > θP will appear shifted to longer times and lower

flux. Because this chunk goes through more or less the

same filaments as the primary chunk, to a first order

the X-ray flare will appear as a “mirror” of the primary

prompt emission with the spectrum shifted to lower en-

ergies. The parameters we vary to fit the flares are:

1. θS: The secondary’s angle to our line of sight with

θS = θsep. − θP = 4/N
1/2
c − θP. Decreasing θS

has the effect of increasing the luminosity of the

flare and decreasing the time between the prompt

emission and flaring (see §4.2.6).

2. ScaleS: A scaling factor (either by chunk mass

or number of chunks, or both) of the secondary

chunk’s luminosity is needed in order to fit flares

in some LGRBs. The scaling consists of a shift of

the luminosity of the entire flaring episode.

In Figure 7 (top panel) we have created a generic

LGRB to show how chunks with increasing θc contribute

to the flares. The “LGRB” consists of a single filament

and four chunks at θc = 0, 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003 rads.

The effect of increasing the θc of the chunks is clear; the

“spike” in emission occurs later in time and at a lower

flux. If the chunks are smoothly distributed in θc one

would expect a smooth slope as each chunk appears to

hit the filament one after another. However, if there

is a large gap between θP and the next lowest θc = θS

we would expect a large spike in emission (from the θP

chunk), and then another spike (from the θS chunk).

In Figure 7 (bottom panel) we show how this would

look with a real LGRB, by using our fit to GRB 060707.

The observed data is represented by the black, open

circles. A flare is evident around tobs = 102.5 s. We

show, in purple, the light-curve produced by the pri-

mary chunk with θP = 4 × 10−4 rad. The green rep-

resents the light-curve produced by a secondary chunk

with θS = 2.7 × 10−3 rad. From this figure, it is clear

that a “mirror” light-curve is produced by the θS chunks,

appearing lower in flux and at a later time. Here an up-

ward scaling factor ScaleS = 40 was used. To justify this

factor and in general to fit LGRB light-curves with ex-

treme flares (see Table 3), the uniform filament density

and uniform Lorentz factor assumptions had to be re-

laxed. For example, if the secondary chunk collides with

a denser part of the filament than the primary does, then

the density ratio must be included in Eq. (49) allowing

for brighter flares (see discussion in §5.3.7).

5.3.7. Discussion of our fits to LGRB light-curves

Figure 8 shows the distributions of parameters re-

sulting from our fits to the 48 selected LGRBs. For

a fixed NS period of PNS = 2 ms, the distribution of

BNS shown in panel A corresponds to σlogBNS
∼ 0.2

which is narrower than the σlogBNS
∼ 0.5 suggested by

analysis of BNS distribution of observed pulsars (e.g.

Faucher-Giguère & Kaspi 2006). However, a variation

in PNS could widen the distribution. The distribution

in the magnetization parameter εw (panel B) resulting

from the fits is consistent with our model’s fiducial val-

ues which corresponds to a PWN-SN magnetic field in

the milli-Gauss values.

The distribution of the primary chunk’s viewing an-

gle (panel C) has a mean of θ̄P ∼ 2 × 10−4 which is

less than the analytical (i.e. model) value of θ̄P ∼
1.3× 10−3N

−1/2
c,6 . This is expected since the 48 selected

https://www.dark-cosmology.dk/GRBSN/GRB-SN_Table.html
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sources are brighter than average. When θP << 1/ΓFS,

the light-curve and spectrum are insensitive to θP; i.e.

we cannot distinguish between θP = 0 and θP ∼ 10−4.

This explains the peak in the lowest bin in panel C. Sim-

ilarly, the distribution of the secondary chunk’s viewing

angle (panel D) shows a mean of θ̄S ∼ 1.3×10−2 ∼ 10θ̄P

which exceeds the analytical (i.e. model) value of θ̄S ∼
3.1× 10−3N

−1/2
c,6 ∼ 2.4θ̄P.

Panel E shows the distribution of the scaling factor

ScaleP (which allows us to adjust upwards the entire

prompt emission to fit data) which is needed in a few

(11 of 48) LGRBs. Scaling is also needed to fit flares (see

panel F) because of the larger values of θS obtained from

fits (mainly constrained by the location in time of flares

in the LGRB light-curves). There are 8 LGRBs with

ScaleS < 1, 10 LGRBs with ScaleS > 1, 1 LGRB with

ScaleS = 1 and 27 LGRBs with no flare (ScaleS = −1;

see Table 3). Because we assume that each filament has

a uniform density, together with uniform chunk mass

and Lorentz factor, flares are in general less bright than

the prompt emission. On average LFlare/LGRB ∼ 10−3

(see §4.2.6). Large density variations within and be-

tween filaments are required to explain extreme flares

which is not seen in simulations of the turbulent PWN-

SN shell. We find that changing Γc between the primary

and secondary chunks to account for large flares would

add an extra delay (radial) time to Eqs. (50) and (52)

making the fits much more complex. In summary, the

physical origin of ScaleP and ScaleS can be partly due

to chunk mass and/or filament density variations.

Panel G shows the distribution of filaments’ density

while panel H shows an almost flat distribution in the

number of filaments which can vary from a few filaments

to hundreds of filaments from one LGRB to another.

The location of the innermost filament (panel I) and

the outermost filament (panel J) in terms of Rw varies

widely from one LGRB to another which speaks to the

highly filamentary nature of the PWN-SN in the blow-

out stage. The distribution of the ambient medium sur-

rounding the SN (panel K) is slightly higher compared

to typical ISM density but not unreasonable for the am-

bient medium immediately after the SN ejecta. Finally,

in panel L we show the resulting npairs distribution with

a peak at 10 consistent with our fiducial value (see Table

1). Note that npairs for a given LGRB does not exceed

the limiting value given in Eq. (45) which ensures that

synchrotron emission occurs in the fast cooling regime.

Panel A in Figure 9 shows the distribution of tQN =

tSpD (the time delay between the SN and QN) for our

best fits to light-curves and spectra. It is close to uni-

form, varying from 10 years to < 100 years with a peak

at ∼ 35 years consistent with our fiducial value. Since

tQN ∝ B−2
NS , the shorter tQN values correspond to higher

BNS values (see panel A in Figure 8).

Panel B in Figure 9 shows the distributions of the

thickness parameter (i.e. tw/tΓ) resulting from our fits

to the selected LGRBs. This shows that best fits require

a range of filament thickness for each LGRB varying

from extremely thin walls to very thick walls. As shown

earlier, including thick filaments is essential for obtain-

ing a Band function and allows us to simultaneously fit

the prompt emission and the afterglow emission. I.e. the

drop in luminosity during the transition from prompt to

afterglow emission cannot be explained as a density ef-

fect alone (recall that LGRB ∝ nw while LAG ∝ namb.).

A simultaneous fit of the prompt and afterglow emission

(both scaling as Γ6
c) require slowdown of the primary

chunk which can only occur with the presence of a thick

filament along the primary’s path.

Finally, the lower panel in Figure 9 shows the distri-

bution of the duration (t90) of all observed GRBs. Also

shown is the t90 of the 48 LGRBs we selected. Our se-

lected LGRBs are representative of the bulk in t90 but

not in luminosity and photon peak energy which is on

average higher than the bulk. The duration of a typical

LGRB in our model is evidence for the large the radial

extent of the blown out PWN-SN shell when it is hit by

the QN chunks. The fits suggest 10−1 < RF,out/Rw <

103 as typical for LGRBs.

5.3.8. Revisiting the phenomenological Yonetoku and
Amati laws

We start by simulating a single filament case for

PNS = 4 ms (tPlat. ∼ tSpD) in order to compare it to

the analytical single wall case presented in §4. The fila-

ment is at a radius RF = Rw(tSpD) and has a thickness

∆RF = Rw(tSpD)/12. Instead of using Eqs. (31), (33),

(35) and (47), here the peak of the spectrum (Epeak) is

obtained from the generated spectrum (see Appendix

E.4). Similarly, Liso,peak is read from the generated

light-curve (based on a random number of filaments)

and the Eiso value is obtained by integrating the light-

curve (see Appendix E.3). We use a 64 ms resolution

which means that the peak luminosity is the 64-ms-peak-

luminosity (see Appendix E for more details).

We run 500 simulations each representing a single

chunk passing through a single filament. The main pa-

rameters (see Table 1) were kept constant to their fidu-

cial values for each simulation while we randomize:

• θP =acos(UniformDistribution[cos(10−3), 1])

• BNS = LogNormalDistribution(12.5 log(10), .2

log(10))
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• z: Randomly choose a LGRB from a list of over

300 (retrieved from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/

archive/grb table/) and use its z.

The resulting points are plotted against the observa-

tions (LGRB data is from Ghirlanda et al. 2009) in Fig-

ure 10 . The simulation results are close to the analytical

models shown in Figure 4. The binning into 64 ms time

bins introduces scatter in Figure 10 which is not present

in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 10, the Amati law (panels A, C

and E) is preserved up to a few times tw/tΓ. In par-

ticular by adjusting the number of pairs to npairs = 15

we obtain overall better fits to the Amati data although

this results in the model’s points to fall slightly below

the data in panels B, D and F (i.e. the Yonetoku law).

The Amati law is not satisfied for the very thick wall

case and a “hook”, already seen in panel C in Figure 4,

appears in panel C (for Epeak > 103 keV) in Figure 10.

The “hook” is smeared out when θP is varied (see panels

A and E). If we take σlogBNS
∼ 0.5 instead of σlogBNS

∼
0.2, the vertical and horizontal scatter is much larger in

all panels and erases the “hook”.

When BNS is low, the main LGRB prompt emission

and the afterglow become similar in brightness so that

the afterglow contributes to Eiso. In addition, low BNS

corresponds to low Epeak. The corresponding LGRBs

are the scattered red dots at lowest Epeak values in panel

C in Figure 10.

In Figure 11, we redo the analysis considering multiple

filaments. Again, we run 500 simulations but now for

each simulation there are multiple filaments with radius

ranging between RF,in and RF,out. The parameters in

Table 1 are kept constant to their fiducial values for each

simulation except the number of pairs was adjusted to

npairs = 12 which gave best agreement with data in the
left panels representing the Amati law. The randomized

variables are:

• θP =acos(UniformDistribution[cos(10−3), 1])

• BNS = LogNormalDistribution(12.5 log(10), .2

log(10))

• ∆RF = UniformDistribution[0, ∆Rw = Rw/12]

• nF = UniformDistribution[0, nwall]

• z: Randomly choose a LGRB from a list of over

300 (retrieved from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/

archive/grb table/) and use its z.

We take RF,in = 0.2Rw and RF,out = 2.0Rw with

Rw = Rw(tSpD). Filament generation consists of stack-

ing slabs of density nF, including nF = 0 (i.e. no fila-

ment), until 2.0Rw is reached. The random generation of

the filament’s thickness ∆RF results in a random num-

ber of filaments between 0.2-2.0Rw for each simulation

run.

In the multiple filament scenario, the phenomeno-

logical Yonetoku relationship is preserved since inher-

ently each filament obeys it regardless of the thick-

ness. We arrive at similar conclusions for the Amati

law for small and intermediate filament thickness (i.e.

1 < tw/tΓ,w < 10). As expected for much thicker fila-

ments, the Amati relationship is lost. As in the single

filament case, for small values of θP, the “hook” in Eiso

in panel C (for Epeak > 103 keV) in Figure 11 shifts to

higher values of Eiso. This effect can be seen in panels

A and E where θP is varied.

Figure 12 shows the multiple filaments simulations

again but this time including a variation in npairs, εw
and p in the range representative of those in Table 3;

i.e. 5 ≤ npairs ≤ 35, −6 ≤ log εw ≤ −4.5 and 2 < p ≤ 3.

We see that the trend seen in previous simulations with

a limited parameter ranges starts to vanish. In fact us-

ing σlogBNS
= 0.5 instead of σlogBNS

= 0.2 obtained

from best fits to the selected LGRBs, gives a signifi-

cantly larger scatter in the 500 simulations than shown

in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Using only bright LGRBs

with high photon peak energy (thus eliminating high-z

and faint LGRBs), the phenomenological Yonetoku and

Amati laws re-appear in our model. Observations would

select bright and high Epeak LGRBs likely throwing out

high-z and faint ones thus reproducing the phenomeno-

logical laws.

5.4. Discussion and predictions

5.4.1. The SN/GRB connection

As discussed in §1.1.2, all SNe associated with LGRBs

are classified as broad-line Type Ic with photospheric ve-

locities exceeding ∼ 10, 000-20, 000 km s−1 (e.g. Modjaz

et al. 2016). These are reminiscent of hypernovae with

kinetic energy of order 1052 ergs (Iwamoto et al. 1998).

It is also important to note that not all Type Ic-BL SNe

are accompanied by a LGRB which may be attributed

to viewing effect (a review of GRB-SNe can be found in

Hjorth & Bloom (2012)). These seem to explode with

less energy, showing a lower luminosity and mass ejected

when compared to those associated with LGRBs (e.g.

Nomoto et al. 2006).

In our model, a Type Ic-BL SN can occur simulta-

neously with a LGRB in the blow-out stage if the fila-

mentary PWN-SN shell is on average dense enough (i.e.

there are enough filaments with nF > nw,RS ∼ 2.2× 107

cm−3; see Eq. (27)) for the RS shock into the chunk

to take place. The RS will convert the kinetic energy

of the chunks hitting dense filaments to internal energy

https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table/
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in a chunk’s crossing time A
1/2
c,T/c (e.g. Sari & Piran

1995) which is a fraction of a second. The result is an

optically thick chunk fireball (with a very large (e+, e−)

density) expanding at ∼ c/
√

3 inside the optically thin

wall. This late time (i.e. at time tQN after the SN),

instantaneous, energy injection as thermal energy into

the PWN-SN shell should yield a luminous SN (Leahy

& Ouyed 2008; Ouyed, R. et al. 2012) with properties

reminiscent of a Type Ic-BL SN.

We offer the following scenario for SN-LGRBs which

will be explored elsewhere:

1. A “normal” SN Ic has formed from the collapse of

a massive star stripped of its hydrogen and helium

(e.g. Filippenko 1997; Heger et al. 2003);

2. It is followed by the SN interaction with a pulsar

wind with ESpD > ESN creating a turbulent PWN-

SN shell;

3. A QN follows the SN after time tPlat. < tQN =

tSpD < tQN,RS when the PWN-SN shell is already

blown-out by the PWN. Setting tQN = tSpD ≤
tQN,RS with tQN,RS given by Eq. (28) means

BNS ≥ 1013 G when P = 2 ms. In other words,

LGRBs associated with Type Ic-BL SNe occur

when 1013 G ≤ BNS < 2.4 × 1013 G (see Ta-

ble 2) with the upper BNS value corresponding to

tQN = tSLSN above which the SN ejecta is optically

thick (see Eq. (54));

4. The QN chunks interacting with the densest fil-

aments (i.e. those with nF > nw,RS) shed their

kinetic energy via the RS. Even if we assume that

only ζQN = 10% of the chunks’ kinetic energy is

converted by the RS into accelerating the entire

SN ejecta, this gives an ejecta’s velocity of vSN ∼

1.4× 104 km s1 ×
(
ζQN,−1EQN,53M

−1
SN,34

)1/2

;

5. Seeing a LGRB along the observer’s line-of-sight

(i.e. a primary chunk colliding with a filament

with nF < nw,RS) means the chunk’s Lorentz fac-

tor would have decreased before reaching the sub-

sequent filaments. For example, a decrease of the

LGRB Lorentz factor from 103.5 to 103 would in-

crease the critical density for the RS trigger by

a factor of 10 (i.e. nw,RS = 2.2 × 108 cm−3; see

Eq. (27)). This means that the LGRB-generating

chunk will less likely be subject to the RS but will

instead yield an afterglow;

6. On the other hand, a Type Ic-BL SN with no

LGRB association would result if the filaments

along the observer’s line-of-sight have nF > nF,RS;

7. For a range 1013 G ≤ BNS < 2.4 × 1013 G and

using the lognormal distribution in BNS peaking

at 1012.5 G with variance σlogBNS
= 0.3 gives only

a few percent of all LGRBs predicted to be as-

sociated with Type Ic-BL SNe (see Table 2 and

§5.4.4).

5.4.2. “SN-less” LGRBs

Some LGRBs, in particular those found in metal-rich

environments with little star formation (e.g. Tanga et

al. 2018), show no underlying Type Ic-BL SNe. In our

model, every LGRB is associated with a “faded” SN; i.e.

the original type-Ic SN which is to be differentiated from

the Type Ic-BL SN occurring at tQN after the SN (see

Table 2). However, the time delay of years to decades

between the SN and the QN means that the underly-

ing Type Ic SN is too faint to detect. We predict that

eventually extremely faint type-Ic SNe will be associ-

ated with nearby LGRBs. In our model the formation

of an LGRB should be independent of metallicity. As

long as a SN leaves behind a NS powerful enough to

blow-out the SN ejecta and massive enough to undergo

a QN event, a LGRB should result.

5.4.3. “Smooth” LGRBs

For ESN ∼ ESpD, or equivalently when PNS ∼ PNS,cr.

(see Eqs. (19) and (20)), then tQN = tSpD ∼ tPlat., as in

the P = 4 ms and ESN ∼ 1051 erg case presented in §4.

This means that the QN occurs at the interface between

the pre-blow-out and blow-out stages in the blow-out

regime (see Table 2). In this case, RF,out ∼ Rw(tPlat.)

and the PWN-SN is less turbulent than in the fully

blow-out stage. These LGRBs should yield relatively

smoother light-curves according to our model with a

wide variation in duration with overlap with SGRB du-

ration (i.e. < 0.1 s) as clearly shown in panel A in Figure
3 . These short duration LGRBs are more likely be asso-

ciated with a Type Ic-BL SN since the PWN-SN ejecta

is relatively dense as discussed in §5.4.1. These should

be easily distinguishable from SN-less SGRBs which are

associated with mergers (see §7.4). We speculate that

SGRB 051221A and SGRB 070724A may be two candi-

dates of short duration LGRBs as discussed here since

their duration and hardness hint at a massive star origin

(see Bromberg et al. 2013).

5.4.4. LGRB rate in our model

The range in NS magnetic field applicable to LGRBs

in our model is given in Eq. (54). Furthermore, our

best fits to light-curves is consistent with a lognormal

distribution with standard deviation of σlogBNS ∼ 0.2.

Making use of the normal distribution of birth periods of

NSs with mean of µPNS
= 300 ms and standard deviation
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of σPNS
= 150 ms (e.g. Faucher-Giguère & Kaspi 2006),

we can estimate the rate of LGRBs as

rLGRB =

∫ 13.4

12.2
e
−

(logBNS−µlogBNS
)2

2σ2
logBNS d logBNS∫ 15

11
e
−

(logBNS−µlogBNS
)2

2σ2
logBNS d logBNS

× (62)

×
∫ 4

1.5
e
−

(PNS−µPNS
)2

2σ2
PNS dPNS∫∞

1.5
e
−

(PNS−µPNS
)2

2σ2
PNS dPNS

× rCCSNE × rMNS,c. ,

where rCCSNE ∼ 1/100 per year per galaxy is the core-

collapse SN rate (e.g. Cappellaro et al. 2015) and

rMNS,cr. the percentage of CCSNE giving birth to NSs

with mass exceeding MNS,c.. The lower value of 1.5 ms

in the period distribution takes into consideration the

constraints of r-mode instability on rapidly rotating ac-

creting NSs (Andersson et al. 1999, 2000).

We get rLGRB ∼ 0.5 × 10−2 × 10−2 × 10−2 ∼ 5 ×
10−7 yr−1 galaxy−1 (or close to one LGRB per million

years per Galaxy) if roughly 1 in 100 CCSNE yield NSs

massive enough to explode as QNe. Of these, less than∼
5% yield SN-LGRBs9 (i.e. LGRB associated with Type

Ic-BL SNe; see §5.4.1 and Table 2 for the corresponding

BNS range).

5.4.5. The Blackbody component

In the early stages of the chunk’s evolution, before col-

liding with the wall, the primary chunk is thermalized up

to the transparency radius given by Eq. (B13). The time

evolution of the properties of this BB precursor is given

in Eq. (26). The maximum observed BB photon peak

energy, when θP = 0, is EBB,max. = 2ΓQN × (3kBT
′
c,T).

Or,

EBB,max. ' 4.3 keV × ΓQN,3.5m
−0.194
c,22.5 κ

−3.3/6.7
c,−1 . (64)

For t′ < t′T, the chunks would hit the wall before

they become optically thin; particularly in the turbu-

lent PWN-SN scenario where inner filaments form well

within the PWN-SN wall. This suggest that the early

9 The probability of a NS to be born with a magnetic field in
the range B1 ≤ BNS ≤ B2 is

1
√

2πσlog BNS

∫ log B2

log B1

exp

(
−

(logBNS − µlog BNS
)2

2σ2
log BNS

)
d logBNS =

(63)

1

2

(
erf

(
logB2 − µlog BNS√

2σlog BNS

)
− erf

(
logB1 − µlog BNS√

2σlog BNS

))
.

light-curves of LGRBs should show spikes with a hybrid

spectrum which would consist of a BB component (from

the chunk proper) and Synchrotron emission (from the

FS).

5.4.6. Predictions

• Super LGRB: Because it is due to a single chunk

(the primary), the observed prompt LGRB lumi-

nosity in our model can be extreme even for an

isotropic engine. For θP = 0, Eq. (31) gives a

maximum value of

LGRB,max. ∼ 3.7× 1058 erg s−1 . (65)

Eq. (65) also implies that the observed isotropic

energy of the chunk far exceeds the QN total

isotropic energy of 1053 ergs. However we should

keep in mind that:

(i) The combination of parameters yielding very

short delays (i.e. PNS < 4 ms and BNS > 1013 G)

and the requirement of a massive NS mass is rare;

(ii) For t′Syn. < t′Γ, in the efficient and fast cool-

ing Synchrotron regime (the case in our model),

we see all of the kinetic energy of a given chunk

harnessed during sweeping. If t′Syn. ≥ t′Γ, some

of the sweeping energy is stored in the chunk in-

stead of being radiated and we see only a fraction

(Lc,p×(t′Γ/t
′
Syn.)) of the sweeping luminosity; thus

reducing the upper limit given above;

• Super Flare: In principle a Super flare with

LFlare > LGRB is possible if the secondary, viewed

at an which is angle close to that of the primary,

collides with a filament (or a region of the same

filament) which is much denser than the one the
primary crosses (see discussion in §5.3.6).

• The parent core-collapse SN: We assumed

that the SN is a type-Ic (based on observations).

In principle, our model should work regardless of

the type of core-collapse SN as long as a NS forms

with properties prone to a QN. At this point, it is

not clear why nature would favor some type-Ics as

QN progenitors.

• The pre-GRB SN: Our fits to the 48 selected

LGRBs yields a mean time delay tQN of about

35 years with about 10% with 3 yrs < tQN < 20

yrs (see panel A in Figure 9). Assuming these

numbers apply to the thousands of known GRBs

(which remains to be confirmed by fits), then

about 1 in ∼ 104 SNe observed with future large

surveys should have a LGRB in the following few
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decades. Conversely, archival data could reveal

past SNe at the location of known LGRBs, a few

years or few decades prior to the LGRBs.

6. FAST RADIO BURSTS IN OUR MODEL

When a QN occurs in a non-turbulent, weakly magne-

tized wall we can appeal to coherent synchrotron emis-

sion (CSE) in the chunk’s FS to generate FRBs as ex-

plained in this section (repeating FRBs are presented in

Appendix G).

6.1. The Weibel instability and the coherent

synchrotron emission

Let us define σw = B2
w/(4πnwmHc

2) as the magne-

tization of the upstream region (i.e. the wall in this

case). The Weibel instability (hereafter WI; Weibel

1959; Fried 1959; Yoon & Davidson 1987; Medvedev

& Loeb 1999; see also Achterberg & Wiersma 2007;

Lemoine & Pelletier 2010 and references therein) may

develop on timescales faster than the shock crossing time

if σw ≤ ζWI/Γ
2
FS where ζWI ∼ 10−2 is the fraction of

incoming energy transferred into electromagnetic fluc-

tuations (e.g. Kato 2007; Spitkovsky 2008; Nishikawa et

al. 2009). Making use of Eq. (18), the WI would occur

when

εw < εw,WI = 3.6× 10−6 × ζWI,−2

Γ2
FS,3.5V

2
w,8.7

. (66)

The upper limit is effectively set by the chunk’s Lorentz

factor (and thus controlled by the QN ejecta) since Vw

varies very little in our model (see Eq. (16)).

In the blow-out regime, FRBs are only possible be-

fore turbulence saturation when εw reaches its maximum

value. This is expected to occur early in the evolution

of the PWN-SN ejecta, on timescales << tPlat. (e.g.

Blondin & Chevalier 2017 and references therein), much

before the QN occurs.

We assume that the condition given in Eq. (66) is

satisfied in the non-blow-out regime (i.e. when ESN >

ESpD) with a non-turbulent or weakly turbulent PWN-

SN shell where turbulence saturation is unlikely to hap-

pen. In this regime the PWN cannot overpower the SN

ejecta (see Table 2). It stalls and becomes frozen to the

SN expansion, never reaching the edge of the plateau.

Thus in this regime tPlat. is meaningless and the QN

can occur any time in the range tSLSN < tQN = tSpD <

tSN,RS. For PNS = 2 ms and BNS = 1012.5 G (i.e.

tQN ∼ 25.9 years), corresponding to nw ∼ 105 cm−3

and Rw ∼ 5 × 1017 cm, we find FRBs properties that

are similar to observed values.

6.2. Bunching length

Once the WI sets in it induces coherent structures

that allows for electron bunching to occur. In particu-

lar, in the magnetized chunk frame, if the wavelength of

the synchrotron radiation, λ′Sync., exceeds the length of

the bunch l′b then the bunch can radiate coherently (see

Appendix F); the primed quantities refer to the shock

frame.

The magnetic field in the in the forward-shocked wall

material saturates when ω′B/ω
′
p = γ

1/2
e where ω′B and

ω′p are the electron angular cyclotron frequency and the

plasma frequency, respectively (e.g. Medvedev & Loeb

1999; see also recent Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations

by Kato 2007; Spitkovsky 2008; Nishikawa et al. 2009).

In other words, if we associate electron bunching length

in the shock with the correlation length of the magnetic

field (i.e. effectively a coherence length l′b ∼ cγ
1/2
e /ω′p).

The bunching length is then

l′b ∼ 1.4× 103 cm× n−1
pairs,1n

−1/2
w,5 , (67)

with c/ω′p = 5.31× 105 cm/n′e
1/2

, n′e = (7ΓFS2npairs)×
nw and nw given by Eq. (17); the shocked gas’ adi-

abatic index is taken as 4/3. We set γe = (ΓFS ×
mp/me)/2npairs and recall that the no-pairs case is re-

covered mathematically by setting 2npairs = 1.

6.3. FRB frequency

The characteristic CSE frequency in the observer’s

frame (νCSE = D(ΓFS, θc)ν′CSE, with ν′CSE ' c/l′b as

given in Appendix F), is

νCSE ∼ 60 GHz× ΓFS

l′bf(θc)
(68)

∼ 140 GHz

f(θP)
× ΓFS,3.5npairs,1n

1/2
w,5 ,

with an average value ν̄obs.
CSE ∼ 7.8 GHz for θ̄P =

(4/3)/N
1/2
c (i.e. f(θ̄P) = 17.9). The above is always

larger then the plasma frequency (νp,med. ' 9×103 Hz×
n

1/2
med.; e.g. Lang 1999) in the unshocked medium ahead

of the CSE radiation (i.e. the wall) which is always in

the MHz range.

6.4. FRB luminosity

The power per bunch, L′b, in the shock frame is given

by Eq. (F4) in Appendix F. To derive it we first need

to estimate the relevant factors:

(i) We first estimate the ratio between the bunching

length and the electron’s Larmor radius to be

l′b
r′L,e
∼ 0.14ζ

1/2
WI,−2 . (69)
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To calculate the Larmor radius r′L,e we use the WI

saturated wall’s magnetic field B′WI
2
/8π = εw,WI ×

ΓFSn
′
wmpc

2. This is another key difference between the

LGRB case where the wall’s magnetic field is simply

shock amplified versus the FRB case where the mag-

netic field is larger since it reaches equipartition values

(e.g. Medvedev & Loeb 1999). The ratio above is inde-

pendent of npairs since γe ∝ n−1
pairs and n′e = 2npairsn

′
w ∝

npairs;

(ii) The ratio Nb/l
′
b can be calculated by noting that

Nb = A′bl
′
bn
′
e where A′b = πl′b

2
is the bunch’s cross-

section. Using Eq. (F4) together with the l′b/r
′
L,e ratio

we get L′b ' 9.7×1011 erg s−1×ζ1/3
WI,−2×Γ2

FS,3.5n
−2
pairs,1.

With Doppler boosting the observed luminosity per

bunch, Lb = D(ΓFS, θ
4
c )L′b, is

Lb '
1.6× 1027 erg s−1

f(θP)4
× ζ1/3

WI,−2 × Γ6
FS,3.5n

−2
pairs,1 .

(70)

The observed luminosity per bunch is independent of

the wall’s density and thus of the time delay between

the QN and SN;

(iii) We estimate the number of bunches per chunk

as Nb,T ∼ Ac,T/A
′
b (for the chunk’s cross-sectional area

Ac,T, see Eq. (2)) or

Nb,T ' 4.3× 1015 × (mc,22.5κc,−1)n2
pairs,1nw,6 ; (71)

(iv) Finally we arrive at the FRB luminosity LFRB =

Nb,T × Lb of

LFRB '
6.6× 1041 erg s−1

f(θc)4
× ζ1/3

WI,−2× (72)

×
(
mc,22.5κc,−1Γ6

FS,3.5

)
× nw,5 ,

which is independent of npairs. Ignoring pair production

in Eq. (68) (by setting 2npairs = 1) gives νCSE of the

order of a few GHz which agrees better with observed

FRB frequencies.

6.5. FRB duration and total isotropic energy

The FRB duration is the time it takes the chunk to

cross the unperturbed (i.e. turbulently “quiet”) wall

(∆Rw/D(ΓFS, θP)ΓFS with ∆Rw = Rw/12. This is

equivalent to Eq. (33) which we reproduce here for

FRBs to get

∆tFRB ∼
1

60
s× f(θ)× Rw,17

Γ2
FS,3.5

. (73)

The above is an upper limit since the wall’s thickness

may be < Rw/12.

The implied isotropic (effectively an upper limit) FRB

energy EFRB = LFRB ×∆tFRB is

EFRB '
1.1× 1040 erg s−1

f(θc)3
× ζ1/3

WI,−2× (74)

×
(
mc,22.5κc,−1Γ4

FS,3.5

)
× (nw,5Rw,17) .

6.6. Dispersion and rotation measures

The observed Dispersion Measure (DM) and Ro-

tation Measure (RM) associated with the SN ejecta

ahead of the CSE photons we calculate using DM =∫
ne(l)dl/(1+z) and RM = 0.81

∫
ne(l)·B‖(l)dl/(1+z)2

where ne(l) is the electron density (in cm−3), l is

the distance (parsecs) and, B‖(l) is the line-of-sight

magnetic field strength (in µG). Effectively we have

(1 + z)DM ' nPlat.(RPlat. − Rw) ' nPlat.RPlat.. Using

Eqs. (13) and (14) we get

(1 + z)DM ∼ 810 pc cm−3 × nw,5RPlat.,17 , (75)

where we used nPlat. = nw/4.

Given the low magnetic field strength we expect

RM ∼ 0.

6.7. FRB rate

Given the narrow period range in NSs exploding as

QNe in our model, the division between the blow-out

regime (i.e. GRBs when ESN < ESpD) and the non-

blow-out regime (i.e. FRBs with ESN > ESpD) de-

pends mostly on the distribution of ESN. For PNS = 2

ms, for example, the non-blow-out regime occurs when

ESN > ESpD ∼ 4.8× 1051 erg ×P−2
NS,−2.7 (see Eq. (19)).

In this case, for the FRB rate, rFRB, to exceed the LGRB

rate, rLGRB (given in §5.4.4), we require a distribution

in ESN with a peak at or above ∼ 4.8 × 1051 erg. One

may argue that: (i) the division between the blow-out

and non-blow-out regimes is not precisely defined; (ii)

the range in ESN is not well known from observations;

(iii) the value of ESpD depends on an uncertain mo-

ment of inertia of the NS, INS. Together these effects

leaves room for a scenario where ESN > 1051 erg may

be the dominant regime. More precise measurements of

observed FRB rate is also required.

6.8. Discussion and predictions

• The Type Ic-BL SN/FRB connection: For

tQN < tQN,RS, the PWN-SN shell is dense enough

for the RS into the chunk to take effect (see Eq.

(28)). Thus the association of some FRBs with

Type Ic-BL SNe is a possibility in our model.

However, if Fermi acceleration of particles to UHE-

CRs during the FRB (see §7.2) is efficient and
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acts faster than the chunk’s crossing time then the

chance for a Type Ic-BL SN is reduced;

• Orphan afterglows and FRBs: FRBs may be

accompanied by afterglows in our model if after

the FRB (and the UHECR) phase the chunks still

have enough kinetic energy to yield an afterglow

(via the chunk’s FS Synchrotron emission) during

the interaction with the ambient medium. CSE

ceases when the chunks exit the FRB site (i.e. the

SN ejecta) since the density drops by a few or-

ders of magnitude effectively shutting-off the WI;

i.e. σamb. >> σw,WI (see §6). We speculate that

Orphan Afterglows seen by GRB detectors and as-

sumed to be associated with GRBs may instead be

associated with FRBs.

Since GRB detectors’ solid angle (e.g. Swift/BAT

has a 2 sr field of view; Barber et al. 2006) ex-

ceed those of FRB detectors (e.g. the Parkes 64-m

telescope at 1.4 GHz has a primary beam of ∼ 10

arcminutes.), then about ∼ 2π/4π ∼ 1/6 of FRBs

should be associated with orphan afterglows (i.e.

no GRB association). However, if there is efficient

acceleration of wall’s particles to UHEs during the

FRB (see §7.2), then the chunk’s Lorentz factor

after exiting the wall may be reduced as to yield

effectively no orphan afterglows;

• The phenomenological Yonetoku and Amati

laws: It is interesting that the expression for the

FRB luminosity in our model is, except for the fac-

tor ζ
1/3
WI , the exact same expression as the LGRB

luminosity given in Eq. (31). Furthermore, the

dependency of the FRB peak frequency on n
1/2
w

while LFRB ∝ nw means that FRBs may obey the

phenomenological Yonetoku and Amati laws (see
discussion in §4.3.2 and §5.3.8);

• Super FRBs: Similarly to super-LGRBs de-

scribed in §5.4.6, super FRBs with luminosity ex-

ceeding 1045 erg s−1 when θP = 0 and BNS =

2.4× 1013 G are possible in our model;

• FRB Flares: Similarly to flares in LGRBs de-

scribed in §4.2.6 and §5.3.6, CSE from the sec-

ondary at θS can be as bright as that from the pri-

mary at θP. For example when θS ∼ θP and when

the secondary hits a denser region of the filament

than the primary (i.e. nF,S > nF,P) a bright FRB

flare is possible. It is possible that the double-

peaked FRBs (e.g. FRB 121002 ; Champion et

al. 2016) are a manifestation of FRB flares as de-

scribed here;

• Repeating FRBs (see Appendix G): We spec-

ulate that a plasma shell surrounding the SN, and

thus the QN, site can act as a refractor bending

off-line-of-sight FRBs towards the observer. Re-

peating FRBs (i.e. clustered events) occur when

multiple beams are bent towards the observer by

inhomogeneities in the shell.

7. OTHER ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS OF

OUR MODEL

Here we discuss some general ideas that may have

implications to high-energy astrophysics. We suggest

other predictions to add to those listed previously in

the LGRB and FRB parts of this paper.

7.1. Post-LGRB/FRB QN chunks

A typical QN chunk exits the LGRB/FRB site (i.e.

the SN ejecta) with a Lorentz factor Γc ∼ 103 but

is subject to deceleration in the ambient medium (we

consider this here to be ISM with typical density of

1 cm−3 and magnetic field BISM = 10−5 G). The

post-LGRB/FRB fragments would slow down, for ex-

ample, from Γc to Γc/10 ∼ 102 for t′ ∼ 100t′Γ ∼
254 yrs/(nISMΓ2

c,3κc,−1) and reach Γc/100 ∼ 10 after

t′ ∼ 104t′Γ ∼ 2.5 × 104 yrs/namb.Γ
2
c,3κc,−1. In the NS

frame they would have travelled on average a maximum

distance of ∼ 78 pc and 7.8 kpc, respectively. In ad-

dition, the Synchrotron cooling timescale t′Syn. = 4.1 ×
107 s×npairs,1/(Γ

3
c,3B

2
ISM,−5) is of the same order as the

dynamical timescale t′Γ = 9.9× 106 s/(nISMΓ2
out,3κc,−1).

Thus applying the radiative cooling solution, the frag-

ment would radiate at a rate of

Lc,ISM(t) ' 1.7× 1042 erg s−1

f(θc)4
× (76)

×mc,22.5κc,−1nISM,0 × Γc,2(t)6 .

As the chunk slows down, the solid angle of the beam

(1/Γ2
c) increases thus increasing the probability of detec-

tion but at the expense of a decreasing luminosity. Thus

unless the fragment is travelling directly towards the

observer, these “wandering chunks” may not be easily

detectable. However, if ever detected, to the observer a

“wandering chunk” would appear as a continuous source

of Synchrotron emission with a peak at

νobs.
c,amb. ∼

1.4× 1014 Hz

f(θc)
× Γ3

c,2BISM,−5n
−2
pairs,1 , (77)

which is in the Infrared band.

It is possible that a very long exposure to ISM could

erode and deform these chunks to smaller objects ac-
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quiring unusual shapes. We have in mind the aster-

oid 1I/2017 U1 (‘Oumuamua; Meech et al. 2017) with

its extremely elongated shape. In a Hubble time of or-

der 1010 QN chunks would have formed in a galaxy like

ours. An important fraction of them become wanderers,

many of these in intergalactic space, once they leave the

FRB/LGRB sites.

7.2. Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays

Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs; Auger

1935; Linsley 1963) have puzzled physicists and astro-

physicists since their discovery. Despite decades of ob-

servations and modelling (see e.g. Kotera 2011; Abbasi

et al. 2012 and Aloisio 2018 for recent reviews) the un-

derlying source remains uncertain.

In our model, the onset of the WI may create condi-

tions for Fermi acceleration (Fermi, 1949; Peacock 1981;

Vietri 1995) of the ions in the wall and boosting them by

a Lorentz factor of ∼ 2Γ2
FS (e.g. Gallant & Achterberg

1999; Achterberg et al. 2001; see also Bykov et al. 2012

and references therein). Hadronic losses are negligible in

our model since the hadronic-hadronic mean-free path is

λHH = 1/nwσHH ∼ 1022 cm/nw,5 >> Rw; here σHH of

the order of milli-barns is the hadronic-hadronic cross-

section (e.g. Letaw et al. 1983). During an FRB, with

the Fermi mechanism in action, accelerated particles can

reach energies of

EUHECR ∼ 3.2× 1017 eV × Γ2
FS,3.5AUHECR,16 , (78)

where AUHECR ∼ 16 is the atomic weight of Oxygen

which is representative of SN-Ic ejecta. For A = 56

EUHECRs ∼ 1.1 × 1018 eV and exceed this value if we

take into account r-process elements in the SN ejecta.

The connection between FRBs and UHECRs proposed

here warrants more detailed studies that we leave for the

future. For now we note that:

• The measured composition of UHECRs may be

representative of that of a Type Ic SN ejecta in-

cluding the heavier r-process elements. It will be

interesting to search for these two compositions in

Auger data (e.g. Aab et al. 2014);

• A rate of one QN per million years per galaxy

means an available power of∼ 5×1046 erg yr−1 per

galaxy which amounts to ∼ 1045 erg yr−1 Mpc−3

using the estimate of galaxy number density of

0.01 Mpc−3 (e.g. Conselice et al. 2005). Assuming

50% of QNe occur in the non-blow-out regime, this

is more than enough power to account for UHE-

CRs beyond the knee (Waxman & Bahcall 1999;

Berezinsky et al. 2006; Berezinsky 2008; Murase &

Takami 2009);

• UHECRs would not be associated with LGRB ac-

cording to our model since conditions in the PWN-

SN shell are not favorable for the WI to set in (i.e.

εw > εw,WI as given in Eq. (66)). UHECRs would

instead be associated with FRBs. Nevertheless,

the deflection of UHECRs by the Inter-Galactic

and Galactic magnetic field (e.g. Batista et al.

2017 and reference therein) may wash out the di-

rect spatial correlation between FRBs and UHE-

CRs suggested in our model.

7.3. Magnetars in our model

For tQN < tSLSN = 1.8 years, the SN is optically thick

and the QN chunks’ kinetic energy is deposited as ther-

mal energy yielding a SLSN (see §5.4.1; see also Leahy

& Ouyed 2008; Ouyed, R. et al. 2009a). For PNS ∼ 4 ms

with tQN = tSpD for example, the SN ejecta is optically

thick when (using Eq. (C4))

BNS > 2.4× 1013 G× PNS,−2.4ESN,51
1/4M

−1/2
SN,34 . (79)

This has the intriguing consequence in our model that

NSs with magnetar magnetic field strength (Duncan &

Thompson 1992; Thompson & Duncan 1993) cannot

yield FRBs/LGRBs. Instead, these yield SLSNe. More

specifically:

• Magnetars are not engines, but instead a side ef-

fect (i.e. the highly magnetized QS which is the

QN compact remnant) of the LGRB/FRB proper.

The QN compact remnant is born with 1014-

1015 G magnetic fields since such strong fields are

readily achievable during the hadronic-to-quark-

matter phase transition (Iwazaki 2005; Dvornikov

2016a,b);

• The NS period (inherited by the newly born QS at

tQN) is PQS ∼ PNS × (1 + tQN/tSpD)2/3 which for

a NS birth period of 4 ms, as an example, gives

a QS birth period of PQS ∼ 6.4 ms. The cor-

responding spin-down power is LSpD,QS ∼ 6.2 ×
1043 erg s−1 × P−4

QS,−2.2B
2
QS,14 and a characteris-

tic spin-down timescale LSpD,QS ∼ 2.6 × 104 s ×
P 2

QS,−2.2B
−2
QS,14. The GRB-QS connection can in

principle be tested by searching for this post-GRB

spin-down power signatures and searching for the

corresponding QS wind nebulae (QWNe). How-

ever, such a signal may be too weak to detect and

furthermore QSs according to the QN model do

not pulse in radio since they are born as aligned

rotators (Ouyed, R. et al. 2004, 2006);
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• Our best fits to GRB light-curves and spectra sug-

gest time delays of years to decades between the

SN and the QN (whose compact remnant, the QS,

is a “magnetar”). This may be one explanation for

the discrepancy found when comparing spin-down

age and SN’s remnant age in magnetars reported

in the literature; these studies assume that the

magnetar is formed concurrently with the SN (see

discussion in Dass & Soni 2012 on this topic and

references therein). As reported in Leahy & Ouyed

(2007, 2009), a time delay of tens of years between

the SN and the magnetar formation, in agreement

with our findings here for LGRBs/FRBs, removes

the age discrepancy.

7.4. SGRBs in our model: A QN in a binary NS

merger

With an isotropic equivalent energy in the 1049-1051

erg range, SGRBs are less energetic than their long du-

ration counterpart which can exceed ∼ 1054 erg. SGRBs

have less luminous afterglows than LGRBs.

SGRBs are not associated with star forming regions

and are not accompanied with core-collapse SNe. Their

spatial distribution is different from that of LGRBs, pre-

ferring instead outskirts of galaxies with some SGRBs

occurring in elliptical galaxies (see Nakar 2007; Berger

2014; D’Avanzo 2015 for a review). This points to a

binary-merger origin for SGRBs (Blinnikov et al. 1984;

Paczyński 1986; Eichler et al. 1989). The gravitational

wave event GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017a,b) gave sup-

port to the binary-merger origin of SGRBs but the en-

gine behind this SGRB is still being analyzed and stud-

ied.

Many groups have simulated NS binary mergers, ob-

taining different outcomes for the remnant compact ob-

ject (e.g. Ruffert et al. 1996; Ruffert & Janka 1999;

Shibata & Uryū 2000; Rosswog & Liebendörfer 2003;

Shibata et al. 2005; Rezzolla et al. 2010; Bauswein et

al. 2010; Sekiguchi et al. 2011; Hotokezaka et al. 2011;

Baiotti et al. 2013; Hotokezaka et al. 2013). Some stud-

ies find that a long-lived (stable to gravitational col-

lapse) rapidly rotating NS is one possible outcome of NS

mergers (e.g. Zhang et al. 2011; Giacomazzo & Perna

2013; Gao et al. 2016; Ciolfi et al. 2017; Piro et al. 2017;

Ai et al. 2018; Fujibayashi et al. 2018; Piro et al. 2018);

such a fate depends on the poorly known Equation-of-

State of neutron matter (Hebeler et al. (2013)).

SGRBs as we investigate here, may be associated with

NS mergers if the long-lived rapidly rotating NS is born

with mass above MNS,cr. so it can undergo a QN event

after tSpD. The QN relativistic ejecta would collide with

the merger’s sub-relativistic ejecta. The latter in this

case plays the role of the SN ejecta (hereafter labeled

with “SN”) which interacts with the ambient medium

and with the PWN. We take the merger ejecta to have

a typical mass M“SN” ∼ 10−3M� ' 1030.3 gm and to

expand at a typical speed of v“SN” ∼ 0.3c; i.e. E“SN” ∼
1050 erg.

If we take the merger’s ejecta to be in free expansion,

we can adopt the solutions given in §3. For a NS born

with a magnetic field BNS,14, in units of 1014 G, and

a period PNS,−2.7, in units of 2 ms, the characteristic

timescales (see §3 and §4) applied to the merger case

are

tSpD ∼ 9.5 days× P 2
NS,−2.7B

−2
NS,14 (80)

tPlat. ∼ (0.02ESN,50P
2
NS,−2.7)× tSpD

tQN,RS ∼ 3.6 days×
(
E
−1/2
“SN”,50M

5/6
“SN”,30.3

)
×

×
(
m

1/6
c,22.5κ

1/2
c,−1Γ

2/3
c,3.5

)
tSLSN ∼ 0.4 days× E−1/2

“SN”,50M“SN”,30.3 .

The above implies that the QN occurs (tQN = tSpD)

days following the merger while the ejecta is blown out

much earlier by the PWN at tPlat. ' 0.02tSpD ∼ 4.6

hours after the merger. The “SN” reverse shock can be

ignored because the ratio between the pressure in the

PWN and behind the RS (e.g. Eq. (9) in Blondin et

al. 2001; see also van der Swaluw et al. 2001) is, in the

merger case, PPWN/PRS >> 1. The RS into the chunks,

as they plow through the merger’s ejecta, is triggered

if the QN occurs on timescales less than tQN,RS (see

§5.4.1).

The light ejecta mass and the large QN energy implies

that the merger ejecta will expand at a speed (∼ c/
√

3)

when it is blown-out. The size and baryon density are

then found using RF,out ∼ (c/
√

3) × tSpD and n“SN” '
(M“SN”/mH)/(4πR3

F,out/3) which gives

RF,out ∼ 1.4× 1016 cm× P 2
NS,−2.7B

−2
NS,14 (81)

n“SN” ∼ 3.4× 104 cm−3 ×M“SN”,30.3P
−6
NS,−2.7B

6
NS,14 .

Compared to the moment of blow-out (i.e. when

Rw(tPlat.) = RPlat.(tPlat.)), the size of the ejecta when

the QN occurs is

RF,out

RPlat.(tPlat.)
∼ 14× E−1/2

“SN”,50M
1/2
“SN”,30.3 . (82)

with RPlat.(t) ∝ t given in Eq. (13).

The resulting luminosity (Eq. (31)), duration

(∆tSGRB = RF,out/D(ΓQN, θP)ΓQNc), isotropic energy

(ESGRB = LSGRB∆tSGRB) and photon peak energy (Eq.

(47)) are
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LSGRB '
(

1.7× 1055 erg s−1

f(θp)4

)
× (83)

× (mc,22.5κc,−1Γ6
QN,3.5)× (n“SN”,4)

∆tSGRB ' (0.02 s× f(θP))× (Γ−2
QN,3.5)× (RF,out,16)

ESGRB '
(

3.4× 1053 erg

f(θp)3

)
×
(
mc,22.5κc,−1Γ4

QN,3.5

)
×

× (n“SN”,4RF,out,16)

Eγ,p,SGRB '
(

12 MeV

f(θP)

)
×
(
Γ4

QN,3.5

)
×
(
g(p)/g(2.4)

npairs,1

)2

×

×
(
n

1/2
“SN”,4ε

1/2
w,−6Vw,9.7

)
.

Figure 16 is our model’s fit to light-curves of 4 selected

SGRBs with the “best-fit” parameters listed in Table 4.

The fits are constrained by matching the model’s Epeak

to their measured Epeak (see Table 3 in D’Avanzo et al.

2014). Fitting the afterglow requires ambient density

which is higher than expected for the ambient medium

surrounding late evolution of NS binary merger. More

detailed fits to SGRB light-curves (including flares) and

spectra will be presented elsewhere.

7.4.1. Discussion and predictions

• Light-curve variability: The PWN-“SN” is ex-

pected to be turbulent in the blow-out regime, pro-

ducing irregularly spaced filaments and chaotic-

looking LGRB light-curves;

• Flares are an outcome of our model (because of

the secondary chunks; see §4.2.6 and §5.3.6) and

should thus be seen in SGRBs from binary NS

mergers;

• Long duration LGRBs vs SGRBs: A SGRB is

thus a shortened version of a long duration (>> 1

s) LGRB according to our model since the QN oc-

curs days after the merger (i.e. in a more compact

ejecta because of the high BNS) instead of years af-

ter the SN in the case of LGRBs. Consistent with

our model, Ghirlanda et al. (2011, and references

therein) find that the luminosity and the spectral

properties of SGRBs resemble the first few seconds

of LGRBs;

• The two-component relationships: The phe-

nomenological Yonetoku and Amati laws should

still apply to SGRBs because we still have a range

in BNS and θP;

• The QN-induced SN (QN-“SN”): When

tQN < tQN,RS, following the analysis in §5.4.1, a re-

brightening of the merger’s ejecta may occur yield-

ing a QN-“SN”. If ζQN = 10% of the chunks’ ki-

netic energy is converted by the RS into accelerat-

ing the entire merger’s ejecta, the resulting ejecta’s

maximum velocity is ∼ 0.75c. However, because

the ejecta is optically thin (i.e. tQN > tSLSN)

we expect a percentage of QN-“SN” energy

to be radiated on timescales of ∆tQN−“SN” '
RF,out/c ∼ 5.4 days × P 2

NS,−2.7B
−2
NS,14 with a

luminosity LQN−“SN” ' ζQNEQN/∆tQN−“SN” ∼
2.1 × 1046 erg s−1ζQN,−1EQN,53P

−2
NS,−2.7B

2
NS,14.

Thus “SNe” associated with SGRBs will have

rapidly decaying light-curves and spectra with

extremely broad lines.

There are two scenarios:

– When the primary chunk has no RS, the out-

come is a SGRB associated with a QN-“SN”.

– When the primary chunk has RS, no SGRB

results. Here, the QN-“SN” should appear as

an isolated transient in no star-forming envi-

ronments. In general, the spatial distribution

of isolated QN-“SNe” should follow that of

NS binary mergers.

– Our preliminary fits to 4 SGRB light-curves

yield parameters in favor of a no QN-“SN”

scenario.

• Short duration LGRBs vs SGRBs: Both

SGRBs and short duration (i.e. < 1 s) LGRBs

(see §5.4.3) can have tQN < tQN,RS but SGRBs

have very low mass, so the re-brightening will not

produce a Type Ic-BL SN (see §5.4.1);

• The quark star radio signal: The QN compact

remnant (i.e. the QS), born at time tSpD after

the merger, is rapidly rotating. The corresponding

spin-down power should yield a radio signal sim-

ilar to that predicted in the NS case (e.g. Nakar

& Piran (2011)). The lack or presence of such a

signal in SGRBs (Metzger & Bower 2014; Horesh

et al. 2016) may constrain our model. However,

our model for SGRBs is preliminary and key pa-

rameters remain to be explored before it can be

refined;

• The GW170817 SGRB: We interpret that the

SGRB associated with the GW170817 event is a

no-QN event which may have resulted in a BH

formation following the merger.

Our model for SGRBs is preliminary and has not been

fully explored. However, a QN following a binary merger

provides a framework to unify SGRBs and LGRBs.
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Table 4. Preliminary fit parametersa from the QN model for 4 SGRB sources (see §7.4).

# Source θP[rad] lognamb.[cm−3] logBamb.[G] npairs log εw p Fb
0 F c

1

1 051221A 5.00E-4 0.00 -8.00 50.00 -6.00 2.40 0.02 9.71

2 070714B 6.00E-4 1.50 -8.00 25.00 -6.00 2.60 0.11 6.73

3 100816A 6.00E-4 0.20 -8.00 60.00 -6.00 2.50 0.08 7.17

4 101219A 9.50E-4 3.50 -5.00 25.00 -6.00 2.40 0.05 1.79
a Other parameters are set to their fiducial values (see §7.4).
b F0 = location of the first filament (i.e. RF,in/Rw(tPlat.)).
c F1 = location of the last filament (i.e. RF,out/Rw(tPlat.)).

8. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND MODEL’S

LIMITATIONS

8.1. A unifying model: FRBs, XRFs, XRR-GRBs,

GRBs and SLSNe

X-ray Flashes (XRFs) and X-ray rich GRBs (XRR-

GRBs) are in many ways very similar to GRBs except

that the flux comes mostly in the 2-30 keV band (e.g.

Heise et al. 2001; Barraud et al. 2003; see also Ř́ıpa

& Mészáros 2016 and references therein). There is ev-

idence that the properties of GRBS, XRR-GRBs and

XRFs form a continuum (e.g. Figure 2 in Sakamoto et

al. 2005) and that they have similar duration and sky

distributions supporting the suggestion that they are the

same phenomenon.

Figure 14 is a schematic unification of FRBs, XRFs,

XRR-GRBs, LGRBs and SLSNe in our model. XRFs,

XRR-GRBs and LGRBs can be unified and explained

as the same phenomenon (i.e. emission induced by the

interaction of the QN chunks with the PWN-SN shell)

in the blow-out stage of the blow-out regime where εw >

εw,WI (see Table 2). One evolves from a LGRB to an

XRR-GRB to finally an XRF in a continuous transition

by increasing tQN (i.e. decreasing BNS). The higher the

tQN (the lower BNS) the more extended (and less dense)

the PWN-SN shell is when it is hit by the QN chunks.

The viewing angle θP will create overlap in properties

of these phenomena. Within the LGRBs category, there

is a subset of LGRBs associated with Type Ic-BL SNe

occurring when BNS > 1013 G (see §5.4.1) and the “SN-

less” LGRB for lower NS magnetic filed (see also Table

2). At the opposite end of this classification, next to

SN-LGRBs, are SLSNe which occur in a young, very

dense and optically thick, PWN-SN shell. SLSNe also

occur in the non-blow-out regime for tQN < tSLSN while

for longer time delays an FRB results.

Other noteworthy points:

• An increase in tQN is associated with an increase

in εw and a decrease in nw. This means that as one

evolves from LGRBs to XRFs, the photon peak en-

ergy on average decreases from MeVs to keVs. The

lower limit (i.e. cut-off) in photon peak energy al-

lowed in our model in the blow-out regime (i.e. in

the turbulent PWN-SN case when εw ≥ εw,WI) can

be obtained from Eq. (47) by setting θP = 2/N
1/2
c

(i.e. the maximum viewing angle allowed for the

primary chunk with a corresponding f(θP) = 41),

nw = 12.6 cm−3 (i.e. the minimum wall density;

see Eq. (24)) and εw = εw,WI (as given by Eq.

(66)). Eq. (47) then yields:

Eγ,p ∼ 2 keV× ζ1/2
WI,−2Γ3

QN,3.5×
(
g(p)/g(2.4)

npairs,1

)2

.

(84)

As depicted in Figure 14, this cut-off means that

in our model no bursts can occur at wavelength

between the radio (i.e. the FRBs in the non-blow-

out regimes) and X-ray bands;

• XRFs, which are connected with longer time de-

lay than LGRBs, are associated with more ex-

tended and more filamentary PWN-SN resulting

in more variable light-curves. In the classification

suggested in Figure 14, XRR-GRBs lie between

XRFs and LGRBs and should show intermediate

properties (variability, frequencies etc...);

• Since flares are echoes of the prompt emission (in-

duced by the secondary chunks), all of the points

listed above should in principle apply to the flaring

phases in XRFs/XRR-GRBs/LGRBs;

• The classification we suggest here assumes a nar-

row distribution of εw from filament to filament in

a given PWN-SN ejecta. Relaxing this assump-

tion would allow the co-existence of εw < εw,WI

and εw ≥ εw,WI filaments in the same PWN-

SN ejecta. This suggests the intriguing possibil-

ity of the co-existence of FRBs concurrently with

XRFs/XRR-GRBs/LGRBs (specifically, the oc-

currence of FRB pulses related to filaments with

εw < εw,WI within light-curves of XRFs/XRR-

GRBs/GRBs). This requires a wide distribution

of εw for a given PWN-SN ejecta.
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8.2. FRBs/XRFs/XRR-GRBs/GRBs as probes of

turbulence in PWN-SN ejecta

The classification suggested above, if verified, implies

that the variability in the prompt emission (as well as

in flares when present) of XRFs/XRR-GRBs/LGRBs

may be a probe of the filamentary structure of PWN-SN

ejecta years to decades after the SN. They could be used

to help understand turbulence in PWN-SN interaction.

At the other end, FRBs probe a relatively non-turbulent

PWN-SN ejecta.

The spectrum of ∆RF and nF derived from fits to

light-curves are probably related to turbulence. The

bottom panel in Figure 15 shows the distribution of

the relative column density
∑
nF∆RF (normalized to

(nPlat.Rw(tPlat.)/12)) when adding up all of the fila-

ments along the line-of-sight, one for each of the 48 se-

lected LGRBs. The resulting distribution seems to agree

with the distribution of column densities resulting from

the 3-Dimensional simulations of the PWN-SN shell (see

Figure 8 in Blondin & Chevalier 2017).

8.3. Neutrino and Gravitational Wave signals in QNe

According to our preliminary calculations (Keränen

et al. 2005; Ouyed, A. et al. 2018a,b), a QN is associ-

ated with a neutrino burst that is distinct from that of

a SN. The neutrino burst during the first few millisec-

onds that follow a QN is about two orders of magnitude

brighter than the SN signal since the neutrino-sphere of

a proto-QS is much hotter than in the proto-NS case (see

Ouyed, A. (2018); Ouyed, A. et al. (2019)). Neutrino

observatories, such as Super-Kamiokande-III (Ikeda et

al. 2007) should in principle distinguish between the SN

and QN neutrino signals. Detailed numerical simula-

tions are required to confirm the properties of the QN

neutrino signal (see details in Ouyed, A. (2018)).

Another property of a QN is its gravitational wave

(GW) signal which is also distinguishable from that of

the preceding SN (see Appendix in Staff et al. 2012).

This signal should be detectable by the Advanced LIGO

(LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Aasi et al. 2015) if

bursts (i.e. FRBs/XRFs/XRR-GRBs/LGRBs) occur a

few kpcs away. The neutrino and GW signals occurring

years to tens of years following the SN should be com-

mon to XRFs/XRR-GRBs/LGRBs/FRBs/SLSNe ac-

cording to our model.

8.4. Model’s limitations

While our model captures key features of LGRBs and

FRBs, it has some simplifying assumptions (organized

by topics below) that require scrutiny before firm con-

clusions can be reached. For example:

• When fitting the LGRB light-curves:

1. We have kept most parameters fixed when

fitting the light-curves and spectra, varying

mainly tQN (which translates to a variation

in BNS for a fixed PNS) and the viewing angle

θP. Nevertheless, our fits to data suggest that

it may be consistent with the QN being a uni-

versal explosion (i.e. EQN and MQN the same

from source to source). It is not unrealistic

to assume that the quark deconfinement den-

sity ρNS,cr. (a property of Quantum-Chromo-

Dynamics; e.g. Weber 2005), is universal

which in principle can translate to a universal

NS mass, MNS,cr.. This implies that the num-

ber of neutrons to convert to quarks is fixed

during a QN and thus the energy released,

EQN. On the other hand, MQN (and thus the

ejecta’s Lorentz factor ΓQN = EQN/MQNc
2)

may be less straightforward since it involves

complex ejection mechanisms (see discussion

in Ouyed, R. & Leahy 2009). Nevertheless, a

narrow distribution in ΓQN peaking at 103.5,

as suggested from our fits to 48 LGRB light-

curves and spectra, supports the idea of a

narrow distribution in MQN and thus a plau-

sible universal QN explosion. At this point,

we can only state that our assumption of fixed

EQN and MQN together with the resulting

successful fits to many LGRBs based on fidu-

cial values of our parameters may be consid-

ered a self-consistency check;

2. We assumed ζp = 1 or that all of the swept-

up proton energy in the FS is transferred

to, and radiated by, leptons (electrons and

pairs). This gave extreme LGRB brightness

(see Eq. (65)) which can be relaxed by con-
sidering ζp < 1. However, in this regime part

of the sweeping power is transferred into the

chunk’s internal energy requiring a treatment

beyond the scope of this paper;

3. We assumed that the secondary chunks (∼
6 per primary chunk in a spherical geome-

try) are collapsed into, and represented by,

one effective secondary chunk at θS. Tak-

ing into account individual secondary chunks

will allow for complex effects not accounted

for in our model in its current version. For

example, separate secondary chunks would

contribute at different times and different lu-

minosities to flares. The resulting flare will

therefore be a sum of all these “mirrored”

light-curves at longer times and lower fluxes

than in the single secondary assumption. We
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should note that multiple secondaries will al-

low for repetitive X-ray flares as seen in some

GRBs;

4. Assuming that the chunks have reached their

maximum size prior to their interaction with

the wall is another simplification. In the tur-

bulent PWN-SN ejecta presented in §5, the

wall is torn into filaments with the innermost

filaments at radius RF << Rw which means

that chunks start interacting with the PWN-

SN before they reach their maximum size (see

§2.3.2).

– When fitting the early light-curves, the

chunks are assumed bigger than they

should be and this is compensated by ar-

tificially decreasing the density nF. In

reality the true filament density is higher

than the fit density. This can be seen in

panel G in Figure 8 showing the distri-

bution of filaments densities where a low

density peak detaches itself (i.e. shifted

to the left) from the main peak at ∼ 103

cm−3.

This led us to introduce the fitting pa-

rameter αF (see Eq. (E4) in Appendix

E.2). We find 1 < αF < 3 from the fits

to the 48 selected LGRBs when scaling

the filament density in the pre-peak lu-

minosity phase.

– Past the peak luminosity, scaling the fil-

ament density using αF = 1 gives natu-

ral fits to the light-curves which agrees

very well with our model for the con-

stant chunk area with nF ∝ LF as given

in Eq. (B5). This suggests that once

a chunk enters the densest filament (i.e.

with nF ∼ nw) it expands to its trans-

parency radius and continues without ex-

panding thereafter.

– Using Ac(t′) (see Eq. (B11)) instead of

the maximum area Ac,T, we argue, could

remove the need for the αF parameter.

However, a time-dependent chunk area

requires re-integrating Eqs. (B5) and

(B6) to derive Lc,sw.(t
′) and Γc(t′), ac-

cordingly. This treatment is left for an-

other paper.

5. Fitting each LGRB is a lengthy process and

we have not fully explored the degeneracy

in parameters for any single LGRB. We fit

48 LGRBs and assume that their parameters

distributions are somewhat representative of

the whole population of LGRBs.

• When fitting the spectrum:

1. We find it necessary to include pair creation

in order to simultaneously fit the spectrum

and the light-curve of a given LGRB in our

model. The pair-production mechanism re-

mains to be better understood;

2. Assuming that the chunks have reached their

maximum size prior to their interaction with

the wall ignores the fact that the chunks

are still thermal (i.e. emit as BBs) when

they start colliding with the innermost fila-

ments. This may modify the early spectra

(see §5.4.5) since a hybrid (BB and a Band)

spectrum is the more likely outcome;

3. In the LGRB case, we assumed an electron

energy distribution with a power-law index

of p ∼ 2.4. However, since Fermi acceleration

may not take place in LGRBs, because the

WI is suppressed, the electrons may acquire

a different distribution in energy. It remains

to be shown that the convolution of distribu-

tions other than the one we adopt here for

LGRBs could yield the Band function (see

§5.2);

4. Extremely steep high-energy spectral indices

(i.e. β > 3.0) measured in some GRBs would

require p > 5 (i.e. (p+1)/2 > 3; see e.g. GRB

080319B listed as #31 in Table 3 in §5.2).

This also suggests an electron energy distri-

bution other than the power-law one adopted

here.

• To explain FRBs:

1. For the CSE, we assumed the bunching

length to be set by coherence scales linked

to Weibel saturated magnetic field in the

shocked chunk frame. A proper treatment

of the development of the instability with

proper analysis of the coherence scale for-

mation and the magnetic field amplification

would require PIC simulations before parti-

cles bunching can be firmly established in our

model;

2. Ignoring pair creation altogether in FRBs

gives a frequency νCSE of the order of a few

GHz in better agreement with data; the FRB

luminosity is independent of npairs (see Eq.
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(72)). This difference between LGRBs and

FRBs in our model, in addition to under-

standing the pair production and suppression

mechanism in itself, is unclear at the moment;

3. To explain repeating FRBs we appeal to a

refracting ionized plasma (e.g. an HII region)

surrounding the exploding NS (see Appendix

G). The existence of an appropriate screen

remains unclear.

• Other assumptions include:

1. Our evaluation of the SN optical depth (see

Appendix C), may be an oversimplification

(see for example Bietenholz & Bartel 2017)

which may affect, and shift, our estimates of

the range in tQN applicable to LGRBs and

FRBs. However, this will not change our

overall findings and conclusions;

2. We have argued that a type-Ic-BL SN results

when the QN chunks collide with a turbulent

PWN-SN shell with filaments dense enough

to trigger the RS into the chunks (see §5.4.1).

We assumed that the kinetic energy of the

chunks which interacted with dense filaments

is converted into kinetic energy of the sur-

rounding PWN-SN shell material yielding a

type-Ic-BL SN. However, we lack a complete

physical picture of how the process occurs;

3. We assumed that the QN ejecta fragments

into chunks with uniform mass mc. A more

realistic scenario would consist, for example,

of a mass distribution close to a log-normal

distribution with peak at mc, as expected in

debris from explosions (e.g. the Weibull dis-

tribution; Weibull 1939; Brown & Wohletz

1995 ; see also Åström et al. 2004);

9. CONCLUSION

Assuming a QN event occurring years to decades fol-

lowing the core-collapse of a massive star (e.g. a Type

Ic SN as assumed in this work), we built a model ca-

pable of explaining many of the key characteristics of

LGRBs and FRBs. The time delay between the QN

and the SN is the key parameter in our model since

it defines the level of turbulence (thus the number of

filaments) and the induced magnetization of the PWN-

SN when it is sprayed by the millions of relativistic QN

chunks. A shocked QN chunk emitting synchrotron ra-

diation as it passes through successive filaments can ex-

plain the light-curves of many observed LGRBs includ-

ing the flares (induced by secondary chunks) and the

afterglow (from the interaction of the chunk with the

medium surrounding the SN). We successfully fit the

light-curves in the XRT-band (including the afterglow

and the flares when present) simultaneously with the

spectrum for each of the 48 LGRBs we selected. Specif-

ically, the time-averaged fast cooling synchrotron spec-

tra from the interaction of the chunk with successive

filaments yields a Band-like spectrum which for a given

burst can be fit simultaneously with the resulting light-

curve.

In our model, the Yonetoku and Amati laws are not

fundamental but are instead phenomenological because

the LGRB properties (i.e. Liso,peak, Epeak and Eiso) de-

pend on multiple physical parameters, which each have

a limited range of scatter.

FRBs result from the interaction of QN chunks with a

non-turbulent or a weakly-turbulent (and thus weakly

magnetized) PWN-SN shell with conditions prone to

the development of the Weibel instability in the shocked

chunk frame. The coherence length associated with the

Weibel amplified magnetic field in the shocked chunk

frame leads to electron and pair bunching triggering co-

herence synchrotron emission, in contrast to the LGRB

case.. The resulting frequency, luminosity, timescales

and DM are consistent with those of observed FRBs.

Besides the limitations listed in §8.4, our model re-

lies on the feasibility of a delayed explosive transition

of a massive NS to a QS years to decades following the

SN explosion of a massive star. While such a transition

is already hinted at by analytical (e.g. Keränen et al.

2005; Vogt et al. 2004; Ouyed, R. & Leahy 2009) and

by one-dimensional numerical simulations (Niebergal et

al. 2010; Ouyed, A. et al. 2018a,b; see also Ouyed, A.

et al. 2019), detailed multi-dimensional simulations are

required to prove or disprove our working hypothesis

(Niebergal 2011; Ouyed, A. 2018). Furthermore, a full

treatment of the interaction between the relativistic QN

ejecta and the turbulent and non-turbulent PWN-SN

shell would require detailed hydrodynamical simulations

beyond the scope of this paper. Despite these limita-

tions, our model seems successful at capturing key prop-

erties of LGRBs and FRBs and at unifying them with

other related phenomena such as XRFs, XRR-GRBs and

SLSNe.

If our model is the correct representation of these

phenomena, it can be used to probe the structure and

physics of collisionless relativistic shocks and of the

Weibel instability and related coherence lengths. The

connection between FRBs and UHECRs as we suggest

here (see §7.2) means that FRBs can also be a vehicle

to understanding Fermi acceleration.
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Our model and findings suggest that : (i) a catas-

trophic event (i.e. the QN) is behind LGRBs (including

SGRBs) and FRBs (including repeating FRBs); (ii) NSs

born with periods in the range 1.5 ms < PNS ≤ PNS,cr.

and with mass MNS ≥ MNS,cr. can explode as QNe re-

leasing ∼ 1053 ergs in kinetic energy; (iii) spontaneous

strange-quark nucleation can occur during quark decon-

finement (e.g. Bombaci et al. 2009) induced by spin-

down in massive NSs.

Confirming the QN as the engine driving LGRBs and

FRBs means that other implications of QNe to Cosmol-

ogy (e.g. to re-ionization (Ouyed, R. et al. 2009c) and to

type Ia SNe calibration (Ouyed, R. et al. 2014, 2015d)),

to binary evolution (Ouyed, R. et al. 2016, 2018a) and

to AXPs/SGRs (e.g. Ouyed, R. et al. 2007a,b, 2018b)

warrant further studies.
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APPENDIX

A. REFERENCE FRAMES

Here we list the three reference frames involved: (i) the chunk’s (i.e. co-moving) frame where the quantities are primed

(the subscript “c” stands for “chunk” and is used to denote chunk’s parameters); (ii) the exploding NS frame (also

the GRB cosmological rest frame) where quantities are unprimed; (iii) the observer’s frame denoted by the superscript

“obs.” in which quantities are angle dependent. The Doppler factor is Dc(Γc(t′), θc) = 1/(Γc(t′)(1 − βc(t′) cos θc))

where Γc(t′) is the chunk’s Lorentz factor, βc(t′) = vc(t′)/c with vc(t′) the chunk’s speed and θc the chunk’s viewing

angle. The chunk’s initial Lorentz factor is Γc(0) = ΓQN. The transformation from the local NS frame to the chunk’s

frame is given by dt = Γc(t′)dt′ while the transformation from the chunk’s frame to the observer’s frame (where the

emitted light is being observed) are dtobs. = (1 + z)dt′/Dc(Γc(t′), θc), νobs. = Dc(Γc(t′), θc)ν′/(1 + z) where z is the

source’s redshift. The NS frame and the observer frame share the same spatial co-ordinates, except for the (1 + z)

factor, but not time which is subject to the additional Doppler factor.

B. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE NEUTRON-RICH ULTRA-RELATIVISTIC QN EJECTA

B.1. Chunks angular distribution and statistics

The QN causes the outermost NS crust to be ejected, which then breaks into Nc = 106 chunks, each with Γc(0) =

ΓQN = 103.5 and equally spaced in solid angle centered on the explosion site. I.e. many bright small pieces ejected

radially outward from the explosion center.

For a distribution of Nc chunks that is uniform in solid angle we have dNc/dΩ = const. = Nc/4π with dΩ = 2π sin θdθ

so that

dNc

dθ
=
Nc

2
sin θ ' Nc

2
θ , (B1)

where the last expression applies the small angle approximation; i.e. Nc(θ) ∝ θ2. We note the following characteristics

of the distribution:

(i) The solid angle covered by each chunk is given by πθ2
c = 4π/Nc . This gives an angular separation between

chunks of θsep. = 2θc = 4/N
1/2
c = 4× 10−3/N

1/2
c,6 . For our fiducial value of Γc = 103.5, the angular separation between

chunks is about 12.6/Γc (with Γc = ΓQN initially). Each chunk emits radiation into a narrow beam with half angle

' 1/Γc (i.e. a beam fullwidth of 2/Γc = 6.3× 10−4/Γc,3.5) which is about 1/6 of the angular spacing between chunks.

This means emission pattern on the sky is ∼ 106 narrow radial beams, one for each chunk, spaced over the whole sky;

(ii) The chunk aligned most closely toward to the observer is call the primary chunk. The observed mean angle for

the primary chunk is θ̄P =
∫ θc

0
2πθ2dθ/

∫ θc
0

2πθdθ = (2/3)θc = (4/3)/N
1/2
c = 1.3×10−3N

−1/2
c,6 which is close to ∼ 4/Γc;

(iii) There are 6 peripheral chunks we refer to as secondary chunks. We define the viewing angle of the sec-

ondary chunks as θS with θS(θP) = 2θc − θP which has a mean value of θ̄S =
∫ 2θc
θc

2πθ2dθ/
∫ 2θc
θc

2πθdθ ' (14/9)θc =

(28/9)/N
1/2
c = 3.1× 10−3N

−1/2
c,6 which is close to ∼ 10/Γc ∼ 3.1× 10−3/Γc,3.5;

(iv) We refer to emission with θP > 2/Γc as “off-axis” The “off-axis” solid angle is about 36 times the on-axis solid

angle. I.e. there will be one bright burst for every ∼ faint bursts. For an observer, this means most bursts will be

“off-axis”.
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B.2. The QN ejecta as an r-process site

The extremely neutron-rich, relativistically expanding, QN ejecta is converted to unstable r-process material in a

few milliseconds (Jaikumar et al. 2007; Kostka et al. 2014b,c; Kostka 2014). Figures 5 and 6 in Kostka et al. (2014c,

see also Jaikumar et al. 2007) show examples of the final composition of the expanding QN ejecta. The different

Lorentz factor, ΓQN, of the QN ejecta, correspond to different expansion timescales thus the differences in the final

abundances. For MQN < 10−4M� (i.e. ΓQN > 103), the abundances are dominated by elements with atomic weight

A < 100. We adopt a chunk’s opacity of κc = 0.1 cm2 gm−1 in this work since Lanthanides (which would otherwise

yield a much higher opacity; see Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013) are not present in large quantities in

the QN r-process yield for low QN mass ejecta.

The β-decay luminosity in the chunk’s frame can be defined by the following equations (e.g. Korobkin et al. 2012)

L′c,β(t′) = 2× 1018 erg g−1 s−1 × εth.,0.5 ×mc × rp(t′) (B2)

rp(t′) =

(
1

2
− 1

π
arctan

(
t′ − t′F
0.11

))1.3

, (B3)

where t′F which of the order of a second is the freeze-out timescale and εth.,0.5 = εth./0.5 the percentage of β-decay

energy which thermalizes in the chunk in units of 0.5.

When t′ exceeds a few times the freeze-out time (the case in our model) the β-decay contribution can be expressed

as (e.g. Li-Xin & Paczyński 1998; Metzger et al. 2010b)

L′c,β(t′) ∼ 9× 1038 erg g−1 s−1 ×mc,22.5 ×
(
t′

1 s

)−1.3

. (B4)

B.3. The chunk’s sweeping luminosity

The evolution in the chunk’s rest frame of the sweeping luminosity L′c,sw.(t
′) and of the Lorentz factor Γc(t′) are

given by the two following fundamental equations

L′c,sw.(t
′) = Ep(t′)×Ac(t′)× (Γc(t′)namb.)× βcc (B5)

−dΓc(t′)

Γ(t′)2
=

4Ac(t′)× ρamb. × (βcc× (Γc(t′)dt′))

3mc
, (B6)

where hereafter βc = vc/c = 1. The above is for a chunk of mass mc and area Ac(t′) sweeping protons and electrons

in an ambient medium of baryon number density namb.. These equations assume is the radiative case and Γc >> 1

(e.g. Pe’er 2012 and references therein).

The unprimed quantities are in the NS’s frame, with dt = Γ(t′)dt′. The adiabatic index of the swept-up material is

taken to be 4/3 and Ep(t′) = ζpΓc(t′)mpc
2 is the the fraction of proton energy transferred to electron-positron pairs.

We take ζp = 1 for simplicity, effectively assuming efficient thermalization of dissipated kinetic energy in the shocks.

This means that electrons (and positrons) are accelerated to a Lorentz factor of γe ∼ (1/2npairs)×Γc(t′)mp/me. Here

npairs is the number of paris created per proton (see §4.2.5). This is representative of the radiative case (where most

of the swept energy is promptly radiated) and is associated in our model with the regime where the chunk is optically

thin (see §2.3.2). These simplifying assumptions allow us to provide analytical solutions in our model. In particular,

for a constant sweeping area Ac(t′) = Ac,T (see Eq. (2)), Eq. (B6) becomes

d

(
Γc(0)2

Γc(t′)2

)
= d

(
t′

t′Γ

)
, (B7)

with t′Γ and the solution, Γc(t′), to equation above given in Eqs. (6) and (4), respectively.

B.4. QN chunks inside a PWN

Since the QN involves the explosion of a NS, it is natural to consider the evolution of the QN ejecta inside a PW

bubble. Before the chunks collide with the PWN-SN shell, the density is such that the sweeping luminosity is dwarfed
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by heating from β-decay; i.e. Lc,sw.(t) << Lβ(t). The time evolution of the chunk’s cross-section area Ac(t) and

temperature Tc(t) during the time that the chunk is optically thick (i.e. when Ac(t′) < Ac,T where Ac,T is the area of

the chunk when it becomes optically thin; see Eq. (2)) is found from

Ac(t′) = π(R′c,0 + c′s,ct
′)2 (B8)

4Ac(t′)σSBT
′4 = L′β(t′) + L′c,sw.(t

′) ∼ L′c,β(t′) , (B9)

where c′s,c =
√
γad.,c

kBT ′

µcmH
is the sound speed in the chunk and R′c,0 is the chunk’s initial radius. The constants are

the Boltzmann constant kB, the hydrogen mass mH and, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σSB. The chunk’s adiabatic

index is taken as γad.,c = 5/3, and the chunk’s mean molecular weight (for heavy composition) is µc ' 2.

Analytical solutions can then be found for timescales relevant to the QN-SN interaction, t′ >> R′c,0/c
′
s,c and t′ > t′A.

In this case, the β-decay contribution is given by Eq. (B4) which allows us to solve for:

kBT
′
c(t′) ∼ 0.6 keV m

1/5
c,22.5 × (t′)−3.3/5 (B10)

A′c(t′) ∼ 1.5× 1015 cm2 m
1/5
c,22.5 × (t′)6.7/5 . (B11)

Setting Ac(t′T) = Ac,T gives a critical time which defines the end of the chunk’s optically thick expansion and the

start of the optically thin regime, where the chunk stops expanding. This time is

t′T ' 4.3× 104 s×m4/6.7
c,22.5κ

5/6.7
c,−1 . (B12)

The above is an upper limit on the time it would take the expanding chunk to reach transparency, because it only

takes into account heating from β-decay. Including heating from sweeping yields higher temperatures which makes

the chunk expand faster and yields a smaller transparency time.

In the NS frame the transparency time is tT = ΓQNt
′
T corresponding to a distance from the NS of

RT = ctT < 4.1× 1018 cm×m4/6.7
c,22.5κ

5/6.7
c,−1 ΓQN,3.5 . (B13)

C. THE SN EJECTA’S OPTICAL DEPTH

The optical depth of the SN ejecta is τSN =
∫ RSN

Rw
σTh.ne,SNdr = τSN,inner + τSN,outer, where σTh. is the Thomson

optical depth and ne,SN = ρSN/mH, with

τSN,inner =

∫ RPlat.

Rw

σTh.ne,Plat.dr (C1)

= σTh.ne,Plat.RPlat.

(
1− Rw

RPlat.

)
and

τSN,outer =

∫ RSN

RPlat.

σTh.ne,SNdr (C2)

=

∫ RSN

RPlat.

σTh.ne,Plat.

(
RPlat.

r

)−n
dr

' σTh.ne,Plat.RPlat. ×
1

8

(
1−

(
RSN

RPlat.

)−8
)
.

where ne,Plat. = ρe,Plat./mH = At−3/mH and RPlat. = vtt. Adding Eqs. (C1) and (C2) for RSN >> RPlat. yields

τSN ∼ (3.15× 1015t−2)× ESN,51
−1M2

SN,34 . (C3)

The conditions τSN < 1 yields

tQN > tSLSN = 1.8 years× ESN,51
−1/2MSN,34 . (C4)
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D. THE THICK WALL CASE

For the thick wall case, the forward shock (FS) Lorentz factor varies in time as ΓFS(t′) ' Γc(t′) with Γc(0) = ΓQN.

Thus the main differences between the thin wall and thick wall cases are: (i) integrating time variable quantities that

depend on the decreasing Lorentz factor Γc(t′)); (ii) time-averaging of quantities such as the time-dependent photon

peak energy and luminosity; (iii) setting the typical GRB duration, in the NS frame, to be 3tΓ.

The peak frequency of a single chunk is averaged over time, weighted by photon number:

Ēγ,p =

∫ tw
0
Eγ,p(t)N(t)dt∫ tw
0
N(t)dt

, (D1)

where the photon rate is N(t) = L(t)/hν ∝ Γ6
FS/ΓFS ∝ Γ5

FS(t) so that

Ēγ,p =

∫ tw
0
Eγ,p(t)Γ(t)5dt∫ tobs.

w

0
Γ(t)5dt

. (D2)

The peak luminosity occurs at Γc(0) = ΓQN, i.e.

LGRB,p = D(ΓQN, θP)4L′c,sw.(0) , (D3)

where the chunk’s sweeping luminosity is L′c,sw.(t
′) = C ′′1 × Γc(t′)2nwκc (C ′′1 is a constant; see Eq. (5)) with

Γc(t′) = Γc(0)/(1 + t′/t′Γ)1/2 (see Eq. (B6)).

The isotropic energy EGRB from a single chunk is:

EGRB =

∫ t′w

0

D(Γc(t′), θc)
3L′c,sw.(t

′)dt′ = C ′′1 × 23nwκc

∫ t′w

0

Γc(t′)5

(1 + (Γc(t′)θc)2)3
dt′ , (D4)

where we made use of D(Γc(t′), θc) = 2Γc(t′)/(1 + (Γc(t′)θc)2). One can show that

dt′

t′Γ
= −2

(
Γc(0)

Γc

)2
dΓc

Γc
, (D5)

so the integral above becomes

EGRB = −C ′′1 × 24Γc(0)2nwκct
′
Γ

∫ Γc,F

Γc(0)

Γ2
c

(1 + (Γcθc)2)3
dΓc , (D6)

where Γc,F is the chunk’s Lorentz factor at the exit of the filament.

Since t′Γ = C ′′2 × (nwΓc(0)2κc)−1 (see Eq. (B6)) we can rewrite the above as

EGRB = −C ′′′1 × 24 ×
∫ Γc,F

Γc(0)

Γ2
c

(1 + (Γcθc)2)3
dΓc , (D7)

with C ′′′1 = C ′′1C
′′
2 .

E. LIGHT-CURVE AND SPECTRUM SIMULATION ALGORITHMS

As described in section §5, the variability of each LGRB light-curve is determined by the spatial (location/thickness)

and density distributions of the filaments. In order to successfully model a specific LGRB light-curve, we must therefore

determine these distributions which will be dependent on our fitting parameters.

E.1. Filament location and thickness generation

The algorithm for finding the location and thickness of each filament (using observed data points) during a simulation

is given below. It gives a good approximation to the observed light-curves:

1. Create a first “filament”, F0, to represent the outer edge of the pulsar wind bubble inside of which the density

is set to 0. Set its position, d0 to 0.
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2. For each subsequent data point, i, in the observed set (i.e. light-curve) do the following:

a. Transform the point time, tobs
i , to the rest frame time, t′i, of the chunk:

t′i =
(tobs
i − tobs

i−1)D(Γi,0, θc)

(1 + z)
+ t′i−1 (E1)

where tobs
i−1 and t′i−1 is the observed and chunk frame time, respectively, when the chunk entered the previous

filament (Fi−1); here Γi,0 is the value of the Lorentz factor when the chunk exits the previous filament.

b. Calculate the distance, in the NS frame, the chunk traveled in this time:

∆di = 2cΓi,0t
′
Γi

[√
1 +

t′i
t′Γi
−

√
1 +

t′i−1

t′Γ,i

]
(E2)

Where t′Γi is given by Eq. (6). Set the end position of our filament, Fi, to:

di,1 = di,0 + ∆di . (E3)

c. If ∆di is greater than ∆RF,max. = Rw(tPlat.)/3 (the maximum filament’s thickness), create a “gap” filament,

Fg with ng = 0 and adjust di,1 of Fi accordingly. In this way, no filament can exceed a width of Rw/12.

Effectively, the filament’s thickness is ∆RFi
= Min[∆di,∆RF,max.].

d. Create a new filament, Fi+1, with its start position at di+1,0 = di,1 = di,0 + ∆di.

3. Create a final “filament” with infinite thickness, Famb., to represent the ambient medium (e.g. ISM or the low

density SN ejecta overlaying the wall) with density namb. and magnetic field Bamb..

E.2. Filament density generation

Instead of fitting a large number of individual filament densities (about a hundred per LGRB), we chose to fit the

peak luminosity (assigned a density nw) of the selected LGRB then scale all other filament densities nF using the

following power-law

nF =

nw ×
(

LF

LGRB,p

)αF

for tobs. < tobs.
p

nw ×
(

LF

LGRB,p

)
for tobs. > tobs.

p .
(E4)

Here, tobs.
p is the location of the peak luminosity, LGRB,p, in the light-curve. The parameter αF > 0 is a constant for

each burst and is a consequence of our assumption of constant chunk area (given by Eq. (2)) which is invalid in the

pre-peak luminosity phase during the interaction with the filaments (see discussion in §8.4). For tobs. > tobs.
p , αF = 1

gives good fits to light-curves and agrees well with the maximum chunk’s area regime where nF ∝ LGRB (see Eq. (5)).

E.3. Light-curve generation

The observed light-curve for the GRB is calculated by the following algorithm:

1. Generate a list of time points in the rest frame of the chunk. The simulation uses 500 evenly spaced time intervals

in log scale between −3 ≤ log(t′) ≤ 10. In order to assure adequate sampling of each filament, we also calculate

emission for 100 equally spaced time intervals in log scale between log(t′0) ≤ log(t′) ≤ log(t′1) where t′0 and t′1 are

the time the chunk enters and exits the filament, respectively. Each filament is resolved into 100 time-steps in

order to capture the slowing down of the chunk within a filament.

2. For the primary chunk in the simulation, step through the time points and calculate : The corresponding observed

time, and the observed luminosity. The observed time for the ith time point is calculated as:

tobs
i =

(1 + z)(t′i − t′i−1)

D(Γc, θc)
+ tobs

i−1 . (E5)
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Eq. (E5) above is the inverse of Eq. (E1). However, the observed time in Eq. (E5) refers to time in the observer’s

frame based on our model while tobs in Eq. (E1) means the actual observed time (i.e. for each data point) for

the light-curve being fit.

The luminosity in the XRT band (0.3 ≤ Eobs
γ ≤ 10 keV) is calculated as:

Lobs(Eobs
γ,0 , E

obs
γ,1 ) = (1 + z)D(Γc, θc)4L′(E′γ,0, E

′
γ,1)

L′(E′γ,0, E
′
γ,1) = CXRT

∫ E′γ,1

E′γ,0

L′(E′γ)dEγ
′
.

(E6)

With

E′γ =
Eγ

D(Γc, θc)
=

(1 + z)Eobs
γ

D(Γc, θc)
(E7)

and an XRT bolometric correction (the BAT emission in the fit light-curve was converted to XRT band in Evans

et al. (2010))

CXRT =
L′c., sw.

L′(E′γ,0, E
′
γ,1)

, (E8)

is a constant with the chunk’s sweeping luminosity L′c, sw. given by Eq. (5) being the bolometric luminosity. The

fast and slow cooling regimes are defined each by their luminosity density given in the following equations

L′(E′γ) =

L′slow(E′γ), if E′γ,p ≤ E′γ,c
L′fast(E

′
γ), if E′γ,p > E′γ,c

(E9)

L′slow(E′γ) = CXRT erg s−1 keV−1 ×


(E′γ/E

′
γ,p)

1/3, if E′γ < E′γ,p

(E′γ/E
′
γ,p)
−(p−1)/2, if E′γ,p ≤ E′γ ≤ E′γ,c

(E′γ,c/E
′
γ,p)
−(p−1)/2(E′γ/E

′
γ,c)
−p/2, if E′γ > E′γ,c

(E10)

L′fast(E
′
γ) = CXRT erg s−1 keV−1 ×


(E′γ/E

′
γ,c)

1/3, if E′γ < E′γ,c

(E′γ/E
′
γ,c)
−1/2, if E′γ,c ≤ E′γ ≤ E′γ,p

(E′γ,p/E
′
γ,c)
−1/2(E′γ/E

′
γ,p)
−p/2, if E′γ > E′γ,p

(E11)

In the above E′γ,c = Eγ,c/D(Γc, θc) and E′γ,p = Eγ,p/D(Γc, θc) with Eγ,c and Eγ,p given by Eqs. (46) and (47),

respectively.

3. Create observed time bins between tobs = 0 and the last BAT time point in the observed data. The width of

each bin during the prompt is set to 64 ms, and 100 s during the afterglow.

4. For each time bin (tobs
bin) created in step 3, add the calculated observed flux (F obs = D(Γc, θc)4L′c,sw./(4πd

2
L)) for

each chunk. If the chunk does not have a calculated flux for the tobs
bin , use linear interpolation in time to find it.
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E.4. Spectrum

The final spectrum is created between energies of 0.2 and 106 keV (in the observer’s frame) by taking an average

of spectra sampled at each observed time point generated for the light-curve (see step 1 in §E.3; i.e. using the same

sample points as in light-curve generation). The algorithm for creating a single spectrum at tobs is the following (using

the primary chunk):

1. For the primary chunk in our simulation, generate an observed spectrum at tobs:

2. For each energy in our observed spectrum, 0.2 ≤ Eobs
γ ≤ 106 keV, calculate the observed flux density:

F obs(Eobs
γ ) = D(Γc, θc)3(1 + z)

L′(E′γ)

4πd2
L

(E12)

which is the observed flux at E′γ given by Eq. (E7) and L′(E′γ) by Eq. (E9).

3. Multiply the observed flux by the observed frequency, νobs
γ = Eobs

γ /h, to get νobs
γ F obs(νobs

γ ).

F. COHERENT SYNCHROTRON EMISSION (CSE)

A relativistic electron beam moving in a circular orbit in free space can radiate coherently if the wavelength of the

synchrotron radiation, λ′Sync., exceeds the length of the bunch l′b; here the primed quantities refer to the shock frame.

One can picture each electron emitting an electromagnetic wave with just a small phase difference with respect to

the other emitting electrons in the beam. If Nb is the number of electrons in a bunch then it can be shown that the

intensity of the CSE scales as N2
b instead of Nb as in the incoherent case (Schiff 1946; Schwinger 1949; Nodvick &

Saxon 1954; see also Goldreich & Keeley 1971). For a bunch where the longitudinal density function is Gaussian with

r.m.s l′b, the spectral distribution is (e.g. Novokhatski 2012)

Ib(ω′) = Is(ω
′)Nb

(
1 +Nb exp

(
−
(
ω′
l′b
c

)2
))

, (F1)

where Is(ω
′) is the single particle spectrum and ω′ the angular frequency. The equation above implies that CSE

dominates when

Nb exp

(
−
(
ω′
l′b
c

)2
)
> 1 , (F2)

which translates to ω′ < (c/l′b)×
√

lnNb.

F.1. CSE characteristic frequency

Since
√

lnNb is of the order of a few for a very wide range of Nb (e.g. 4.3 <
√

lnNb < 8.5 for 108 < Nb < 1030)

hereafter we write the peak CSE frequency as

ν′CSE =
c

l′b
×
√

lnNb

2π
∼ c

l′b
. (F3)

This shows that ν′CSE is set by the length of the electrons bunch in the shock frame.

F.2. CSE power

The total coherent power per bunch is (Schwinger 1949; see also Eq. (16) in Novokhatski 2012)

L′b ' 5.4× 10−23 erg s−1

(
Nb

l′b

)2
(

l′b
r′L,e

)2/3

, (F4)

where r′L,e = c/ω′e is the electron’s Larmor radius with ω′e = eB′/γemec and γe the electron’s thermal Lorentz factor;

e and me are the electron’s charge and mass, respectively.
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G. REPEATING FRBS

We argue that these are “twinkling FRBs” due to refractive ionized plasma (e.g. HII regions) in the vicinity of the

SN explosion. Let us assume that the QN is surrounded by a thin shell of ionized plasma (e.g. an HII region) at radius

Rsh.. The shell has a refraction index nsh. =
√

1− νsh.,p/ν with νsh.,p the shell’s plasma frequency. We assume that

each emission beam (with initial beam-width ∼ 1/ΓQN) from the Nc QN chunks is bent by an angle ∆θsh. ≤ θmax. in

a random direction. Here θmax. is the maximum bending angle (see Figure 13). Thus the probability of seeing any one

beam (i.e. a beam scattered towards the observer) is

P1 =
π(1/Γ2

QN)

πθ2
max.

. (G1)

As can be seen from Figure 13, beams in the θ > θmax. quadrant cannot be seen by the observer. For θ < θmax. the

number of beams that are scattered randomly is

Nscat. =
πθ2

max.

4π
Nc . (G2)

The above implies that the total probability of seeing one beam scattered towards the observer is

PT,1 = P1 ×Nscat. =
Nc

4Γ2
QN

. (G3)

In our model thus, a repeating FRB occurs only if PT,1 ≥ 1 or when

Nc > 4Γ2
QN = 4× 107 × Γ2

QN,3.5 . (G4)

The implication of Eq. (G4) above is that a typical chunk in a QN where a a repeating FRB occurs has a mass

mc,RFRB < mc,FRB/40; for our fiducial values Nc = 106. Since the FRB luminosity is linearly proportional to the

chunk’s mass (see Eq. 72), this means that the luminosity of an RFRB is such that LRFRB < LFRB/40.

The maximum duration of the entire repeating episode is the time delay between θ = 0 and θmax., or

∆tmax =
Rsh.(1− cos θmax.)

c
∼ 32.6 years×Rsh.,1(1− cos θmax.) . (G5)

with Rsh.,1 = Rsh./10 pc. We can estimate a minimum repeating timescale by using the typical separation in angle

between chunks of θsep. = (4/N
1/2
c ) which gives

∆tmin =
Rsh.(1− cos θsep.)

c
'
Rsh.θ

2
sep.

2c
∼ 0.23 hours× Rsh.,1

Nc,7
. (G6)

Assuming the refraction process is Poissonian in nature (i.e. when PT,1 > 1) we can estimate the probability of

detecting k bursts during ∆tmax as P (k) =
(PT,1)ke−PT,1

k! which has a peak at k ∼ 5 if PT,1 ∼ 1. To explain clustered

events (like observed repeating FRBs) we must appeal to coherence inhomogeneities in the refracting shell capable

of refracting adjacent beams towards the observer. Defining θcoh. as the angular scale of the coherence scale, to get

∼ 10 FRBs within a time interval of a few times ∆tmin, the coherence angular scale must be a few times θsep.. The

corresponding coherence scale is Rsh.θcoh. = Rsh. × 6/ΓQN ∼ 4000 AU.
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Figure 1. Viewing geometry: Illustration of the velocity vectors of two chunks, the primary chunk at θP and the secondary
chunk at θS = θsep. − θP.
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Figure 2. PWN-SN shell (“the wall”) properties: Distributions of the wall’s parameters (radius Rw, density nw, magnetic
field Bw and thickness parameter tw/tΓ) for a distribution of tQN (i.e. BNS) in our model. We use Rice’s rule for binning
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Figure 3. Comparison of our analytical model (§4.3.2) to LGRB data: Shown are the single thin (i.e. tw ≤ 3tΓ)
and thick (i.e. tw > 3tΓ) wall runs compared to observed properties of LGRBs (pluses; from Ghirlanda et al. 2009).
The color palette shows the range of the wall thickness parameter tw/tΓ. There are 500 analytical runs
(one per dot) using fiducial parameters given in Table 1. Each run is obtained by varying tQN (i.e. BNS) and the

viewing angle θP with (0 < θP < 2 × 10−3/N
1/2
c,6 ). The left panel shows the duration compared to the observed t90

(data from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table) while the right panel shows the photon peak energy versus the
source redshift. The redshift was obtained by cross-referencing the LGRBs from Ghirlanda et al. (2009) with data in
https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table. The redshift z for each run is obtained by randomly selecting a GRB from a
global list of 350 GRBs (those with known redshifts) from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table.
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Figure 4. Amati plot (left panels) and Yonetoku plot (right panels) for the single wall analytical model (§4.3.2):
500 runs (the dots; the pluses are data from Ghirlanda et al. 2009) of the analytical model (including deceleration of chunk
for large values of tw/tΓ). For each run the primary chunk passes through a single wall. Each dot is generated by varying tQN

(i.e. BNS) and θP with ranges similar to those used in Figure 3. Other parameters are set to their fiducial values (see Table 1).
The redshift z for each simulation point is obtained by randomly selecting a GRB from a global list of 350 GRBs (those with
known redshifts) from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table. Top panels: Effects of varying the viewing angle θP for
a fixed BNS. Middle panels: Effects of varying BNS for a fixed viewing angle θP. Bottom panels: Effects of varying both
the viewing angle θP and the NS magnetic field BNS.
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Figure 6. GRB simultaneous light-curve and spectrum fits: The light-curve (left panel) and spectrum (right panel) fits
for each of the 48 LGRBs listed in Table 3. For the light-curves, the BAT data is extrapolated to the XRT band and shown as
black crosses. The XRT data is shown as open circles. The red line is the QN model. For the spectra, the red line is the QN
model whereas the black dashed line is the best-fit Band function to the observed spectrum from Yonetoku et al. (2010).
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Figure 7. Flares in our model: Top panel: Illustration of how flares are produced in our model. A simulated GRB with
a single filament and four chunks at θc = 0.000, 0.001, 0.002, and 0.003 rads. This panel demonstrates how the emission gets
shifted to longer times and lower flux as θc increases; the afterglow is the plateau for each θc. Here, θc = 0.000 represents
the primary chunk responsible for the prompt emission. To see a flare, the secondary chunk should be at a θc large enough
that it does not overlap with the primary chunk peak, but not so large that it is fainter than the afterglow (like the chunk at
θc = 0.003 rads). Bottom panel: The data for GRB 060707 is represented by the open circles with a flare at ∼ 102.5 s. Using
the simulation results from §5.3.5 we show, in purple, the light-curve produced by a single, primary chunk at θP = 4×10−4 rad.
The light-curve from a secondary chunk at θS = 2.7× 10−3 rad is shown in purple (scaled by 40).
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Figure 8. Model parameters: Distributions of parameters from simultaneous fits to light-curves and spectra of the 48 LGRBs
listed in Table 3. See §5.3.4, Table 1 and Table 3 for definitions of parameters. We use Rice’s rule for binning.
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Figure 9. Model timescales: Distribution of timescales from simultaneous fits to light-curves and spectra of the 48 selected
LGRBs. Panel A: the distribution of tQN = tSpD resulting from the BNS distribution (see panel A of Figure 8). Panel B: the
distributions of the minimum and maximum values of the thickness parameter tw/tΓ. This shows the wide variation of filaments’
thickness within each GRB and from one GRB to another. Panel C: the distribution of durations of the 48 fit LGRBs compared
to the t90 of all GRBs (data from https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table). The fit LGRBs have durations representative
of the LGRB population.

https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb_table
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Figure 10. Amati plot (left panels) and Yonetoku plot (right panels) for the single wall numerical simulations
model (§5.3.8): 500 simulations (including deceleration of chunk for large values of tw/tΓ) are plotted against the observations.
For each simulation the primary chunk passes through a single wall. Here all parameters are kept to their fiducial values
(see Table 1) except for the number of pairs which is npairs = 15 for best agreement with data in the left panels. The dots
correspond to 500 simulations but for varied tQN (i.e. BNS) and θP with ranges similar to those used in Figure 4. Also, binning
into 64 ms time bins introduces scatter not present in the analytical case (see Figure 4). Top panels: Effects of varying the
viewing angle θP for a fixed BNS. Middle panels: Effects of varying BNS for a fixed viewing angle θP. Bottom panels:
Effects of varying both the viewing angle θP and the NS magnetic field BNS.
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Figure 11. Amati plot (left panels) and Yonetoku plot (right panels) for the multiple filaments numerical
simulations model (§5.3.8): For each simulation a single chunk passes through multiple filaments of varied thickness. The
palette shows the highest thickness parameter (i.e. the thickest filament for each case). The dots correspond to 500 simulations
but for varied tQN (i.e. BNS) and θP with ranges similar to those used in Figure 10. Other parameters kept to their fiducial
values (see Table 1) except for the number of pairs which is npairs = 12 for best agreement with data in the left panels. Top
panels: Effects of varying the viewing angle θP for a fixed BNS. Middle panels: Effects of varying BNS for a fixed viewing
angle θP. Bottom panels: Effects of varying both the viewing angle θP and the NS magnetic field BNS.
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Figure 12. Amati plot (left panels) and Yonetoku plot (right panels) for the multiple filaments case including
scatter from other parameters: These are the same simulations as in Figure 11 but this time we include scatter from npairs,
εw and p in the range of Table 3. The two top panels correspond to 5 ≤ npairs ≤ 30, while in the two bottom panels we vary
simultaneously the three parameters (5 ≤ npairs ≤ 30, −6.0 ≤ log εw ≤ −4.5 and 2 < p ≤ 3).
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Figure 13. Our model for repeating FRBs: A plasma shell (e.g. an HII region) at a distance Rsh. from the QN explosion
acts as a refractor. In this simple geometry, the FRBs beams from the QN chunks are each bent by an angle ∆θ ≤ θmax., in
random direction, by the refracting plasma. Repeating FRBs occur when multiple beams are bent towards the observer by any
inhomogeneities in the shell (see Appendix G).
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Figure 14. The unification of bursts in our model: The two regimes correspond to the blow-out regime (ESN < ESpD) and
the non-blow-out regime (ESN < ESpD). The non-blow-out regime yields FRBs in our model since the non-turbulent, weakly
magnetized, PWN-SN shell is prone to the Weibel instability, triggering coherent synchrotron emission (CSE) in the chunk’s
shock (see §6). The blow-out regime yields LGRBs, XRR-GRBs and XRFs (see §8.2). For both regimes SLSNe result if the QN
occurs on timescales ≤ tSLSN when the PWN-SN shell is still optically thick.
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Figure 15. PWN-SN shell (“the Wall”) column density: The relative column density
∑
nF∆RF normalized to the

analytical value nPlat. × (Rw/12) (see §3). Each column density (one per fit LGRB) is generated by adding up all the filaments
along the line-of-sight for a single LGRB.
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Figure 16. SGRB light-curve fits: The XRT light-curve fit for 4 SGRBs (see §7.4). The BAT data is extrapolated to the
XRT band (see Evans et al. 2010) and shown as black crosses. The XRT data is shown as open circles. The red line is the QN
model.


